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Features---------------UMR launches FULL CIRC LE CA MPAIGN
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UMR is on a mission to make the campus the best it can be as it e mbarks on the
the most ambitious fund- raising effort in UMR's
history.

FULL CIRCLE CAMPAIGN -

Fred and June Kummer:

6

Committed to building on UMR's strengths
Fred Kummer, CE'55, knows all about building on a solid fo un dation. So it's only
natural that he and J une are among the key architects fo r UMR's FULL CIRCLE

CAMPAIGN.

Campaign Leaders

7

Mee t the "Dream Team " as they talk about their vision for UMR.

Making the Dean 's list

12

The leaders of UMR's three academic units have each come up with a "dean 's list"
detailing what they wa nt their respective school or college to look like in the future.
And they 're looking to th e FULL CIRCLE CAMPAIGN to turn those drea ms into
reality.

A Report on the CAMPAIGN

14

Where we are so far.

Departments - - - - - - - 16
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ASSOCIATION
MISSION
AND GOALS
MISSION
The association will proactively strive to
create an environment - embodying
communication with and participation by
MSM·UMR alumni and friends - to foster
strong loyalty to UMR and growth of the
association. The association will increase
its financial strength as well as provide aid
and support to deserving students and
appropriate projects.

Dear Fellow Alumni ,
It's official. .. the FULL CIRCLE CAMPAIGN for
UMR has begun l And your al umni association has a
big part to play in the success of this campaign. We 've
set a goa l of $6 m illion of the $60 million total to be
raised by the associa tion in support of UMR 's future.
We 'll need your help to m eet that goal.
We talk about the "MSM·UMR Alumni Association "
as if it were a separate group , but in reality, the
association is YOU. You 've heard the expression , " If
it's going to be , it's up to me "? Well , it couldn 't be
more true in this case. We 'll n eed the participatio n of
each and every alum to help us reach our goals. We 're
well on our way , but we still have a way to go. I hop e
I can count on you to be a part of this effort to assure
UMR 's excellence far into the future. I'm happy to be helping the association reach
that $6 m illion mark, and th e $60 million campaign goal , and I encourage you to
share the pleasure it brings me to be a part of th is effort.
At the board meeting last spring, the directors of your a lu mn i association passed
the following resolution of support for the campaign.

A RESOLUTION in Support of the
MSM-University of Missouri-Rolla
• Increase involvement of young
alumni in the association
• Improve section programming

W hereas:
The University of Missouri · Ro lia is launching its first compreh ensive capital fund rais ing
program, the Full Circle Cam paign, and

• Increase financial resources of
the association and university

Whereas:
The MS M· UMR A lumni Association has a mi ss ion of be ing supportive to the uni versity
and its students, then let it be

• Improve communication with
alumni
• Increase support to the
university and its students.
The officers and other members of the
association's board of directors provide
leadership and actual participation to
achieve these goals and fulfill this
mission. For their efforts to be a success,
they need YOUR active participation as
well, in whatever alumni activities you
choose.

2

FULL CIRCLE CAMPAIGN

Resolved:
That the MSM·UMR A lumni Association:
1. Pledges its support of th e Full Circle Campaign
2. Continues its recognition of donors ro the association during the campa ign
3 . Records gifts and pledges to the association rece ived between July 1, 1994, and
June 30, 200 1, as cred ited toward the Full Circle goals
4. Encourages , strongly, all alumni to partic ipate in the FLlll Circle Campaign in
add iti on to regular Ann ual Fund contributions by making special contributions to the
assoc iat ion for th e purposes of stud ent fin anc ia l a id, program enri chment, restricted
and unrestr icted endowments for vari ous programs and other such supportive activities
5. Launches its spec ific d ri ve for specia l Fu ll Circle contributions in the Fa ll of 1997.
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New endowments established
This spring the MSM-UMR Alumni Associatio n accepted several new scholarship
endowments to provide fund s for today's students.
- Heartland Section Scholarship
- James Hoelscher Scholarship
- Steve & Ern estine Mueller/Echo Bay Mines Scholarship
- George Penzel Scholarship
- Riley Family Scholarship
- William Soper Scholarship
- St. Louis Section Scholarsh ip
- Edwin J. Werner Scholarship
Th e Burns & McDonnell Scholarship Fund also was accepted. While not a n endowed
fund , this agreement formalizes Burns & McDonnell's comm itment to provide at least $4 ,000
per year in scholarship funds through th e association.
Th e association apprecia tes the commitment made by those individuals who established
these endowed funds to support educational opportunities for UMR 's students.

If you have a personal account for our" First
Person" feature (see Robe rt Spratt's articl e on
page 29). we'd like to hear about it. It could be
somethin g interesting that you did on th e job,
or perhaps a personal experience you'd like to
share. If you think your fellow alumni would
find it interesting, send it in and we'll consider
it for publi cation in a fu ture issue.

MEMBER
BENEFITS
MSM-UMR Alumni Association
members are entitled to:

Arkansas Section established
ach

j

to

;sed

Under the leadership of C hu ck Ger mer
'55 , a group of Arkansas alumni banded
together to form the Arkansas section o f the
MSM-UMR Al umni Association . T he
section 's charter was accepted by the board
of directors at the spring '97 meetin g.

Congratulations to the following alumni who
are founding members: Eric Duden '96,
Jennifer Suttmoeller '95, Clifford Statler '51 ,
M.G . Boren '62 , Robert M. Diel '62 , David
Kroeter '73, Charles E. Miller '55, and
Chuck Germer '55.

Travel Tours:
Italy & The French Riviera (Fall '97)
Switzerland & The Black Forest (Fall '97)
Western Caribbean Cruise (Jan. '98)
China & Yangtze River Cruise (Spring '98)
Eastern Europe Excursion (Spring '98)

MSM·UMR:
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The MSM-UMR Alumni
Associa tion announces a
new service for "wired "
alumni. You can go to the
association 's website at
http://www.umr.edu/alumni and
click o n "Buy a book,
support
your
alum ni
associa tion , through BookExpress
Online! "
to
purchase books from one
of th e largest web -based
bookstores.
When you enter the
BookExpress site , you 'll
receive
an
electronic
"cookie " that identifi es you
as one of our alumni.
Every time you make a
purchase, BookExpress will
donate 10 percent of the
purchase price back to you r
alumni association.
BookExpress
offers
good literature at discounts

Fall 1997

STEPS TO BOOKEXPRESS
Go to

http://www.umr.edu/alumni
Click on

Buy a book, support your
alumni association through
BookExpress Online!
10 percent
of purchase
price is
donated to
the alumni
association

of 30-90 percent off th e
publisher 's suggested list
price. Th eir warehouses
hold tens of thousands of
titles with more than 5
million books in stock.
The
categor ies
are
endless; the only books
they won 't stoc k are
pornography a nd hate
literature.
With
a
commitment to philanthropy,
BookExpress provides
quality reading material
whi le helping others
through donations to
charitable orga nizations.
We look forward to our
association with them
a nd we hope yo u 'll take
a loo k at the electronic
bookstore
for
your
favor ites.

chairs, lamps, watches, rings, pendants,
Platinum/Gold MasterCard, license plates
(License plates are for
Missouri residents only.!

Career Assistance:
UMR's Career Opportunity Center will
help you in your job search!

Alumni Association Services:
Access to Alumni Office via e-mail
(alumni@umr.edu). Alumni locator service
to help you find lost friends . Address
update service so you don't miss
your MSM-UMR mail.
To take advantage of these offers,
contact the Alumni Office:
by mail: MSM-UMR Alumni Association
Castleman Hall
1870 Miner Circle
Rolla MO 65409-0650
by phone: (573) 341-4145
bye-mail: alumni@umr.edu

UMR launches FULL IF
UMR is on a mission to make the campus the best it can be as
it enters the 21st century. This fall, UMR embarks on its first-ever
capital campaign: the FULL CIRCLE CAMPAIGN. With an
overall goal of $60 million, the Full Circle Campaign is the most
ambitious fund-raising effort in UMR's history.
"This is a momentous step for UMR, " says UMR Chancellor John T Park. "We 're fOliunate to have a strong base
of private support from which to launch this campaign.
We know that our alumni and friends want to see UMR
succeed in the next century as much as we do-and we
have no doubt that by working together (through the Full
Circle Campaign) , we will make UMR better and stronger
than ever. "
Park adds that the Full Circle Campaign "will go a long
way toward establishing UMR as one of the nation 's
premier universities, and will ensure that our students
have all the tools they will need to succeed in the 21st
century. "
The campaign theme focus es on "coming full circle. "
Today's donors-the students of the past-help support
today's students. After today 's students graduate , Park
says, they will "become members of our dedicated group
of alumni and assume their leadership roles with their gifts
of time and money to the university."
"In this way," Park adds, "th ey ensure that the 'full
circle ' of partnership between current students and form er
students continues. "
The Full Circle Campa ign mission is twofold, Park says.
"First, we want to continue the traditions that make our
campus unique-the emphasis on engin eering and
science, rigorous academic standards, hands-on research
and learning, creative problem-solving, a nd preparation
for professional success. Second, we want to enhance the
preparation of UMR graduates for leadership in their professions and in the society by increased efforts on
communication , teamwork, and education of the total
student. UMR is creating a campus learning e nvironment
focused on the total success of UMR 's graduates. "
Over the past three years, Park a nd other members of
UMR's faculty and administration have been working with
seve ral alumni to put the Full Circle Campaign pla n into
place. A campaign leadership team made up of five
alumni is helping the campus focus on a plan of action to

keep UMR at the forefront of educational excellence
through this campaign.
Alumni involvement is critical to the success of this firstever campuswide campaign , Park says. And campaign
leaders agree, noting that the Full Circle Campaign will
foster stronger ties between alumni and the campus.
"The campaign serves to educate alumni as to the role
we can and should play in advancing our alma mater,"
says Keith Bailey, ME '64, a member of the campaign
leadership team. "This first campaign is critical. Our ability
to have the vision and the resources is very important. "
"It's easy for people to say that where you go to school
doesn 't make a difference-that a person can be successful regardless of where they attend school ," says another
campaign leader, Zebulun "Zeb " Nash, ChE '72. "I,
however, believe that UMR does make a difference . It
gave me an opportunity to grow and learn, to further my
decision-making abilities, and to have hope and high as-

$60 MILLION

SEVEN YEARS

FACILITI ES and
EQU IPMENT
$9 million
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pirations. I had a wonderful time there. I look back with
fondness upon my undergraduate days. UMR was a place
where I could interact with bright and intelligent people
who inspired me. "
Campaign leaders hope this campaign inspires alumni
to new levels of giving.
"We have tremendously successful alumni-from entrepreneurs to corporate leaders to scientists and
inventors," Bailey says. "We can demonstrate parity with
other nationally ranked institutions, but as alumni we

haven 't been giving back to UMR in proportion to what
we have been able to accomplish. There have been exceptions, but I want to see gifts of $10,000, $100,000 and
$1 million become the norm. "
Fred Kummer, CE '55, and his wife June, the honorary
chairs for the Full Circle Campaign , echo Bailey's sentiments. "It's up to us as alumni to make UMR the best
institution it can possibly be, and to keep it focused on its
mission of educating leaders as we enter the new millenmum.

Fred and June Kummer:

BUILDING ON
UMR'S S~RENGTHS
F

red Kummer. CE'55, knows all about buildin g on a solid

foundation. So it's only n atural that he is one of the key
arch itects for UMR 's Full Circle Campaign .
Even after nearly four decades of running his own business one that has grown from a one-man general contracting firm into a
diversified corporation - Kummer still puts a high value on a
technical education.
"My success has been very much built on my technical skills, "
says Kummer, the founder and president of St. Louis-based HBE
Corp. H e and his wife June are the honorary chairs for UMR's Full

Ci rcle Campaign. "I attribute so much of my own personal success
to Rolla. and I want to be supportive of UMR.··
Those technical skills Kummer learned at Rolla have stayed w ith
him. Even though his business is involved in designing and bUilding
hospitals, medical buildings and financial build ings, owning and
operating hotel properties 20 Adam's Mark H otels and
planning a major resort near Eagle. Colo., Kummer remains personally involved in all aspects of the corporation.
His office is strewn with blueprints, buildin g plans and all sorts of
paperwork - details other corporate leaders might leave to their underlings. "People tell me I can't run a business th is way, " Kumm er
says. "Well, I' ve been doing it this way for 37 years. I tell people that
I'm still an engineer every day. "
Kummer believes a technical background is a solid foundation
for any entrepreneur. "If you look at (Microsoft co-founder) Bill
Gates and Steve Jobs (founder of Apple Computers), they are
known as great entrepren eurs, but they were ' techn icians first, "
Kummer says. 'Tm a firm believer that you've got to know about
what you're managing before you can manage it. ,.
As a former member of the University of M issouri Board of
Curators, Kummer knows plenty about the business of higher
education. He also is a founding member of the UMR Board of
Tru stees, which provides guidance and direction for the UMR administration .
Now, Kummer is lending his leadership expertise to UMR 's most
ambitious endeavor yet. H e wants to make sure UMR 's tradition of
preparing today's students for leadership continues well into the 21st
century.
For their part, the Kummers are helping prepare UMR for the
challenge of educating tomorrow's leaders. Th ey have comm itted
$1.25 million toward the improvements and add ition to the ButlerCarlton Civil Engineering Building at UMR. The gift is a cha ll enge to
other civil engineering graduates to support this project - proof not
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only of the Kumm ers' co mmitm ent to UMR 's future success, but of
their desire to see other alumni involved.
" I think giving back to the university is important. at every level."
Kumm er says. " I feel a real need to become a part of Rolla's efforts
to educate our future leaders ...
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Tang's efforts show how one donor can playa substantial role in
shaping UMR's future.
" I personally w restled w ith whether to leave a bequest to UMR.
or to make a commitment now," Tang says. " I knew it would ultim ately m ean more to me if I could be part of the process and help
develop my vision for UMR while I' m living. Planning a gift wh ile
you 're living can be very fulfill ing."

S

oftware and computer engineering are
the fastest-growing fields in engineering, and Cindy Tang , Econ '85 , wants
to thrust UMR into the forefront of granting
degrees in these fields.
To do so , she established the Cynthia Tang-

Missouri Professorship of Computer Engin eerin g to attract a
leader in the software and computer engineer ing fields to UMR 's
electrical engineering department. The donation will foster crossdisciplinary efforts between the departments of electrical
engineering. computer science and management systems.
" I want UMR to be a leader in th e fields of software and
computer engineering," says Tang. chief executive officer of Insight
Industries Inc. in Platteville, Wis. " By taking the right classes ,
students have been able to obtain the equivalent of a computer engineering degree, but we were not producing graduates with the title
on their diplomas. It made it more difficult for th em to enter the job
market, but this will no longer be an issue."

.ccess. but of
every level."
~olla's effortS

H er vision was very clear: UM R
needed to offer a degree in software
and computer engineering. When
Tan g shared her ideas several
months ago with UMR leaders, they
agreed.
Tang is keenly aware of the
shortages of software and computer
engineers. She leads a company
that develops and tests software for
flight -in strumentation systems used
in many commercial airl ines. and
also develops satellite and V HF
communications systems.
Tang hopes her gift w ill serve as
a catalyst for future expansion in
these fields.
"I would like to see UMR spend
even more on computer and
software engineering." Tang says.
"Compu ter and software engineering will be a part of every field in the
future. T he n eed for software and computer engin eers w ill continue
to exceed the supply. ,.
In addition to the professorship, Tang has established the Cindy
Tang Achievement Scholarship for UMR stud ents studying management systems. She also serves as a member of the UMR Board of
Tru stees, the UMR Management Systems Adv isory Board and the
Ord er o f th e Golden Shi llelagh.
H elpin g lead UMR's Full Circle Campaign is a natural extension
of her com mitmen t to UMR.
"This cam paign will allow us to maintain exceptionally strong
programs and to maintain the excellence that we 've established,"
Tang says. "Without it, we cou ld fall behind ...

ENGINEERING A
NEW DEGREE PROGRAM
Fall 1997
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I<eith Bailey:

PUT tJMR ON THE TOP
OF EVERYONE'S LIST
K

eith Bailey, ME '64, b elieves UMR should rank at the top

of everyone's list of the best engineering and science
schools in th e nation,
" I want UMR to be distinguished intern ationally as the premier engineering school and to automa tically be named in the top two or
three engin eerin g schools in the nation - regardless of who is making
the list," says Bailey, head of Th e Williams Companies Inc. of Tulsa ,
Okla. "T he Full Circle Campaign w ill move us in that direction, "
To that end, Bailey and his wife , Pat, have established the K eith
and Pat Bailey -Missouri Professorship in Integrated Design and
Manufacturing. Bailey is the chairm an, president and chief executive
officer of th e W illiams Companies Inc" a $1 2 billion corporation with
en ergy and communications businesses. H e also is v ice presid ent of
UMR's Board of Trustees.

I

like the 6 -foot , 5-inch Bailey himself, UMR is already head and
sho uld ers above th e rest UMR continues to o ffer stud ents a quality
educatio n in engineering and science education,
"But this campaign is not about stay ing where we are; it's about

l

going beyond excellence," Bailey says. "It is about pote ntial , v isions
and dreams, UMR can become the premier resid en tial engineering
school for undergraduates in th e nation. If we can continue to focus
on engin eering and science, we can distinguish o urse lves as th e
ca mpus in the nation to provide that education. "
While many colleges and universities have tried to be
"all things to all people, " UMR 's narrow focus will prove

manufaC
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to be an exce ll ent strategy - es p eciall y in th e wake of
what Bailey predicts w ill be a shortage of we ll -trained
engineers and scientists in the futu re, "Durin g the 1980s,
trad itional employers of engin eers downSized , and
students nocked to business schools," Bailey says. "Now,
those same employers are in need of q ualified engineers
and scientists. Stu dents enter in g en gin eerin g today will
graduate into a supe r-heated job market "
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Bailey is a member of UMR 's campaign leadersh ip
team because he believes in UMR 's mission.
" UM R has done well th rough its history, " Ba il ey says.
"If we can stay focused and hold true to o ur mission , we
ca n distinguish ourselves as the ca mpus for undergradu ate engi neer ing ed ucation,"
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Zeb

~ash:

LEABING #.. REVOLUTION
U

MR has come a long way sin ce Zebu lun "Zebu Nash ,
ChE'72, graduated a quarter of a century ago.
"Diversity is val ued now. ,. says Nash , th e manager of
manufacturing of basic chemicals for Exxon Chemical Co. in
Baytown , Texas. " Different types of in dividuals are acce pted and
contribute to the richness of the comm unity. When I gra dua ted ,
th ere were few female or black facu lty members: however, that
number has changed signi ficantly in the past 25 years. Th e demographic m akeup of the faculty, staff and students continu es to
evolve. "
Just as there has been a demographic revolution in recent years,
Nash wants to see an education al revol ution at UMR with the Full
Circle Campaign as the catalyst.
"The $60 million campaign will serve as a platform for attracting
th e best and brightest faculty to train the best and brightest
students," Nash says. " It also will help provide th e best facilities in
which students can grow and learn. "
Nash has helped establish a foundation for that platform through
his gifts, which include $ 150,000 to the L awrence C. and Catherine
Bush George Scholarsh ip Fund to benefit A lpha Phi Alpha studen ts.
Additionally, he has given to the Martin Luther King Jr. Scholarship,
the Minority Engineer ing Program, the Castleman Hall fund and th e
new Recreation and Intramural Cen ter. H e also is establish ing a
scholarship to honor his late mother.

Fnll1997

'Tm committed to U M R. to seeing it progress into th e 21st
century, and to keeping up w ith our mission of educating tomorrow's
leaders. " Nash says.
Nash, the father of three young children - Robert, Barbara and
Th eodore - and his wi fe Harriet don't just invest in UMR w ith their
money, but also with their time. Nash routin ely visits campus to
speak to the chancellor 's leadership class , serve on UMR 's African
American Recruitmen t and Retention Committee, selve as a mentor
and parti Cipate in UMR 's A frican American H eritage Month activities. In addition , he is a member of the Order of the Golden
Sh ill ela gh, the Academy of Chemical En gin eering. a director on the
Alumni Association Board , and the UMR Board of Trustees, and an
adm issions ambassador.
" When you 're com mitted to somethin g, you put forth the effort,
ene rgy and resources ," Nash says. "I'd like to see fellow alumn i join
m e in putting UMR on their priority list. This is about giving someone
else what you were given. It's a chance to do a good deed.
" Without the $60 million campaign , UMR may begin to lose its
competitive edge. We may one day lag behind other institu tions
where alumni have made their alma mater a priority. "
To ensure that the com petition doesn' t get ahead, Nash is helping
lead the revolution - The Full Circle Ca mpaign - to keep UMR at
the forefront of higher ed ucation .
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I Iolrn..es ••
nhancing UMR 's academic programs and continuing to
attract outstanding students to the campus rank as the top
issues in the Full Circle Campaign for Thom as A. " Tom "
Holmes, MinE·SO.
Holmes, who retired in 1988 as chairman , presid ent and chief
executive officer of Ingersoll -Rand Co. , believes that students and
academics are the backbone of UMR 's excellence.
"Because UMR offers such a quality education in the sciences and
in engineer in g, we have to enhance academic programs," says
Holmes, a member of UMR 's Board of Trustees since its inception in
1994. "That is the only way I know of to attract outstanding students
with ou tstanding talents.
"[ feel that improving such facilities as laboratories and equipment
as we near the 21st century is an essential part of providing students
with the learning skills that they will need in engineering careers," he
says. Those facilities must provide UMR 's professors and students
with the latest advances in technology, Holmes adds. "Th at will
enable the professor to teach courses that will give students the opportunity to become professional people in a rapidly changing
technological world. "
Holmes was instrumental in help ing create a distinguished professorship in the School of Mines and Metallurgy: the Robert H. Quenon
Professorship/Chair in Mining Engineerin g. Holmes "believed that
the school needed an endowed chair in min ing, preferably in the
name of an outstanding individual in the U.S. mining industry," he
says. "And Bob Quenon (the former president of Peabody Coal Co.)
is well-know n and respected in the mining indushy "
Holmes ' involvement with UMR includes membership in the
Order of the Golden Shillelagh. He also received a professional
degree in mining engineering from UMR in 1972 , an Alumni
Achievement Award in 1974 and an honorary doctor of engin eering
degree in 1981.
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bee n there, but not to the magnitude of some of the larger or
better-known schools in the United States. And we have to look
at alumni who are not used to giving for full support to the
campus.
The Full Circle Campaign at UMR will help restructure the way
funding is made available to the campus . Garvey says. " In future
years there will be changes in the amount of public and private
funding available to higher education ," he says. "There will be
fewer state and federal resources available, and this campaign will
help UMR stay at the forefront in engineering and science.
"T hrough this campa ign , UMR will have the opportunity to
become a stronger campus and a leading institution in engineering," Garvey says.
En dowments w ill playa large role in the success of UMR as it
enters the 2 1st century, " Galvey says.
Garvey stresses that alumni
support will be critical to the
success
of
the Full
Ci rcle
Campaign-and UMR 's future
beyond
this
first
campaign.
" Alumni need to say to themselves
' I got where I am because of my
education , and my education
came from UMR. ",
Garvey, a member of UMR 's
Board of Trustees , received a professional degree from UMR in
1973 and an honorary doctor of
engineering degree from UMR in
1991.
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UMR's leaders discuss their goals
and dreatns for the future
Every dean has a dream, and UMR 's deans are no exception.
The leaders of UMR's three academic units have each come up with a "deans ' list"
detailing what they want their respective school or college to look like in the future .
And they 're looking to the FULL CIRCLE CAMPAIGN to turn those dreams into
reality.
Here is a look at each dean 's aspirations:

SCHOOL of ENGINEERING
Robert M itchell, dean of the School of Engineering, wants UMR to achieve " best in class " status in
specific areas of engin eering expertise. "We need to
be the o nes society and in dustry look to for th e
answers to their probl ems, " he says. A nd ensurin g
that UMR attains that status w ill involve "getting the
r ight people-both studen ts and faculty-and giving
them th e resources th ey need to be creative and to
really make a difference. "
Th e School of Engineering w ill emphasize
strengthen in g the cross-d isciplinary areas of infrastructure engin ee rin g, enviro nm ental engineerin g,
manufacturing engineering, m ater ials engi neering
and geotechn ical engin eer ing, in partnership wi th
industry and w ith oth er units on ca mpus. M itchell
seeks fund s fo r new nam ed sc holarships, assistantsh ips and fellowships; pro fessorships; and
laboratory renovations. Working with th e School of
Engin eerin g Advisory Committee, a panel of alumni and
other leaders in engin eerin g th at w as organized last fall,
M itchell has developed his own "dean 's list " of p riorities for
the school. But he con tinues to see k input from alumni and
industry leaders. "To succeed , we need th e o ngoin g advice
of alum ni an d partnerships w ith industry." he says.
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Russell Buhite, the newest of UMR 's three deans (he
began his new job in July), sees the unit he heads as "a
dynami c catalyst" for UMR 's mix of students, faculty and
programs. "Each department. program and activity contributes in unique ways to our enterprises of growing leaders
for the 2 1st century, and assures th em of a knowledge base
adequate to successfully address the problems of today and
tomorrow ," Buhite says.
Th e College of Arts a nd Sciences' priority is to create an
e nvironment that allows students "to discover or create new
knowledge in th e cultural and scientific worlds," Buhite adds.
To achieve that goal, the coll ege has established a plan to
raise funds for new scholarships, fellowships and assistantships for undergraduate and graduate students: endowed
lecture series to bring special speakers to campus; na med
professorships; and new laborator ies and laboratory improvements.

RUSSELL D. BUHITE, COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES

SCHOOL of MINES and METALLURGY

NEERING

LEE W. SAPERSTEIN, SCHOOL OF

Fall 1997

"Th e School of Mines and Metallurgy is world
competitive in the disciplines of energy production ,
env ironmental and natural resources engineering and
science, mater ials science and engineering, mining
and petroleum engineering. The number one priority
for our school is to provide support for faculty ," Lee
Saperstein says, and he sees the Full Circle Campaign
as the vehicle to address these needs.
Nationally recognized faculty will help recruit the
nation 's best and brightest students, as will increased
financial aid. like his colleagues Buhite and Mitchell,
Saperstein sees scholarship and fellowship support as
critical to UMR 's continued success. He also sees the
need for improvements for labs and other physical facilities, to help UMR give students access to state-ofthe-art tec hnology. "There are specific and urgent
needs for certain kinds of facil ities to be used by our
students. such as laboratory equipment," he says.
MINES AND METALLURGY
"A candid appraisal for UMR is that we are good ,
above average, in instruction and research . But to be
one of the best, we need resources additional to those provided by the state. And when
resources are forthcom ing, we have a responsibility to use those resources wisely. "
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GEOLOGY
ALUMNUS
ESTABLISHES
3-D SEISMIC
INTERPRETATION
LABORATORY
UMR students will soon have
state-of-the-art tools for interpreting
seismic data, thanks to a gift from
J. Richard Hunt, GGph '50, and his
wife Shirley.
The gift of stock, valued at more
than $100,000, will establish the
J . Richard Hunt Three-Dimensional
Seismic Interpretation Laboratory in
the geology and geophysics department. The lab will be used by
students and faculty in geology and
geophysics. and in civil. geological.
mining and petroleum engineering.
The new lab will house the same
state-of-the-art
computers
and
software used in the petroleum
industry today. It will enable students
and faculty to conduct three-dimensional seismic interpretation - a
powerful new method that allows
geophysicists
and
petroleum
engineers to more accurately map
faults, reefs. sand channels, caves
and other subsurface features.
Hunt worked for both Stanolind
and Empire Geophysical in Texas
until Empire merged with Teledyne
Exploration in the mid -1960s. He
then founded J. Richard Hunt and
Associates, a geophysical consulting
firm , in 1969.
The Hunts have been solid supporters of MSM-UMR for several
years. Among their UMR affiliations
are the Order of the Golden Shillelagh, the Jackling Committee (which
oversees the annual Jackling and
Jackling 2 programs for high school
students interested in mineralsrelated engineering) , and the
Academy of the School of Mines and
Metallurgy.
The Hunts live in Carbondale,
Colo.
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Kummers pledge $1.25 million
for Butler-Carlton Building
red a nd J un e Ku mmer, the
honorary chairs for the Full Circle
Campaign , have pledged $1.25
million to help fund the renovation and
addition to the Butler-Carlton Civil Eng ineerin g Building. Th e Kummers issued the
gift as a challenge to other civil engineering
alum ni fo r the building project.
"I th ink giving back to the university is
important, at every level, " says Fred
Kummer, CE '55, president and founder o f
HBE Corp., a diversified corporation based
in St. Louis. "I feel a real need to become a
part of Rolla's efforts to educate o ur future
leaders. "
The Kummers chose to invest in an area
they are both strongly interested in: new
construction. Kummer started his own
general contracting firm in 1959. and today
the company's business interests in clude
design and construction. th e Adam's Mark
Hotels, and a new four- season resort under
planning near Eagle, Colo. June Ku mme r
also has a keen interest in bU ildings and
design. She holds a degree in arch itecture
from Washington University in St. Louis and
now advises HBE Corp. in the area of
landsca pe design.
Th e Kummers ' gift will help UMR in its
plans to construct an 82,600-square-foot
addition and renovation to the existing

F

48,800-square-foot
civil
en gineerin g
bUilding. The addition will house equipment
and additional office, classroom and laboratory space, in cluding laboratories for
structures an d e nvironmental research. The
total proj ect cost will be $20,789,028. The
campus pla ns to raise $4,158,000 of the
cost fro m private funds.
"This gift from Fred and June Kummer
will help us double our dollars as other
alumni come forth with donations th at will
be matched by the Kumm ers ' match ing
gift," says UMR Chancellor John T Park.
Kummer has been involved in public
higher education since 1987, when he was
named to the University of Missour i Board
of Curators. Since stepping down fro m that
position in 1992, Kum mer has been a
me mber of UMR 's Board of Trustees. He
also is a charter member of the Order of the
Golden Shillelagh, a member of the UMR
Academy of Civil Engineers, an Honorary
Knigh t of St. Patrick at UMR a nd a n Alumni
Achievem ent Award recipient. He also
received an honorary doctor o f engineering
degree from UM R in 1984. J un e Kummer
continues to pursue her landscaping and
design in terests outside of HBE Corp. as
president of the Federated Garden Clubs of
Missouri.

Gunthers pledge $500,000
for civil engineering renovation
on
J.
G unther,
CE'60,
executive vice president and
director of the Bechtel Group ,
a nd his wife Rosemary have pledged
$500 ,000 toward the ren ovation of the
Butler-Ca rlton Civil En gineerin g Building. In
recognition of their gift. the new lecture hall
in the CE Building will be known as the Don
J. and Rosemary T Gunther Lecture Hall.
Gunther has had a long and successful
career with Bechtel, a globa l engineering

D

and construction business. He joined the
company right after gradu ation as a field
engineer in the Refinery and Chemical
Division and, except for a short stint in the
Army in the ea rl y 1960s, has been with
Bechtel ever since. He became executive
vice president and director of the Bechtel
Group in 1996.
Th e Gunthers have been members of
UMR 's Order of the Golden Shillelagh since
1989. They live in Houston, Texas.
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oftware entrepreneur Cynthia
Tang, Econ '85, wants to see
UMR take the lead in the
emerging field of computer engineering. So
she has established a professorship in that
field.
Tang. CEO of Insight Industries, established
the
Cynthia
Tang-Missouri
Professorship of Computer Engin eering to
attract a leader in the field to come to UMR.
The professorship will be part of the electrical engineering department at UMR.
Combined with state funds , the professorship is a $1.1 million endowment.
''Software engineering is the fastest
growing area of engineering today," says
Tang. "I wanted to strengthen UMR 's
emphasis in this discipline and enable the
university to grant degrees in computer engineering.

S

"My goal in establish ing this professorship," she adds. "is to attract a recognized
leader in the software and computer engineering field to the UMR department of
electrical engineer ing. "
Tang founded Insight Industries Inc. in
1987. The company, based in Platteville.
Wis .. develops and tests software for flightinstrumentation systems used in many
commercial airliners. and also develops
satellite and VHF communications systems.
Tang is a member of the UMR Board of
Trustees , th e UMR Management Systems
Advisory Board and the Order of the
Golden Shillelagh, and in 1994 received an
honorary professional degree in econom ics.
She also has estab lished the Cindy Tang
Ach ievement Scholarship for students in
UMR management systems program.

Scholarship fund to encourage
student voluntarism
ormer MSM-U MR Alumni Association President Gerald
L.
Stevenson, ChE '59, '63, and his
wife, Eugen ia
(Jeann ie)
Bradford
Stevenson, have established a scholarsh ip
for chem ical engineering majors. The
Gerald L. and Eugenia Bradford Stevenson
Endowed Scholarship fund is designed in
part to encourage students to volunteer for
one of Stevenson 's favor ite causes: the
MSM-UMR Alumni Association.
The fund proV ides need-based scholarsh ips for o ut-of-state students who a lso
have strong academi c credentials, are
major ing in chemical engif' eeri ng at UMR ,
and are willin g to voluntee; with the MSMUMR Alumni Association .

F

"We want to encourage students to learn
more about the alumni association and to
learn about the importance of giving back
to their alma mater, " says Stevenson. who
served as president of the alumni association during the 1994-95 year.
Stevenson is senior vice president of
Jacobs Engineering Group Inc. of
Pasadena, Calif.
The scholarship fund was established by
the Stevensons' recent $200,000 gift to the
alumni association. The fund is dedicated to
the me mory of Llyn and Vivian Fuller
Bradford, Eugen ia Stevenson 's parents
who were well-known in the Rolla
community, and Russell C. and aneta Mills
Stevenson. Gerald Stevenson's parents.

BRACKBILL
SCHOLARSHIP
SHOWS STUDENTS
IMPORTANCE
OF GIVING
The Catherine and Robert Brackbill Engineering Scholarship Fund helps UMR
students find out how important private
support is to the campus.
The Brackbill
Scholarship is supported by an endowment of
more than $250,000 and provides scholarships for UMR students with preference in
petroleum, geological or mining engineeing.
The fund honors Robert Brackbill,
MinE'42, and his wife, Catherine "Cay "
Brackbill for their support of the campus and
the MSM-UMR Alumni Association . Brackbill
is chairman of the board of Robertson
Onshore Drilling Co., of Dallas, Texas, a firm
he co-founded in 1987. He is also owner of
Brackbill Oil and Gas of Dallas. And he has
served as chairman of Texas Pacific Oil Co.
and Dunigan Tool and Supply Co.
Cay Brackbill graduated from the Bellevue
Hospital Nursing School in New York. She has
worked as a flying registered nurse with the
Military Air Transport Command, and as an
anesthesist with the Sloan-Kettering Cancer
Hospital and Jamaica Hospital in Long Island,
NY
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May 17,1997, was a day of milestones at UMR. On
Spring Commencement - the campus graduated
and awarded its first Ph.D. ever to an African

b i g F i " e -O - O - O - O
It 's the big Five-O for Gregory E. Morrow, EMgt'97, of St. Louis. But in
Morrow 's case it's 50 with a few more zeros added on.
Morrow became the 50,000th graduate to receive a degree from Rolla.
Morrow received his bachelor of science degree during May Commencemen t.
Morrow, who graduated cum lau de , now works as an engin eerin g supervisor fo r Alabama Ductil e Casting Co. of Brewton , Ala , where he
supervises the finishing castings part of th e opera tions.
UMR prepa red him we ll for th e work force , Morrow be li eves. "My
education helped me understand problems associated with engin eerin g," he
says. "The people who hired me have all the confide nce in me to do th e job
and to solve those problems. "
So the cum la ude grad ua te, number 50,000 at UMR , will be batting a
thousand in the manufacturing engineerin g field.

Academies induct new members
A new class af alumni and friends was
inducted this spri ng inta faur UMR
academies: the Academy af Chemical
E ngineers, Academy af Civil Engineers,
Academy af Electrical Engineering and
Academy af the Schaal af Mines and Met allu rgy.
INDUCTED INTO THE ACA DEMY OF
CHEMICAL ENGINEERS WERE:
• Dav id B. BarthoIi c , ChE '62 , of
Watchung, N.J. , president and founder of
DART Inc. of Houston , Texas.
• J ohn W. Brodhacker , ChE '44 , of
Bloomington , Ind. , retired director of technology and admin istration at Exide Corp.
of Yardley, Pa.
Ra ym o nd " Ra ndy" Free man ,
ChE '72, MS ChE '73, PhD ChE '80, of St.
Louis, a sen ior fellow in the health and
safety department of Monsanto in St.
Louis.
• J oseph M. March ello of Norfolk ,
Va. , chancellor of UMR from 1978 to
1985, and now a professor in the College
of Engi neering at Old Dominion University in Norfolk.
• J a m es M. McKelvey, ChE'4S, of St.
Louis, sen ior professor of chemical engineering at Wash ington University in St.
Lou is.
• Robert H. Pahl of Bartlesville, Okla. ,
ChE '68, MS ChE '70, PhD Ch E'74,
techn ical manager for fuels and lubricants
at Phillips Corporate Technology at
Bartlesvill e.
• A. Kent Th oe ni , ChE '63 , of
Overland Park, Kan. , retired director of
program management for Al li edSignal
Inc. 's Kansas City Division in Kansas City,
Mo.
• J a m es A. Unn ersta ll, ChE 'S6, of
Chicago, retired executive director of crisis
management plann ing for the Amoco
Corp. of Chicago.
• C h a rl es Alvin We ntz Jr. , ChE 'S7,
MS ChE'S9, of Edwardsville, III. , president
of International Scientific Management Inc.
in Edwardsville.
Ke nneth W. Woo d, ChE '60, of
Houston , retired tech nical and opera ti ons
manager for Shell Chemical Co. 's Resins
Business Center in Houston .
• Kenn eth J. Wulfert Jr. , ChE '64, of
Webster Groves , Mo. , director of supply
cha in for the performance materials
business unit of Monsanto Co. in St. Louis.
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INDUCTED INTO THE ACAD EMY OF
C IVIL ENGINEERS WERE:
• Wei-We n Yu , Curators ' Professor
emeritus of civil engineering at UMR.
• Th e late Ro nald M. Eckelkamp,
CE '72 , MS CE '74, formerly of Des Peres,
Mo , a fo u nd ing pr incipal and sen ior vice
president of Geotechnology Inc. , of St.
Louis (honored posthumously).
• Dan L. C hilton, CE '6S, of St. LOUiS,
president a nd chief executive officer of WVP
Corp. of St. Louis.
• John W. Critchfi e ld , CE '74, of
Boston , senior construction manager for the
Massachusetts Water Resources Authority of
Boston.
• Cha rles M. Etwert, CE '71, MS
EMGT'83, of Manchester, Mo , assistant
executive director of the Metropoli tan
Sewer District of St. Louis.
• Mi ch ae l D. Hurst , CE '74, of St.
Louis, president and chief operating officer
for McCarthy Building Cos. of St. Louis.
• Warr en N . Ke ith, CE '72 , of Kansas
City, Mo. , partner and director of transportation for Black and Veatch of Kansas
City, Mo.
• Roger A. LaB oube , CE '70, MS
CE '73, P hD CE'77 , a professor of civil engineering at UMR.
• P. Patrick Poe pping, CE '6S , of
QUincy, III. , president of Poepping , Stone,
Bach & Associates Inc. of Quincy , III.
• Stephe n E. Willis, CE '67 , of St.
LOUiS , deputy executive director and
general manager of engineering and faci li manageme nt for
the
Bi-S tate
ties
Development Agency of St. Louis.
INDU CTED IN TO THE ACA DEMY OF
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERIN G WERE:
• Rona ld D. Lutes , EE '73, of St.
Charles, Mo., vice preside nt and co-fou nder
of PC&E Inc. of St. Louis.
• George McPh erson Jr. , professor
emeritus of electrical engineering at UMR.
• Ma j. Gen. Ri chard Pa ul , EE '66,
commander of the new Air Force Research
Labora tory and director of science and tec hnology for the Headquarters Air Force
Materiel Command at Wright- Patterson Air
Force Base, O hio .
• Jam es B. Pet erson , EE '66, of St.
Louis, vice president and general manager
of the Air Force Progra m for McDo nnell
Douglas Aerospace Corp. in St. Lo uis.

• Ro nald D. Will oughby , EE '73, of
Franksv ill e, Wis. , manager of the systems
engineering group at Cooper Power
Systems in Franksville.
INDU CTED INTO THE ACADEMY OF
TH E SCHOOL OF MINES AND METALLUR GY WERE:
• Dav id E. Ba rtine , MS NucE '66, PhD
NucE '71 , of Harriman, Tenn. , a consultant
to the nuclear industry.
• J ess e (Jack) R. Bodine, 'SO, of St.
Louis, retired executive vice president of
Bodine Alum in um Inc.
• Gary L. Downey, PetE '62, MS
PetE'63, of Houston, Texas, retired senior
vice president of operations and marketing
for ARCO International Oil and Gas Inc.
• Fra ncis E. " Fra nk " Fennerty, '49, of
Omaha, Neb. , retired president of Kiewit
Eastern Co. of Omaha.
• Armin " Rip " F. Fick, MetE '4 1, of
New York, retired senior executive vice
president of AT&T/Western El ectric Co. of
New York.
• Louis P. Gig nac, PhD MinE '79, of
Quebec City, Quebec, Canada, president
and ch ief executive officer for Cambior Inc.
• Ge ne H. Ha ertlin g, CerE 'S4, of
Clemson , Sc. , the Bishop Distinguished
Professor of Advanced Ceramic Processi ng
at Clemson University.
• William E. Horst, MetE 'S l , MS
MetE 'S2, of Golden , Colo., retired vice
president and director of AMAX Inc. of
Golden.
• Ha rold A. Kru eger, Min E'4 2, of
Ironton , Mo , president and fo under of
Harold A. Krueger and Associates.
• Vernon T. McG h ee, MinE '42, of
Bartlesville, Okla., retired as budget and
project analysis manager for the Exploration
and Productions Gro up for the Phi llips
Petroleum Co.
• Willi a m M. Shepard, MinE 'Sl, MS
MinE 'S2, of Lakewood , Colo. , an independent geological consultant.
• Carlos H. Tiern on, MetE 'S4, of Fort
Wayne , Ind. , chairman, president and chief
executive officer of the Deister Concentrator
Co.
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Student helps
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rule the web
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ven th e legendary British agent
"007 ," J ames Bond, doesn 't
know as much about the
monarchs of En gland as UMR student
Timothy Patrick Bond , a history major
from Steelville, Mo.
UMR 's Bond has become a renowned
sleuth in his own right after creating a comprehenSive World Wide Web site on the
monarchs of En gland. Hi s research was so
thorough that Britannia Internet Magazine ,
billed as the "Gateway to the British Isles,"
published his work on its web site
(http://www.britann ia.com/history/h6.htm!) .
It all began while Bond was surfing the
Internet in search of information about
England 's royalty for a writing project. He hit
upon Britannia 's pages, wh ich included
photos and a listing of each monarch 's
period of reign. Bond offered to make a
trade: He wou ld let Britannia use his
extensive text in exchange for the use of
Britannia 's photos on his web site
(www.umr.edu/-bond/con test.htm). The
folks at Britannia said OK to the trade.
Bond 's 58-page web site (which includes
extensive links to other related Internet sites)
covers more than 900 years of monarch
history - from William the Conqueror in
1066 through today's Queen Elizabeth II. It
started as an assignment for a n advanced
composi tion class (English 302) with Gene

E

Doty, associate professor of English at UMR.
"As part of the class, we were supposed to
develop a hypertext composition ," says
Bond.
Hypertext compositions are designed on
the World Wide Web with clickable "links "
that allow a user to go directly to another
web site to get more information about a
subject.
When the project went beyond the scope
of Doty's assignment, Bond continued the
work as an independent project under
Lance Williams, a professor of history and
interim associate dean of the College of Arts
and Sciences.
Bond 's site gives high school students a
starting point for researching the monarchs
of England, but adults interested in British
history will enjoy the site as well , Bond says.
Bond, who traces his ancestral roots to
14th century England, says there is so much
more he wants to do with the site. He wants
to add the photographs from Britannia (he
has yet to work out a computer glitch) and
sound. To the text he wants to add a global
view of the world at the time of each of th e
monarch 's reigns.
"T his site will never be finished, " Bond
says. "I want Americans to see the parallels
in history and get a good global perspective
on human development. "
Bond credits his wife , Nena , with
allowing him the time to pour into the
project. "My wife has been extre mely supportive of me ," he says. "She has worked
hard to put me though school a nd given me
the time I needed to do th is. "
He may soon need extra time to work on
another project. Britannia has asked Bond
to research other aspects of British history.
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For more information about any
of these news items, please contact the
Office of Public Relations
573-341-4328
newsinfo@umr.edu
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31 years of breaking
dovvn barriers for
international students
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Moss was just abou t 30 minutes into his first day at UMR when his supervisor, former
dean of students Sam Burton , anno unced that he was goin g on vacation. It was June 20,
1966, and Moss, th e brand n ew assistant director of student
personnel, found himself in a strange situation. As a former high
school football coach , phys-ed teacher and guidance counselor, he
alread y kn ew a lot about workin g with young people. But dealing
with international students would be a new exp erience.
"Th e first student who walked in was a Chinese student," says
OU

L

Moss. H e struggled to understand the student's broken English but
was getting nowhere. So in his typically cand id m anner, Moss
recalls , " I finally said , 'Partner, I can 't understand a thing you 're
saymg.
"Th en he looked at me and said, ' Partn er, I can 't understand a

tensen, I

Kremer, '
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thing you 're saying either. '"
T hat exc hange laun ched Moss o n a 3 1-year career of breaking
down b arriers for internation al students who come to UMR. T hat
career ended on Sept. 19, when Moss retired from his position as

interest ir

director o f internationa l affairs.
T hings have changed considerably at UMR since Moss ' first day

bration '

on the job. While th e proportion of intern ational studen ts has
remained at about 10 percent of the total student population ,
UMR 's international community is now much more diverse. In the
1960s, most international students at UMR were from India or
Taiwan. Today 's stu dents come from more than 70 nations.
Th e nature of th e job has also changed over the years . Keeping
pace with changes in U .S. immigration laws, developing more
linkages and exchange agreemen ts w ith universities in other

20th cenl
come,

2

Origin

Indepenc

co untries, and handlin g th e pro tocol for international v isitors to
campus are a few of the challenges Moss and his staff deal with on
a daily basis.
But some things haven ' t changed. Moss's easygoing approach
to dealing with interna tional students is one of th em . H e credits his
inform al m anner with studen ts as a key to his success.
" I try to do two things w ith our students," Moss says. " First, I try

Lou Moss

to b e rea lly op en and really ho nest w ith th em , and then I try to
con nect with them inform ally.
" I realized earl y on that our international students have a good
se nse o f humor ," M oss says. " And they all want the same things
everybody wa nts -a good education, good th ings for their family. "
Moss has high regard for his staff m embers clerk/typist
Marlene Albrecht ; assistant direc tor Jeanie Smallwood ; se nior secretary R eva Stevenson , and
secretary Michell e Schoenborn- as well as for th e entire UMR community. " We're bl essed w ith a
lot o f really good people here at UMR- good faculty and terrific staff," he says. " I've really enjoyed
th e fri endsh ips that I've developed over the years. "
M oss and hi s wife Jeanin e, th e superv isor of m edical imagin g transcription at Ph elps County
Regional Medical Center, have made Rolla th eir home. After retireme nt, M oss plans to stay in Rolla,
but he also w ill " test th e waters" in the fi eld o f im migra tion consultin g, travel, stay invo lved w ith
volun teer ch urch work , and " sp end a lot o f tim e with o ur three kids and six grandsons. "
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A colorful look at
Missouri history
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A book about Missouri 's history from the Reconstruction to th e end of
World War I was two decades in the making, but its authors say it is well
worth the wait.
Th e 296- page " A History o f Missouri Volume IV , 1875 to 19 19 " is th e
last volume in the five-volum e " A History of Missouri " series to be published
b y the University o f Missouri Press. It was written by L awre nce O. C h risten sen , Distinguish ed Teach ing Professor of history at UMR, and Gary R.
Kremer, a professor of history at William Woods University in Fulton, M o.
An analysis of social , econom ic and political issues in both rural Missouri
and urban centers is included in th e comprehensive volume. Colorful stories
of Missourians emphasize th e impact of rapid growth and change in the
state.
Among those profi led are the residents of Penn y town , an Afr ican
A m erica n commun ity in Saline County; Joseph W. Folk, an influen tial
governor who initiated sign ificant change; and Tom an d Jim Pendergast,
who brought the political m ac hin e to Kansas City.
D espite rapid in dustrialization during the period , the book also shows
how " th e tenor of life conti nued-even in light of the revolution brought
about by the railroad. "
"This exte nsive and balanced coverage of Missouri as it moved into the
20th century will be th e auth oritative vol um e on the subject for decades to
come ," according to the University of Missour i Press. " Anyone with an
interest in Missouri history will treasure this informative new resource. "
Origin ally, th e five-volume ser ies was slated to debut in 1976, in celebration of th e bicenten nial of the signing of the Declaration of
Indep endence. But various problem s arose, so Christensen and Kremer
submitted a proposal to
Photo by Dan Seifert/Stone House Photography
author volume four in 1986.
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Lawrence O. Christensen

Christensen and Kremer
studied personal papers of
pol iticians,
collections
of
priva te letters, diari es , newspapers from the period (many
of which are housed at the
State H istorical SOCiety of
Missouri and Western Hi storical Manuscr ipts Collectio n in
Columbia) and documents in
th e
Sta te
Archives
in
Jefferson City.
" As a resu lt, we have
written a history of 1875 to
1919 that not only treats the
subjects of railroads, urban
growth and changes in the
pOSitions of wo m en and
African-Americans , but also
th e history of rural, small town A m erica," Christensen

says.
Th e authors of all fiv e volum es-Willi am Parrish , William Fo ley, Perry
M cCand less , Ri chard Kirkendall , Christense n and Kremer- held a
symposium on Misso uri history Sept. 5 at UMR, where they discussed the
signi fica nce of the proj ect and its impact on the understan ding of Missouri
history.
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New Jones Professor
helps civil engineering
department build
structural program
UMR 's civ il engineering
department is building on a
solid foundation in structural engineering with the
recent addition of Antonio
N a nni , an international
expert
in
construction
materials. Nanni is th e first
Vernon and Maralee Jones
Endowed Professor in Civil
Engineering at UMR. H e
comes here from the architectural engineering faculty
at The Pe nnsylvania State
University.
" We' re very pleased to
Antonio Nall ni
attract such an internationally known expert in th e development and use of new
materials for construction ," says Robert Mitchell, dean of
UMR's School of Engin eer ing. " Materials and constructio n
methods will b e th e revolution for the civil infrastructure in
the next century. A challenge for th e future is th e maintenance and upgrade of our transp ortation systems and
buildings. Tony will join other experts here at UMR to create
one of th e b est teams in the country. "
The Jones Professorsh ip is fund ed through a $550,000
endowment from Vernon , CE '53, and Maralee Jones and
The Williams Compani es Inc. Th e gift was matched by th e
state of Missouri through the Missouri Endowed Chair and
Professorsh ip Program, creating a $1.1 million endowment
for the professorship.
Vernon Jones is the former president of Th e Williams
Companies Inc. of Tulsa. He received a professional degree
from UMR in 1974 and an honorary doctorate in 1987. H e
also received an Alumni Achievement Award from th e
MSM-UMR Alumni Associatio n in 1972 and th e UMR
Chancellor Medal in 1983.
Nanni brings a true international perspective to the UMR
structural engineering program . H e holds a bachelor of
science degree in civil engin eeri ng from the University o f
Bologn a in Italy; a master of science degree in civil engineering from th e University of W itwatersrand in
Johannesburg, South Africa ; and a Ph.D. in civ il engineering from th e Uni versity of Miami in Coral Gables , Fla. H e
spent 1996 as a visiting professor of civil engineering at the
University of Bologna, and also spent a year as a v isiting
professor of civil engin eering at the Science University of
Tokyo in Japan in 1994.
Before joinin g Penn State in 1988, Nanni was an
assistant professor of civil and architectural engin eering at
the U niversity of Miami. H e is also a foundin g partner with
Co-FORCE, an international consulting firm for composites
in civil engineering based in Rimini , Italy.
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Crushed waste glass sparkles in new runway
The first glasphalt runway in the United States-the project of a UMR ceramic engineering professor and alumnus-is now in business at Rolla Downtown Airport. And
fittingly, one of the first aircraft to lift off from the new runway was piloted by another
UMR alumnus.
The runway, part of a paving project at the airport, combines crushed
the ;egular mixture of asphalt, to form glasphalt. It was officially opened
cutting ceremony in June. Piloting one of the first planes to use the new
James Williams, PhD
'75, state geologist and director of the

reC·VClea·,\nIO new glass products can be disposed of in·a low-cost and
Environmental Inc., a not-for-profit corporation, used a
Improvement and Energy Resources Authority of Missouri
substituted for some of the rock and sand used in ordinary

"""La"""'" tn",mh,,,,,,, helRed Day witH the airport project. David Richard~liffifjj~res;;or of civil engineering, supervised the installation and
g~S[!lllaJ!~us,ed' in

the project, and Harvest Collier, a Ul';1R professor
paint" which uses the finely ground glass as part of the

Some Ll50 tons.of crushed waste glass went into the 1,000-foot runway in the form of
a four-inch layer of glasphalt. The glass came from several community recycling programs
in south central Missouri.
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Delbert Day steps onto the new
glasphalt at the Rolla Downtown
Airport.
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Miners come
close to baseball
championship
The Min er baseball team came close to
en ding a 25-year drough t this spring, but
o ne play may have preven ted tha t from
happening.
UMR reached the cha mpionship series of
the Mid-America Intercollegiate Athletics Association baseball to urn ame nt with a n
impressive run in the event Durin g the last
wee kend in April, th e Min ers rebound ed
from an opening game loss to Emporia State
to win four straigh t games and win th e pool
bracket in Emporia - and a trip to Topeka
to face top-seeded an d 14 th-ranked Central
Missouri State.
The Miners, wh o were th e on ly MIAA
team to beat Central durin g the season, took
an 8-5 lead in to the bottom of th e eigh th
and still led by one an innin g later. Reliever
Mi ke Williams retired the fi rst two hitters, but
a n error followed , opening the door for a
Mule rally. The next two batters got ru nscorin g hits off Williams to give Central a 9-8
win. That loss appeared to deflate the
Miners a nd sen t all the momentu m to the
Mules, who responded by jumping a ll over
UMR in the second game. The Min ers fell
be hind 10-0 in th e fo urth in ning an d eventually lost 17-2. Nevertheless, th e Min ers sti ll
put together their best season in recen t
years , tying the school record for victories in
a season with 20 a nd coming within two
wins of a conference title. The Mi ners also
posted fou r of th ose wins against teams
heading to th e NCAA Division II Tourna ment
Se nior catcher Mik e Willi a m s closed a
fin e career by earning two big post-season
honors. He was selected as a first-team a ll con fe re nce catcher, a nd was also selected to
the GTE/CoS IDA academ ic a ll -district first
team, ma king him eligible for Academic AIl America ho nors. Will ia ms led the Mine rs in
hitti ng with a .357 average.
Two others , sop homore pitcher Tom
Wink elm a n a nd junior o utfielder Matt
Brya nt, were named to the All -MIAA
second tea m. Shortstop S cott Hopp er and
th ird base ma n Pat S isco were given
honora ble mention. Ra ndy Roo t, a pitcherinfielder, was na med as the league 's
"Freshman of the Year" and head coach
Tr a vis Boulw are shared "MIAA Coach of
the Year" honors with Pittsburg State 's S teve
Bever.
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CAMPAIGN will be a WINNER
for ATHLETIC PROGRAMS
In his five years as di rector of athletics at UMR, Mark Mullin has seen a lot of improvemeOls in the arhl eric programs and facil ities. But he also waOlS to see UMR compete
fo r the best srudeOl-ath letes by provid ing top-notch facil ities and competitive fin ancial aid
packages.
This is how the Full Circle Campaign would put the UMR athletic program on a par
with the schools that make up the Mid-A merica Imerco lleg iate Athletics Assoc iation and
NCAA Division It.
The prim ary needs, accord ing to Mull in, are funds to increase graOl- in-aid suppon for
the slUdeOl-a th letes and opera tional costs for the uni versity's 14 ath letic programs, as we ll
as money to help upgrade the play ing faci li ties fo r vars ity athletes and iOlramural panicipaOlS ali ke.
A key to the lan er area is Jackling Field. Planned mod ifications include the add ition
of lights, an all -weather [rack and an additional restroom and concession stand area on the
west side of the stadiu m. The lights and [rack, however, are six -figure projects, so the
campus is relying on campa ign suppon to make these plans a rea lity.
"Upgrad ing and maimaining quality faci lities are major areas, and our ability to prov ide
these th ings is very impon am to our success as a program," Mu ll in says. "These are thi ngs
that I thi nk our srudem -arhletes, staff, faculty, alumni and communi ty des ire."
Jackling Field is not the only site that would benefit from the Full Circle Campaign. New
bleachers in the Gale Bullman Multi -Purpose Building would replace the seats that were
installed upon the arena's opening in 1969. The tennis coun s, wh ich are slated to ge t a
new light ing system in the near future, would be resurfaced. Field improvemem s also are
needed on a number of outdoor fac ilities, including the intramural fields.
"We have made a number of fac ility im provemem s in receOl yea rs," Mullin notes. "A
major one was the opening of the Studem Recreation and Intramural Center in 1995, and
it has been uti lized we ll by the intramural program, as well as by srudents on a recreational basis. But we have a nu mber of areas outdoo rs that need additional fu ndi ng to protect
and im prove the fields to better se rve the needs of the studeOls and student-athletes in
pract ice and competition."
Regard ing the gram- in-aid and operar ions areas, Mullin exp lains, it's a case of keeping
up with rising costs.
"The effon s during this campaign will be vital to the depanmem in trying to increase
the financ ial suppon needed in these areas," Mu ll in says. "This wi ll allow our studentathletes the best oppo rtun ity for success not only in the MIAA , but also on a regional and
national leve l.
"I am con fi dem that we can compete at these levels with the approp riate fu nding,"
Mu ll in adds.

UMR fares well in gender equity study
The last issue of the MSM-UMR Alumnus
included a story on women's athletics, with a
sidebar discussing the issue of Title IX and gender
equity
Since that issue went to press, the Wome n's
Sports Foundation, a national, non·profit organ ization dedicated to promoting the lifelong
participation of all girls and women in sports and
fitness, released a study evaluating NCAA institutions to see how each is complying with gender
equity. UMR scored straight i'\s on the report card
and an A for its overall grade, the highest possible
mark.
A total of 215 institutions in Division 11includ ing 10 of the 11 schools in the Mid· America

Intercollegiate Athletics Association replied to the
study. Of those schools, only five received A's in
each category that was measured (percentage of
woman athletes, scholarship money, recruitment
and budget in comparison with the women
enrolled at the institution). UM R was the lone
MIAA school to receive the high grades - and the
only one to get an A as an overall grade. Also, no
other institution from the state of Missouri
received an A for an overall grade.
The other Division II schools that got A's
across the board were California State Polytechnic
University at Pomona, Colorado School ot Mines,
Lees-McRae College, New York Institute of Tech·
nology and West Vi rginia Institute of Technology.
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UMR golfer Brian Panka has been
selected to the GTE/CoSIDA Academic AIIAmerica at-large team for the 1997 spring
season. Panka, a senior this past year at
UMR , was a second-team selection and one
of 45 student-athletes throughout the
United States and Canada named to the
squad.
Panka, who also was chosen to the
academic all-d istrict team , is the second
student-athlete from UMR to earn
Academic All-America honors during the
1996-97 school year. Brian Gilmore, a
linebacker on the Miner football team , was
a first-team selection last fall.
Last seaso n, Pa nka received a national
scholar-athlete award from the Golf
Coaches
Association
of
America.

Holloway, Hartman win
Gale Bullman Awards
Senior basketball players Tim Holloway
and Heather Hartman were the recipients
of the 1996-97 Gale Bullman Awards at the
M-Club Banquet in May.
Holloway finished
his
career as the men 's team 's
leading scorer with an average
of 17.3 points per game. He
also led the team in assists
wi th 3.5 a game and was the
T,m Hollow,y
MIAA 's top free throw shooter last season.
He made a school-record 90.6 percent of
his attempts at the li ne , a mark that ranked
fourth in NCAA Division II. Holloway, a
first-team AII -M IAA selection , also set new
school records for career free throw percentage (84.6 percent) and career assists
(343) , and fin ished second on the UMR alltime lists for points (1 ,571) and three-poin t
baskets (243).
Hartman was the Lady
Miners ' second-leading scorer
last season with an average of
12.9 points per game and the
team 's top rebounder with
7.5 per contest She also led
Heather Hartman
the MIAA in blocked shots
with l. 8 per game, and her 193 blocks
during her career is the school record. T hat
mark also ranks third on the MlAA 's all-time
list Hartman also ended her playing career
in fourth place on UMR 's all-time scoring list
with 1,213 points and second in rebounds
with 747. She was an honorable mention
all-conference pick and a first-team
academic all-district selection.
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Holloway and Hartman were selected as
the most valuable players of their respective
teams for the 1996-97 season.
Other MVPs picked: Besides Holloway
and Hartman , the following student-athletes
were named most valuab le players of their
teams at the M-Club Banquet: Becca Alt,
softball; Sergio Esteban, tennis; Brian
Gorman , men 's indoor track ; Elliot Jackson ,
football (offense) ; Tracy Jones , women 's
indoor and outdoor track; Brian Koscielski ,
men 's soccer; Andy Laegler, golf; Sheri
Lentz, women 's cross country; Rachel
Lewis, women 's soccer; Ben Mulvaney,
men 's cross country and outdoor track;
David Nurre , swimming; Gary Tomlinson,
football (defense); Mike Williams, baseball.

Three receive academic
all-district honors
Three members of UMR 's spri ng sports
teams were afforded academic all -district
honors for the 1997 season.
Mike Williams, a senior catcher on th e
Miner baseball team , was named to the allDistrict VII first team in his
sport, as was Brian Panka, a
senior member of the Miner
golf squad. Williams hit .357
for the Miners as they posted
their first winni ng season in 20
years and finished as the L-~M'"'ik~.'---w""i1I"~m.Js
runner-up in the MIAA Tournament Panka,
who has seven semesters at UMR with a 4.0
grade point average , averaged 8l.2 shots
per round for the golfers as they finished
seventh in the MIAA standings.
Angie Bax, a sen ior pitcher-outfielder
for the Lady Miner softball
team , was named to the
academ ic all-district second
team as an outfielder. She
finished second on the team
with a .370 battin g average
and 25 runs batted in as UMR
set a school record for wins in a season with

30.

UMR well represented on
all-district squads
UMR had two members from its softball
and baseball teams selected to the all-district
teams for the 1997 season.
The Lady Miners had two players named
to the South Central region first team.
Junior deSignated player Becca AIt , who set
numerous records during the campaign , was
named at her position after hitting .449 with
80 hits and 65 stolen bases. Th e 65 stolen

bases, which ranked second in
NCAA Division II in 1997,
in creased her career total to
105, makin g her one of 18
players in Division II history to
record 100 steals in a career.
B.,,, AI!
Jamie Ostmann, a .338 hitter during
her sophomore year with two home runs
a nd 24 runs batted in , was
selected to the first team for
\1; __
the second consecutive year at
-~ ~
first base. She was one of four
,.:;;- ~
players to repeat on the allregion first team.

n
Jamie OSlmann

For

the

M iners,

senior

catcher Mike Williams and junior outfielder
Matt Bryant were named to the American
Baseball Coaches Association all-Central
region second team. Williams led the Miners
with a .357 average with five home runs and
22 runs batted in. He also threw out 23 of
62 runners attempting to steal. Bryant was
the team 's second-leading batter with a .352
average and led UMR in home runs with
e ight, RBI with 29 , triples with five and
slugging percentage at .634. Bryant was
third in the MIAA in home runs this season.

Accident claims life of
UMR soccer player
Pat Boyce, of Florissant, Mo. , a
member of UMR 's men 's soccer team ,
died in early July fro m injuries suffered in
an a utomobile accident in central Illinois.
"Pat embodied everything that you
look for in a studentathlete ," UMR head
soccer coach Mark
Salisbury said. "He
was a hard worker
both
in
the
classroom and the
soccer field.
As a freshman ,
Boyce, 18, was the ~----p-at-B-O-Y-C-e
Miners '
secondleading scorer with six goals and fo ur
assists , earning second-team ail-conference honors for his play. Among his six
goals was a game-winning tally with less
than eight minutes left in UMR 's seasonending victory over Wheeling Jesuit
College.
Boyce, the son of Steve and Leslie
Boyce of Florissant, Mo. , was majoring in
mining engineering at UMR.
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TO THE EDITOR - --

Alumnae in
Leadership
When I first received the Summer 1997
issu e I was pleased to read the cover
"Alumnae in L eadersh ip " As a minority
female alum , I reali ze the difficulties women
face in th e engineering field as well as the
strides we make. That is w hy I was
disa ppointed with the lack of minority

-

- -- - -- - - - - - - - - - - -

Your A lummls Summ er 1997 issue was
supposed to b e a tr ibute to the women of
MSM-UMR. It was that, but it also glar ingly
demonstrated
typical
perceptions
of
professional women today. T he first few
articles about women graduates were fin e.
However, as I turned the pages what did I
see over and over? Not women engineers,
but women who are now doctors or

women highlighted as well as the rather
large numb er of physicians highlighted. In
general , this publi cation does not show
UMR as a very diverse campus . The 96
pages o f this issue contained o ne reference
to a minority group, the Chancellor 's
Advisory Comm ittee on African American
Recruitmen t and Retention (p age 51 ). The
reference being only a picture of the group

A nne Werne r, CE'85
via e-mail

Interesting article on the women 's spOlis.
A nother leader in wome n 's sports at UMR
is Ruth (Francis) May, CeE'79. Ruth is listed

with no explanation of their purpose or
intent. I am certain it would be a refreshin g
change
for
many
alums
to
see
representatives of all groups who have
graduated from UMR and are contr ibuting
to th e university and to the world.

Kimberl y (Stevenso n) Weath ers, ChE '93
Saginaw, MI

I'm pro ud that I graduated from
MSM/UMR. I 'm proud that I received an
education with little bias regardin g the
information drum med into my previously
ignorant head. But now, we see (as a
reflection of our campus?) an edition of our
alumn i magazine dedicated to social
issues- th e success o f fema les l What about
the Bohemians? What about th e carpenter 's
sons and daughters? What abou t p eople
whose nam es end in Q ?
Yo u see, there is no doubt that all of th e
fem ales you described in your articles
w orked very hard to attain th e level of
su ccess they 've ach ieved. But why is it
importa nt to focus on their successes as a
gender group? (It see ms contradictory to
you rEporting "T itl e IX " on page 39 1) Thus,
I fin d it offe nsive to receive this kind of
literature in my hom e. Please remove my
name from yo ur distribution list until yo u
can demonstrate your ability to report good
stu ff from al umni withou t bias and w ithout
associated social agenda.
Paul Kalicak, CSci '71
via e-mail
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although maybe a bit different, as men 's
brains takes time. Women can be engineers
or doctors or admin istrators or leaders if
they want to be, just as m uch as men. I just
want to be looked at as an engineer when I
walk into a meetin g or a prospective
employer 's office, not a " woman " engineer.
I want young women in high school who
happen to pick up an issue of the A lumnus
magazine to see women engin eers and say
to themselves , " H ey, if she can be an
engineer, so can L"
Thanks for listening. And by the way, the
A lumnus magazine is really nice and I enjoy
reading it.

administrators . In fact, b eing an engineer
myself, I did a little study and discovered
that of all the women you highlighted, 50
percent had received non-engineerin g
degrees.
UMR is not known for its life science
majors - it 's known for its engineers. Th e
al umni who read this m agazin e are mostly
engin eers, mostl y men and quite possibly
the ones hiring new engin eers. N onengin eerin g majo rs sho uld have b ee n
highli ghted , but the majority shou ld have
been engineers in keepin g with th e
reputation of UMR.
I want the m en who read this
Alumnus m agazi ne to be able to say to
them se lves , " H ey, th ere are som e good
women engin eers out th ere l" -not, "Just
what I tho ught, most of the women going to
UMR don 't get engineerin g degrees and th e
ones that do aren ' t in job s excitin g enough
o r challenging enough to get into th e
magazine." (T ha t is how I felt when I got
done reading th e summ er issue.)
I am not a member of SWE [th e SOCiety
of Women Engineers]. I don 't cry
" discrimination " every tim e I turn around. I
know chan ging the p erceptio n th at
women 's minds are just as ca pable,

in the athle ti c departmen t's records as R.
Francis-because the rifle team coach , Jerry
Screeto n, wan ted her to get a men 's-style
letter jacket when she lettered in the spr ing
of 1975. Sma llbore shooting at that time
was not segregated according to sex, and
Screeton felt that it was fitting that Ruth
would wear the same jacket as the rest of
th e rifle team. Ruth went on to letter three
more tim es.
If mem ory serves , Ruth may have been
the first female letterperson in UMR 's
history.

Mike May
via e-mail

A Il graduate "
educat ion
En gin eers '
wr itings are
generally
considered co mparable to th eir dressing
habits. However, those of us w ho lea rn ed
En glish as a first language before tel ev ision
can still write coh erent, succinct, proper
sen tences using correct word meanings.
This becomes inspired prose whe n
compared
to
lega lese,
bureau cra tic
ob fuscations, or the banal mutterings of TV
anchormen
who
add
superfluous
prepositions such as " at, off, up, in," et. aI. ,
ad naseum .
The purpose of this missive is to protest
th e continual misuse of th e verb of
"graduate," or the participial .,graduatin g. "

(co ntinued on the next page)
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In defense of
Bob Klorer

More about
campus pranks

Pl ease let m e put some perspective on
th e attack on B ob Klorer '44 [ " L etters to the
Editor," Spring 1997]. Do not apply today 's

You must first u nderstand that [ was a
very special p erson. [ was member of B eta
Sigma Psi and was finding that [ did not

political correctness to anoth er, much
differen t age.
[, too, w as a member of th e class of '44,
was a fratern ity brother of B ob Klarer an d

study enough. So [ went to b ed immediately
after supper an d woke up about 3 a. m . to
study. Some nigh ts there was nothing to
study , so [ wen t for walks in the dark without
a flashlight.
[ found that it was fun figurin g where [

via e·mail

have maintain ed a valued fri endsh ip w ith
him th ese past 53 years. [ barely knew Doc
Miles, as [ was a geologist, far removed from
m echanical engineering , but if Bob ad mired
Doc Miles, he was worth admiring.

len'ssports.

As Bob volunteered in his letter, he was
a goof-off student. H e did not need the
judgments of th e letter wr iters to learn this.

and I enjoy
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"

His sterling qualities were loya lty , honesty,
and leadership , which could well be added
to the list for today 's political correctness.
In case anyone forgot, '44 was th e year
when it began to look like the allies might
win the Second World War. Efforts were redoubled. Draft deferments for engin eering
students were canceled. Th e school was
virtually emptied. Bob and [ both woke to
th e reality that if we didn 't graduate
promptly, we might never finish . (The G I Bill
of Rights had not b een enacted th en. )
Professors were also well aware of this crisis.
[ was in better shape than B ob , and o nly
n eeded a few extra credi t hours. Dr. Sam
Ellison did this for m e by labeling my
summer geology job as a field course and
giving me credit for it. Bo b 's situation called
for a tourniquet, and Dr. Mil es apparently

could go w ithout disturbing anyone, without
a fin gerprint, and without a mark that [ had
been there. [ did learn how to open almost
any lock without a mark or a prin t.
On e night while walkin g from th e street
proVided it, based on his judgment that B ob
wou ld be a credit to th e school. Th ere are
high grade-point students w ho would not
qualify for such trust. [ adm ire Dr. Miles '
judgment. Bob and [ both wound up as
Navy officers on sea duty.
Bob has proven to be a dedicated and
loyal alumnus , serving creditably in several
jobs with th e A lumni Association. He has
been personally responsible for leading
many alumni into active support of the
school , and was given a merit award for it.
Two of his children are graduates. It took
him 25 years of intense prodding to get m e
to a homecoming, and [ have been grateful
to him ever si nce. I certainly cannot fault Dr.
Miles ' compassion or judgment.

Peter E. Desjardins, GGph '44

Letters to the editor may be edited for length and content due to space limitations.
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-A "graduate " education , continued
Those words should n ever be used wi thout
an auxiliary verb. Th e in stituti on p erform s
the
graduation ,
and
th e
diploma
recipients , " are graduated. " It is a similar
word to " promote," and n o t even Dan
Rather would say , " H e promoted from
freshman to sophomore. " [t would have
been hoped that the English d epartment
would have noticed this constant error and
join ed the cause. Th ey may have been too
busy splitting infinitives to have concern for
the purity of our langu age.
Many, if not most, of the readers might
consider this trivial pursuit by a nit-picking

w in dmill tilter ra ther than a gloriOUS ca use.
H owever, if it can cause one person to wince
when read ing, " H e graduated from UMR, "
the impossible dream will have been fulfilled.

Harold G. Moe, CE '48

corner in front of the new chemical building
to th e Ro lla Building in grass, [ stepped o n
something that was not grass. [t was a
manhole cover where the book store now is.
[ was o ut there the next night w ith a p ry
bar. An inch w idth showed a brightly lit
tunnel going somewhere both ways. Since I
was a member of the Spelunkers, [ just sort
of m en tioned it [the manhole and th e tunn el
beneath it] at the next meeting. We decided
our next spelunking adventure was that
tunn el. We ga thered at 1 a.m. at th e
manhole, fully attired for cave searching
(jackets , pants, hard hats, and carbide
lantern s). After a long discussion, someone
we nt first. [ went last as usual. It was a long
tunnel leading to Jackling G ym . T he tunnel
was exceSSively lit. A lot of p ipes were on
th e ceiling edge. T hey were very hot. Th ey
were largest at the off tunnel to the p ower
plant. Th ey were smaller at the o n tunnels
to th e various buildings.
We went to th e far end and foun d a oneway door into Jackling Gym. You could not
open it from the gym side. T here was a
general very quiet tour o f the gym. Va rious
sport stars slept there.
Th e next spel unking meeting [ sort of
m entioned leavin g notes an d how I knew
locks. Th ey (oth er Spelunkers) left notes all
over campus. (All kin ds of fun ones). I never
went along.

Gerald W Ho//stetter, CE 'SO
Th e MSM -UMR Alumnus staff uses the
Associated Press Stylebook as its primary
reference work for issues having to do with
grammar and usage. Th e A lumnus ' usage of the
verb "graduate" in the active voice is consiste nt
with the Associated Press Style book. Th e passive
form of the verb is also con-ect.

Editor 's note: Gerald would like to hea r from
f,iends who remember him or remembe r the
tunnel exploratio ns. His address is 9 Jean Place.
Schenectady, NY 12303. He would especially
like e-mail addresses from those who have the m.
He will be comm unicating bye-mail soon .

~ next page)
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Alumni Association Scholarship I

ASSOCIATION
c:;

Below, frolll row, lefr to right: Genevieve
Dubois, Daniel Kalllll1lel; Melissa Webbel;
Erin Kenney, Shan e Brady. Second row:
Shann on Walkel; Phillip Ballard, Paul
Morgan, Gus Ray, La ura Tomaja, Jeff
Hansen. Third ro w: Brice Bickel/, Tim
Christlllan , Tim Classen, Heather
TeitelbaulII. Last row: Jason Bridges,
Jeannie Dean Light, Ja son Kwiatkowski,
Jallles Stella

Alumni AssOCia tion Schola rship II
Above, n ght (left to rig/u,frOl/t rOil )'
Dell/sa Uhlmal/, Rebecca Schei'lt J '
«,
(Ill et
Her-b .
S I -. el . Back
. rO\ll'. Derek 01son, A arol/
c lIadel; Bnan Greel/wood.

Alumni
Association
Scholarship
Recipients
Na med Scholars hips (a t ri ght)
Left to rig ht, front roll': Consuela Johnson, Carrie Willialll s,
Sheila Ke ilh o /~, Step hen Gose, Ma rc Rouse. Secol/d ro ll'.'
Carrie Beth Clay, Kevin CCilpelllel: Anne Cole, Mal/he ll'
Denn); Hans BolslC/d. Back roll': Heather Ha rtlllan, Andy
Singleton, AndreIV Hastings.
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New Secti on Schola rships
Lefr 10 right, front rolV: Denise McMillan, Jul ie Zuerlein,
Paul Morgan, Leslie Schlllid. Back rOlv: Ja son Nee ly,
Jeffrey De VasCon Cellos, Karla Niehaus.

School
in Rolli

Edu ca tional Assista nts and New Tra nsfer Schola rships
Left to n ght: Jodv Slim v, Jasol/ Lane, JO)I Heckling
NOl/a Adallls, Mal/di Jo Co I vel/.
.
,
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I/evieve

!

lVebber

droll': '

Paul
leff
lim
~es,

Ikoll'ski,

n August 1954 I made an
appointment to talk to the
registrar of the Missouri
School of Mines and Metallurgy
in Rolla.

I

Noel Hubbard , the registrar , was a man
of many years ' experience at judging eager
Missouri boys who were lightweights when
it came to academic preparations for an
engineerin g education.
He wore his sh irt tieless, and open at the
neck; and his shirt sleeves were rolled up on
his forearms. He was also wearing
suspenders, at wh ich he tugged and
stretched, as he rotated in his swivel chair
from time to time to look out a window
behind him. As the lengthy interview
went on and on, the questions
became more penetrating. I
found myself doubting that
was to be admitted at all.
He
had
already
discussed with me the
"conditio nal admission "
standards, and frankly ]
could not qualify under
them.
My
high
school
eq uivalency
(GED)
certificate was nearly
worthless in his eyes; ]
had counted on it to
open
the
door
of
admission for me. ] was
beginning to feel desperate ,
so ] showed him my
certificates for the high school
subjects ] had completed by
correspondence. He was not too
impressed , since none of them were
in the field of mathematics, where] was
so deficient. ] stressed my self-study of the
USAF] course in algebra , which ] still had
not completed. This just seemed to confirm
his opinion of my lack of aptitude in this
critical subject
] then showed him the certificate for the
USAF] course in television repair, and I
emphasized the high score I had achieved
on the fina l exam. At that point, he swiveled
away from me , stroking the back of his
suspenders with his big thumbs, and looked
out the back window again . He was silent
for a long time, before he turned back
toward me. With his elbows on his desk
top , his hands clutched in a fierce grip
together, he looked up at me and asked ;
"Have you any other accomplishments you
want me to consider? "

Fall 1997

I had exhausted my certificated "bona
fides " by this time, but I blurted out, "I made
first class petty officer in the Navy in less
than four years. " Mr. Hubbard lowered and
shook his head.
He then reached for the phone on his
desk. 'Tm go in g to call Professor Rankin ,
the head of the math departm ent. lf he says
it 's okay, then I'll enroll you - cond itionally
of course," giving me a nod to make sure I
understood.

my study of electronics. He had me work a
few of those .
He gave me some long div ision
problems; as I worked at them he asked me
why I did them that way. "It's the only way
I know how ," I replied , not knowing that he
wasn 't interested so much in the answer, as
in the method I used.
We stayed in that room working
arithmetic problems until nearly 5 p.m.
Rankin then gave me a list of books to buy
at the campus book store. There was plane
geometry, solid geometry and intermediate
algebra. I would have to take these high
school-level remed ial courses in my first
year These were non-credit courses. I
would have to complete them along with
the usual non-math freshman subjects
, .(
')
m ordel to have non-condItional
[I.:. status begmnmg my sophomore
--.....~IIol.:.~~. year He recommended that I
-L , plan on gomg to summel
.
school the followmg year to
catch up with the other
sophomores. I agreed to
his conditions.
The
last
thing
Professor Rankin asked
me was what major I
had in mind . I told him
my first choice was
physics, but if I couldn 't
make the grade in that, I
would
"settle "
for
electr ical engineer ing. His
mouth dropped open in
astonishment
He then
advised me to enroll without
specifying a major.
"I don 't think you realize how
concentrated the math for physics will
be," he stated. "In any case, you don 't
have to choose a major until well into your
fourth semester"
I thanked Professor Rankin for his faith in
I understood alright. It was a hair-thin
me , but he just shrugged off my gratitude.
chance that he was proposing, but at least it
I' m sure he figured that I would wash out
was a chance.
during the firs t term.
Rolfe Rankin was a Nordic giant of a
By the time I got to the campus book
man. He seemed to have a sweet, kindly
sto re , it was closed, so I headed home. It
disposition , and plenty of patience with
had been a humbling "reality " experience
troublesome students.
for me, but I was go in g to be allowed to
We sat down and I reviewed with him
enroll in the Missouri School of Mines and
the many subjects I had discussed with Noel
Metallurgy for the fall term of 1954 Hu bbard. Then he asked me to work some
conditionally adm itted , of course.
example problems for him. He gave the
As I faced the lower in g sun on the road
problems to me from his storehouse of
heading west, I leaned back my head , and
memory. I had mentioned to him that I
gave a big rebel "YAH HOOOEEE, I'm in ,
could calculate impedances and phase
I'm in, I'm really IN I"
a ngles us ing formulas I had memorized in
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Pete F. Berglar, EE'S2,
berglarp@3mdg,topcover,af.mil
David G. Beshore, ChE'7l, MSChE'73,
enerspac@jetlink,net;
Home page: http://www.enerspace.com
William M. Black, Math'72,
wmblack@hotmail.com
Daniel R. Buchner, EE'94,
buchner@ix,netcom,com (H)
buchner@peoavn.stl.army.mil (W)
Bret R, Collier, NucE'S5,
zono2@ccmail.ceco.com
James E. DeVaney Jr" AE'9l,
Bearnav@aol.com
Michael J, Flannigan, ChE'Sl,
mikefiann@worldnet.att,net
Dean Ford, EE'95,
dean.ford@magnumtech.com
Walter P. Glaeser, ME'S5,
walt_glaeser-SC540C@email.mot.com
Eric A" Hist'9l, & Lynne P. Haynes, ChE'90,
haynesea@aol.com
Darrall Hirtz, CE'SO,
waters@ldd.net
Judson A. Hughes, ME'54,
jud_Hughes@msn.com
James D. Humphrey, MinE'79,
jhumphr@is.arco.com
Darren R., CSci'9l, & Sally A. Kammer,CSci'9l
skammer@why.net or dkammer@why.net
Richard C, Kaufman, PetE'S3,
kaufmanl@flash.net

UMR
Brian l. Neary, CSci'9l,
nearmissa@mail.socketis.net
Michael Norberg, Chem,
norbergmn@cctr.umkc.edu
Timothy F. Pankey, CE'SS,
pankeytf@bv,com

Nam(

Mahendrakumar C. Parekh,
kalpesh@linknet.net

Addn

Jon l. Purgason, EMgt'9l,
purgason@earthlink.net

EMP)

Tracy D. Rademan, EMgt'S9,
radtra@watlo.com

CURl

Mark A. Raspberry, GGph'92,
markras@northnet.org

Addn

James G" EE'S6, & Mary Jane Reinhardt, CSci'S6,
http://www.fr-electric.com

Job [

Ronald A. Rosner, AE'S9,
rar@stlouis.ermnc,com

IMME

David P. Schuler, EE'75,
dschuler@memc.com

Com~

Eldon W. Scites, EE'S4,
wayne.scites@dynetics.com

Job [

Robert E. Smith, CE'50,
resmithsr@dhol.com

TOP

Herbert J. Schnyder, EE'7l,
Herb.Schnyder@ericsson.com

1.

B. Ruben Trujillo, EE'66,
rtb@rapinet.com

Availa

John R. Weese, EMgt'74, MSEnvE'75,
im4bmw@ad.com

Organ

Danny J, McMurphy, GGph'7l , MSEMgt'93,
Max l. Yeater, EE'39,
mcmurfyl@lidnet.com (H)
myeater@aol.com
mcmurphy@smtp.lms.usace.army.mil (W)
http://www.fidnet.com/-mcmurfyl/macpage.html
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Keep watching the
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To put g

pleaseca

Your alumni association's website Just keeps changing I Through the efforts
of Lance Stack, freshman in computer science (and son of alum Corky Stack
'76). the CyberSection iust keeps getting bigger and better. Go check it out at
http : //vvvvvv _u."r_e d u / a I u." n i
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SPEAKERS WANTED
Looking for a good excuse to return to campus? Why not sign up to be a member of the Speakers Bureau? Volu nteers
will be added to the list maintained by the Alumni Office. This list is given to student groups and fac ulty members each fall ,
to help them in arranging programs and classroom speakers.
If you 'd li ke to share your expertise with today 's students , just fill out the form below and ma il or fa x it to th e MSMUMR Alumni Association.

ALUMNI SPEAKERS BUREAU REGISTRATION FORM
Mail to MSM-UMR Alumni Association, Castleman Hall, 18 70 Miner Circle, Rolla, MO 65409-0650
or fa x to (573 )341-609 1
Degree(s)/Year(s):

Name:

Phone: (

Address:
Street Address

ZIP

State

City

EMPLOYMENT HISTORY
Company:

CURRENT POSITION - Title:

(W) Phone: (

Address:
Street Address

ZIP

State

City

J ob Description:
IMMED IATE PAST POS lTION - Title:

Dates:
Address:

Company:
J ob Description :

TOPICS AND/OR AREAS OF SPECIALIZATION

(attach additional information, including a business card, if more space is needed )

2.

1.

Availability:

Evenings:

Days:

Weekends:

Organizations you are involved/ Special Interests/Hobbies:

AnN: UMR Parent's Association, please add grandparents to the Parents' mailing list

Name ___________________________________________________
Address _________________________________________________

Grand paren ts of UMR students can now
receive issues of PARENTS newsletter.
To put grandparents on the mailing list,
please complete the form at right.
Mail or fax to.
UMR Parent's Association
University of Missouri-Rolla
1870 Miner Circle
Rolla MO 65409-1320
Fax (5731-341 -6157
Fall 1997

Phone __________________________________________________

Name ___________________________________________________
Address: _________________________________________________
Phone: __________________________________________________

UMR Student Name(s)

Year(s) of Graduation

Alaska Section

selVice to Joh

~1oscari for
dedicated sep
Following

Alaska Section
Summer Gathering

meeting, Dr

Section president
John Hentges '89
7350 7 Ebbtide Circle
Anchorage, AK 99576-3468
(907) 345- 777 5

chairman C
department i
excellent pre
adventures in
Wilson's pr

A gather in g of th e Alaska
sectio n o f th e MSM -U M R
Al um ni Association was held o n
Jun e 17, 1997. M att Coco '66,
curren t
president
of
th e
association an d his w ife , Kathy,
we re the fea tured guests.
Visiting with the Cocos from SI.
L o uis were Don '64 and linda
Reuli ng. Although o nl y a few
Alaska sectio n al um ni were able
to attend , everyo ne had an
en joya ble
eve ning.
Many
sto ries of rece nt and past
experiences were sha red w ith
the guests bringin g the sectio n
up to speed w ith the la test
even ts occu rrin g on the UMR
campus.
Other UMR alumni in
atten dance were John '89 ,

Coco '66, lef t, j oins Alaska Section members, left to right,
Craig Va lentine '62, John Kurz '83, Matt Collins '91,
John Hentges '89, and Don Reuling '64,

!

Kristin a & Abigail H entges, Matt
Collins '91, Jo hn Kurz '83,
'62 , '64,
C raig Vale ntin e
Courtney
Jines
(fellow
M isso urian ), and Stan L earman
(fri end of several members of
th e
Alaska
section)
also
attended to ensure that th e
premium quality Bu dweiser did

I

not go to waste. T he next
gather ing of the section w ill
hopefull y
be
held
in
approxim ately
six
months.
B etween now and th en, an
effort to id en tify a sc holarship
recipient
w ill
be
m ade.
(S ubmitted by Matt Collins '91)

Heartland Section
Cave-In-Rock, 111., Picnic

Frollt ro w, lef t to right: Jan COll ci-Sl11 ith '85, Jeff Gross (scholarship
recipienr), Janice Breidert '73, Ellner Breidert '50,
Back ro ll', leji to right: Gell e Ed wC/lds '53, Max Bllrgett '54, Bill
Stewart '54, Les HolcolI/ b '5 1, Larry Strobel '61, Don Fuller '66 and
Wall Galllll1eter '39,

32

Ark-La-Tex Section
Spring Meeting
Section president
Gene Rand '62
7700 Lovers Lane
Longview, TX 75604-2807
(903) 759- 7667
T he spri ng m eeti ng o f the
Ark-L a-Tex section was held on
Apr il 26, 1997 , in L o ngview,
Texas. Gene '62 & Judy Rand
ope ned the days activ ities by
hostin g an attitude adjustm ent
hour in their hom e. Twe ntyand
guests
eigh t
alumni
enj oyed
drin ks ,
good
conversation and excell en t
appetizers . T he group then
reco nven ed at Johnn y Cace's
Restaurant
fo r
a
dinn er
A n outstand ing
meeting.
dinner of steaks and seafood
was served .
Sec tion president, G ene
Rand '62 followed dinner w ith
a brief business m eeting. Gene
w elcom ed guests L oretta Ann
M osca ri and Earl and Jean
Browni ng. T he m eeti ng was
hi ghlighted by th e presentation
o f an award of outstandin g

educational,
thoroughly en
Alumni in c
Phil Brownin,
(Asleton '91,
Claridge '39, "
'83, Judith Grc

Grote/endt '73
'39, John Mos
Mu/yco '65, Jen
Rand '62, ond '

In a fini
(LUCKY) Co
proud winner
Pat's slVeatshil
Kenny Cochra

CentralOze
Briggs and
Plant Tour

Section preside!
DennisMcGee "
HeR 82, Box 44:

Bixby, MO 6543!
1573) 626-4422

On April
Ozarks alumn

the Briggs an
located in Rol
of the faCilities.
great lime and
more about he
made. After t
the Section me
Hideout R

enjoyed sOme

famous catlish

Those in oN
Ken '35 & E
S
nna
ybil Longe, 8
Doerr 8'11 ~
'7 ' I 'odd
7, Lynn
Granne~

",ann, J
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Moscari

for

their

years

of

dedicated service.
Fo llowin g
meeting,
chairm an

Dr.

the

business

John

Wilson ,

the

mining

of

department at UMR gave an
excellent presentation on his
adve ntures in West Africa. Dr.
W ilson 's

presentation

was

educationa l, enterta inin g and
thoroughly enjoyed by all.

Alumni in attendance incfuded
Phil Browning '48, Susan A.
Casleton '91, '93, Elmond L.
Claridge '39, '4 1, Kenny Cochran

\.fait

'83, Judith Grote/endt '74, Ronde
Grote/endt '73, John Livingston
'39, John Moscari , Jr. , '51 , Walt
Mulyca '65, Jerry Poland '82, Gene
Rand '62, and Warren Rutz '50.
In a final note, Clydell
(LUCKY ) Compton was the
proud w inn er of the 1997 SI.
Pat 's sweatsh irt. (Subm itted b y
Kenny Cochran '83)

o right,

91,

tion

Central Ozarks Section
Briggs and Stratton
Plant Tour

'01

~ting of the

,vas held on
Longview,
Judy Rand

Ictivities

by

Section president
Dennis McGee '69
HCR 82, Box 445
Bixby, MD 65439
(573) 626·4422

adjustment
~.

ld

Twenty·

On

April 22

the

Central

Central Ozark Section

Connie & Bob '40 Klug, Earl '50 &
Doroth y Reynolds, Dennis '90 &
Elaine Bell, Don & A nn Siehr, Don

service to John '51 and Loretta

I

& Nancy Brackhahn, Robert &
Twilah McFarland, Jim McCracken
'71 , Robe rt '43 & Dorothy Eck,
Jim '86 & Alverta Fiscus, Betty
Eyberg, Pat Lizotte '79, Norman
Tu cker '40, A rmin Tucker '40, Russ
Lindenlaub '66, Bill Collins '50, Vi
Springer, Dirk Ellis '85, Joe Taggart
'78, Leon '64 & Hele n Kreisler,
Kenny Campbell, Donald '71 &
Barbara Brown , Greg '86 & Karla
'88 Bier, Paul '62 & Mary Stigall,
Stan & Maryann Marshall, George
& Shirley Baxter, Paul Carol,
Robert Crowley, Robert & Clarissa
Young , Don Matthews, Crissy '93
& Joe Hoe/Ie, Chuck '49 & A gnes
Remington, Ed Lewis, Gary
Patterson '60, Dennis McGee '69,
Hardy Pottinger '66, Tony Owen ,
Martha Ethridge, John , '51 , and
Patty Smith, Jennie Bayless '89,
and Jerry '59 & Shirley Bayless.
(Submitted by Jennie Bayless '89)

Heartland Section
Cave-In-Rock. III Fish
Fry
Section president
Frank B. Conci '54
308 Bailey Lane
Rt. 4, Box 12
Benton, IL 62812
(618) 438·5261

Above, top: Central Ozark Section members tour the
Briggs and Stratton plant in Rolla. Above: Section
members enjoy dinner at the Jesse James Hideout
following the tour.

guests
good

Ozarks alumni section met at

excellent

located in Rolla to have a tour

1997, the H eartland section

lroup then
nny Cace's

of the facilities. Everyone had a

gathered at Cave-In -Rock park

preSident, held a short section

great time and they all learned

for a fish fry courtesy of Frank

business

a

dinner

more abo ut how engi nes were

Conci '54 and L es H olcomb

Edwards gave a scholarsh ip

outstanding

made. After the tour was over,

'51. Unfortunately Frank Conci

report

nd seafood

the section met at Jesse James
Hideout
Restauran t
and

'54 was unable to attend due to

section 's schola rsh ip recipient,

recent

Jeffrey Gross.

ent, Gene

enjoyed some of their world

ch ildren , Jan Conci -S mith '85 ,

dinner with

famo us catfish .

Frank A.

)ting. Gene

Those in attendance incfuded:
Ken '35 & Erma Asher, Bob '37 &
Sybil Lange, Bob '72 & Vivian
Doerr, Bill Todd '49, Ralph Kelley
Lynn
&
Neal
'61
'77,
Grannemann, J. Bradshaw '79 ,

Conci , took care of frying some

oretta Ann
. and Jean

leeting was

lresentation

outstanding

the Briggs and Stratton plant

Fnll1997

On

Saturday,

surgery

June

but,

14,

Frank 's

Conci , and H elen

Don

Fuller

'66 ,

meeting.
and

introduced

vice
Gene
the

the section scrapbook.

Julie

gave an update on enrollment
for the 1997·98 school year
, along with an update on the
section 's endowed scholarship.
Gene Edwards announced

Jeff and his

some money making projects

mother, Sharon Gross spen t
the afternoon w ith the section.

such as the Joe Miner electric

for the section 's endowment

Julie Turley , coordin ator of
alumni & constituent relations

clock and Joe Miner lapel pins.

at

the

new faces at the fish fry and the

prepared side dishes enough to

Heartland section with a silver

section hopes they will continue

give

section award certificate that

to come to section eve nts in the

was given to Bill Stewart '54 for

future.

of the best fish aroun d.
H o lcomb 's

Les

'5 1 w ife, Joann ,

everyone

enough to eat.

more

than

UMR,

presented

Th ere were a number of

Everyone seemed to

33
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enjoy th is time for fe llows hip
with beautiful surroundings.

Kansas City Section

Attendees included Les '51 &
Joann H olcomb, G e ne '53 & A nn
Edwards. Jeffrey Gross, Sharon
Gross.
Walt
'39
&
Grace
Gammete r, Undo (Gammeter)
Dubra va, David Knight, Frank A. &
Elle n Conci. Jan Conci-Smith '85,
Elme r '50 & Doroth y Bre idert,
Janice Breidert '73, Bill '54 &
Clemie Stewart, Max '54 & Jo A nn
Burgett, Julie Turley, Mark Tu rley,
Patrick Turle y, Beeche r Williams ,
He le n Conci, Jim Pete rson '91 ,
Je nnifer Phipps, Don Fuller '66,
and Larry '61 & Kay Strobel.
(Submitted by Larry Strobel '61 )

Kansas City Section
Annual Picnic
Section president
Joseph F Reichen '59
City of Kansas City, Missouri
474 E. 72 Sf. PWD 79th FI
Kansas City, MD 64 706
(876) 274-2069

Wilson '7.
Gol]I FOUl
'59 (Su

'59)

Kansas

Monthl
Section pn
JosepH I
CityolKar
414 E 12:

Kansas Cit
(816)274·;

The
togethers
popular I
pleased t,
younger
are using
nenvork.
longer br
traditiona
businesse
the OppOi
place to
These ev.
opportun

Spring 1997 has been
another active per iod for the
sectio n. The annual prospective
stude nt/alumn i picnic was held
on June 28 , at Longview Lake
in Kansas City, Mo. Th is is an
annual event conducted in
conju nction with the UMR
admissions office. Invitations
are sen t to a ll area high school
stude nts who have e xpressed
an interest in UMR and to all
e ntering freshm e n.
With
coopera tive
weather,
65
prospective stud ents, parents,
UMR staff and alumni had a
pleasant lunch thanks to Cli ff
Ta nquary '57 a nd Fred Steele
'65. Cliff a nd Fred served as
th e ch e fs and displayed their
prowess as hamburge r flippers
a nd hot dog turn ers.
A lumn i attending included Ron
Pfiffe r '77, Nan cey S paith '72,

Above, clockwise f roll1 top left: Sh awn '88 and Diana Dyer enjoy an afternoon in
th e sun with the Kansas City Sec/ion; Craig '88 and Wendy Borgmeyer; Cliff
Tanquary '57, chief picnic chef; Three generations of th e BoLon famiLy- Greg
BoLon '85,future lIIin er Brett "Peanut " Bololl, and Lu Bololl. '59.

Lucien Bolon '59. Greg B olon '8 5,

R ob S titt '85, C raig Burchett '8 1,
Doug Sc hieszer '94, S hawn Dyer
'88. Joh n Fre rking '8 7, C hris
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r fellowship
undings.

,d Les '51 &

Ie '53 & Ann

ross, Sharon

Wilson '73, Craig Borgmeye r '88,
Gary Fouts '6 7, and Jo e Reichert
'59. (Submitted by Joe Reiche rt
'59)

& Grace
(Gammeler)

II, Frank A.

&
ci,Smilh '85,

thy Breidert,
Bill '54 &
'54 & Jo Ann
Mark Turley,

ler Williams,

'elerson '91,

1

Kansas City Section
Monthly Social Hours
Section president
Joseph F Reichert '59
City of Kansas City, Missouri
474 E. 72 SI. PWD 19th FI
Kansas City, MD 641 06
(876) 274-2069

Fuller '66,

ay Sirobel.

;trobel '61 )

:tion

;sauri

i FI

The monthly social gettog ethers are continuing to be a
popular event. The section is
pleased to see that more of the
younger alumni from the area
are using it as an occasion to
network. Many alumni are no
longer being employed in the
traditional engineering oriented
businesses and are not afforded
the opportunity with in the work
place to visit with their peers.
These events are providing that
opportunity.

Recent

attendees

included

Dennis Henry '72, Dick Riegel '72,
John Frerking '87, Nance y Spaith
'72, Patrick Tob y '88, Cory Smith
'70, Roge r McCloud '75, Doug
S chieszer '94, Gary Graham '96,
Stephani e Kelemetc '94, Melissa
Graham '94, Cathlin Maloney
Mauer '93, Willy Schuman '55, Ed
Reichert '97, Jim '96 & Rebecca
'95 Fiechtl, Jeremy Estep '98,
Michael North ' 72, Brandi Smith
'96, Janet A lfermann '93, Chris
Blaich '97, Julie Dickherber Ryan
'94, Gary Fouts '67, Steward
Storrs '68, Jerome Riemann '95 ,
'96, Chris Riemann '95, Jeff
Phillips '92, Laura Bytnar '95, Will
Reed '96, Jill Sandifer '96, Teresa
Heithaus '9 7, Jeff Kraft '96, Evan
Stark '89, and Joe Reichert '59.

Out of town visitors to the
Kansas City area are more than
welcome to attend the Kansas
City section 's monthly social
hours on the third Wednesday
of the month . S imply call one
of the section officers for the
location.

As the magazine goes to
press, the section has firmed up
its summer activities which will
be reported on in the next
Alumnus magazine. Those
activities include a Family Day
at the Kansas City Zoo and a
viewing of one of the IMAX
movies currently showing, a
tailgate party and night out at a
Kansas City Royal Baseball
Game, and supporting the
Miner
football
team
at
Washburn
University
in
Topeka, Kansas. (Submitted
by Joe Reichert '59)

Miner Music
Section Update
Section president
Thomas H. Rogge '93
8358 Westbrooke Vii/age Drive
Manchester, MO 6302 1-8917
(314) 230-9788
Hi there everybody! For
those of you who don 't know

I

what 's been happening lately,
this will get you up to date . The
Miner Music section held their
spring meeting in March to
coincide
with
the spring
musical.
Those that could
attend had a good time. At that
meeting, they decided to hold a
picnic for those alumni in the St.
Louis area. The picnic was held
June 1, at Love Park. They had
a very good turnout, and got to
meet some alumni that they
hadn 't seen in a long time .
Along with alumni , Dr. & Mrs.
Rem ington and Mr. & Mrs.
Brackhahn
also
attended.
Thanks for coming. On July 27,
they are planning to attend a St.
Louis Cardinals baseball game.
At this time there are no other
events planned, but they are
trying to get a group together
for a St. Louis Viper 's game.
The Homecoming meeting will
be in the choir room at
Castleman Hall after the football
game. At that time they will
elect an executive secretary.
Hope to see you then.

has been

iod for the
prospective
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Ark-La-Tex
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Is, parents,
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Fred Steele
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Spailh ')2,
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jurchett '81,
Shawn Dyer

'87, ChriS
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John W. Hentges
Gene Rand
Dennis McGee
Robert Saxer
Warren Unk
David R. Ziegler
Frank B. Conci
W. Alan Hopkins
Joseph F. Reichert
David M. Tepen
Todd Rush
Rene J. Leonard
Tom Rogge
Darryl Moore
Hugh C. Kind
John P. Dunbar
Doug Cordier
Peter Maisch
Clancy Ellebracht
Kelley Thomas
Ken Riley
Earl Burk
William M. Hallett
Robert J. Scanlon
John Van Nort
J. Michael Party

13501 Ebbtide Circle, Anchorage, AK 99516
1100 Lovers Lane, Longview, TX 75604
HCR 82, Box 445, Bixby, MO 65439
704 E. Cedar Ave., S1. Charles, IL 60174
1507 Hayfield Drive, Plano, TX 75023
1531 Huntington Drive, Marietta, GA 30066-5907
308 Bailey Lane, Benton, IL 62812
1400 Allston Street, Houston, TX 77008
7312 Charlotte, Kansas City, MO 64131
400 South MacArthur Blvd., Springfield, IL 62704
11611 Frontier Dr., S1. Louis, MO 63146
9030 Old Cutler Road, Miami, FL 33156
835B Westbrooke Village Drive, Manchester, MO 63021-8917
2425 Oxford Place Unit 107, Terrytown, LA 70056
1021 Morewood Parkway Rocky River, OH 44116
622 Patterson Lane, Meridianville, AL 35759
7527 S. 92nd E. Ave., Tulsa, OK 74133
41011 303rd Ave. SE, Enumclaw, WA 98022
7336 S. Glencoe C1., Littleton, CO 80122
837 Glendower Dr., Kirkwood, MO 63122
3390 Monterey Rd. San Marino, CA 91108
4740 S. Glenn, Springfield, MO 65810
P.O. Box 64216, Tucson, AZ 85728
2408 Honeystone Way, Brookeville, MD 20833
4908 W. Country Club Drive, Sarasota, FL 34243
6209 Driftwood, Midland, TX 79707

~

dramatic
Andreas
the 8th i
alumni
game: R,
Helms '9

Alumni in attendance at the
picnic included Craig '92 & Libby
'94 Blair, Daue lIIert '84, Cy nthia
Millangue '91, C. R . Remington
'49, Karen '94 & Tom '93 Rogge,
A llan Sheppard '62, Mary Simon
'77, Debbie '90 & Randy '89
Skaggs, and Chris '87 & Peggy '89
Tarnowieckyi.
(Submitted by
Karen Rogge '94)

'50, Fro
'66, Bill
Smith
McPhers
'70, Oa\
Ellebrad

Motor City Section
(Awaiting MSM-UMR Alumni
Association board approval)

Kerns ,.

Randy K

UMR Formula SAE
Pizza Party
Section President
Scott Shockley '94
46070 Lake Villa Dr #1 07
Belleville, MI 48777
(313) 697-7331
Bill
Hammers
'76 of
Chrysler, Scott Gegesky '68 o f
Ford, and Ralph Uth e '68 of
General Motors co- hosted a
pizza party o n May 15 for
Detroit area MSM-UMR alumni
to meet the UMR Formula SAE
team who were competing
nearby
at
the
Po ntiac
Silverdome. Over 40 attended
the eve nt that was held in the
Genera l Motors Truck Products
Center Central in Pontiac, Mich.
"Wh ile I believe that th e
stud e nts learn a lot eac h ti me
th ey go to competi tion , this
year was especially fun because
we did so well ," said Dan
Stutts, associa te professor of
mechan ical engineering and
engineering mechan ics.
"Th is year we had abou t 10
times the visitor traffic in our
paddock than we had last year.
Everyone was asking us
questions about o ur car a nd
takin g pictures of it UMR has
always had one of the best cars
a t the FSAE competition , but
this year, using our car from last
year,
we
had
more
development time , and were
able to work out most of the
bugs. Next year, we will have a

36

St Loui
Missou

completely new car, which will
incorporate what we have
learn ed from all of the previous
cars.
Anoth er
sign ificant
accomplis hme nt this past year
was the publication of a n SAE
paper by two of our team
leaders, Edmund 'Tri' Gaffney
and Anthony Salinas, 'An
Introduction to Form ula SAE
Suspension and Frame Design,'
ISSN 0148-7191 , 1997, SAE,
Inc., which is ava ilabl e at the
UMR
FSAE
web
page
http://www.umr.edu/-formula. T his
paper was the topic of many
discussio ns d urin g competition.
It represents th e first really useful
and widely available publication
written by FSAE stude nt
members to help other FSAE
studen ts ge t sta rted in the
difficult process of frame and
suspension design. Overall , the
team performed very well ,
espec ially co nsi derin g th e tragic
dea th of th e 1996-1997 team
leader, Bra ndon Bowser. Th ey
and
really pulled together,
worked hard so that Brandon 's
contributions were not for
naught "

Paul Stallman '94, Kyle Tucker '93,
Ralph Uthe '68, Harold Va nnoy '63,
Bill Watson '83, and Wei Zhao '94.

UMR took 13th place overall
out of 75 entri es. Even though
UMR suffered a 50 point penalty
for using a second-year car, o ur
team placed 5 th in the skidpad,
10th in acceleration , 3rd in
autocross , 19th in end ura nceeconomy, 28th in cost, 7th in
presentation, and 4 7th in
design.
The
UMR
team
was
composed o f Sam Anderson,
Mike Bec k, Sam Beckh a m ,
Jaso n
Buchek,
Antonio
Chamorro, Ed Gaffney, Eric
Johnston , Timothy Li efer ,
Michael
Muirhead,
Kris
Porubec, Ben Ruste m eyer,
Erwin Sasmita Siik, Doug
Tracy, and Marty Urbanc.
Accom pa nying the team
was their adv isor Dan Stutts.

!

Rocky Mountain Section
Rockies Baseball

TheS
"Missour'

Section president
Clancy Ellebracht '64, 72
7336 S. Glencoe Ct.
Littleton, CO 80122
(303) 694-0683

Alumni in attendance included:
Michael Albrecht '83, Yean-Jen
Chyou '89, Jeff Counsi! '96, John
Donnelly '70 , Scott Dye '93, Scott
Gegesky '68, Rusty Gish '96, Joe
Guccione '91 , Bill Hammers '76.
Shien Lee '90, Lu Meng '92, Rick
Meyer '93, Gary Pi nkley '94 ,
Micheal Portell '94, Patrick Portell
'93 , Walter Risbeck '91, Greig
Schreiber '92, Scott Shockley '94 ,

Section pn
Randall G.
Booker As:
1139 Olive
St.louis, I
(314)421-;

I

On Memorial Day, th e
Rocky Mo untain sectio n ren ted
one of the special Coors Field
party suites for a game between
the Colorado Rockies and the
St Loui s Card inals. Th e pa rty
suite was at the end o f the
private suites in the stadiu m with
an excellent view of the fie ld
and a glassed view of th e front
range. There were sea ts in the
outside balcony or inside with
refreshments.
T he Rockies
Baseball Clu b provided a 5th
innin g scoreboard salu te to the
Missouri School of Mines
Alumni Association. Forty-five
alumni a nd guests attended th e
game (a nd the Rockies won in

MSM-UMR ALUMNUS
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dramatic fash ion with a 469 foo t
Andreas Galaraga home run in
the 8th inning) , The following
alumni pre-registered for the
game: Roger Taylor '72 , Travis
Helms '94, Arthur C. Masbruch
'50 , Franklin Schowengerd t
'66, Bill Schulze '83 , Thomas
Smith
'64,
'70,
Mike
McPherson '79 , James Baird
'70, Dave Bufalo '66, Clancy
Ellebracht '64, '72, and Randy
Kerns '74,
(Subm itted by
Randy Kerns '74)

St. Louis Section
Missouri Wine Tasting

,Ie Tucker '93,

'd Vannoy '63,
~ei Zhao '94,

nSection

Section president
Randall G. Dreiling '81
Booker Associates, Inc.
1139 Olive SI
SI Louis, MO 63101
(314) 421-1476

near Augusta on Saturday , May
10 , 1997. The group met on
the
patio
at
Blumenhof
Vineyards & Winery and
en joyed the sunshine while
sampling wi nes and picnicking,
Join th e St. Louis group next
spring as they visit anoth er
Missouri Winery I
Those attending were Damon
'92 & Jeanne (Ja ckson) '92 Allen,
Sean Antle

'94, Diane Bernat,

Randy & Natalie (McCune) '93

Bourgeois, Randy Dreiling '81, Bob
'58 & Camlyn Hayes, Phil '66 &
Barbara Jozwiak, Ted '86 & Sandra
Medle r, Milton Murry '64, '80,
Shamn Panian, Kurt '88 & Karen
Rellergert, Farah Ruiz, J.R. Smith
'95, Marc '92 & Kelley (Jozwiak)
'91 Thomas , and Paul & Cindi
(Hayes) '87 Web er. (Submitted by
Kelley Thomas '91)

St. Louis Section
Cardinal Baseball Game
Section president
Kelley Thomas '97
837 Glendower Drive
Kirkwood, MO 63722
(314) 966-7505

The St.
Louis section
attended a St. Louis Cardinals
baseba ll game on Thursday,
July 3 , 1997. They had 41
people join them in the Bullpen
Room at Busch Stadium.. This
game room setting allowed
everyone to socia lize with their
fellow alumni and frie nds and
provided an excellent view of
the action on the fi eld. A great
tim e was had by all , and we
look fo rward to seeing more of
our St. Louis area alumni at this
event next year!

Alumni and fri e nds attending
the festiviti es included Rick '75,
Debbie, Heath e r, and Kristin
Bmwn, Ted '86 and Sandy Medle r
and guests, Robert A. Engberg
'74, '80, Laura Riegel '94, J oel
Rickman '95, Janice Stru ckh off '94 ,
Christina Sfreddo '94, Randy
Dreiling '81, S ea n Antle '94, Ralph
Brouk '42, St e ph en Ruffing '93 ,
Brett Felton '94, Jam es Coo k '94
and guest, Mark '93 and Kelle y
McCauley, Matth ew Licklide r '92,
Kenn eth Busch '72, Me lissa Moore
'93, J ennifer Downes '95 , Ch risty
Land '95, Bob Elliott '91 , Chris
Th ornton '90 and guests , Mark
Helein '91 , Chris Diebold '95, Jeff
Englebrecht '94, Marc McManus,
Rick Goldhammer, and Jesse
Farmer, (Submitted by Christina
Sfreddo '94)

The St. Louis section visited
"Missouri Valley Wine Country"

III
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OMH Formula SAE Event
Above: Detroit area alumni meet the UMR Formula SAE team.
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AROUND THE COUNTRY

WE WANT YOUR NEWS!

UPCOMING MINER ALUMNI EVENTS

Deadlines for upcoming issues
of the MSM-UMR Alumnus

September
19

27

27

28

St. Louis Section " Happy Hour,"
St. Louis, Mo.
-Kelley Thomas '91 , 314-966-7505 (H)
Kansas City Section Miner Footba",
Topeka, Kan .
- Joe Reichert '59, 816-361-9147 (H)
West Florida Section Luncheon,
Tampa, Fla.
- Bill Gammon '49, 941-371-1089 (H)
Southern California Section Picnic,
Bolsa Chica State Park
- Roger Dor! '65, 714-460-4411 (B)

8

8
9
14-15
15
16
22

October
2

Rolla Night at Engineers Club,
St. Louis, Mo.
-Jerry Bayless '59, 573-341-4151 (B)
10 & 11 HOMECOMING, Rolla, Mo.
- Alumni Office, 573-341 -4145
11
Miner Music Section Fall Meeting,
Rolla, Mo.
- Tom Rogge, '93, 314-230-9788 (H)
18
Ark-La-Tex Section Cajun Turkey Fry,
Longview, Texas
- Gene Rand '62, 903-759-1661 (H)
25
Parents' Association Board Meeting,
Rolla, Mo.
- Parents Office, 573-341-4145

7

11

13
14

November
Admissions Reception, Houston, Texas
-Alan Hopkins '89,713-880-4456 (H)
Admissions Reception, Kirksville, Mo.
-Joe Reichert '59, 816-361-9147 (H)
Admissions Reception,
Burns &McDonnell, Kansas City, Mo.
-Joe Reichert '59, 816-361-9147 (H)

2

are:
Winter 1997
deadline: Oct 1, 1997

Admissions Reception, Paducah, Ky,
-Frank Conci '54, 618-438-5661 (H)
Admissions Reception,
Cape Girardeau, Mo.
- Frank Conci '54, 618-438-5661 (H)
Admissions Reception,
McDonnell Douglas, St. Louis, Mo.
- Todd Rush '82, 314-275-7764 (H)
Admissions Reception, Hannibal, MO
-Jennie Bayless '89, 573-341-4372 (8 )
Admissions Reception, Rolla, Mo.
-Jennie Bayless '89, 573-341-4372 (B)
Admissions Reception, Little Rock, Ark.
- Gene Rand '62, 903-759-1661 (H)

FUTURE DATES FOR HOMECOMING:
October 2-3, 1998*
October 1-2, 1999*
October 6-7, 2000*
' Tentative
TBA=To Be Announced

Summer 1998
deadl ine April 1, 1998
Fall 1998
dead line July 1, 1998

REPORTS
Section event reports may be
sent to the alumn i office for
publication in the Alumnus
magazine. The office wou ld like to
rece ive the reports with in two
weeks after the event.
Remem ber to inclu de photos
if you have them to add interest
to the report. The photos need to
be good quality, cl ea r pictures,
preferably showing some of the
fun at your event. Either color
or black-white pictu res are
acceptable, but please identify
th ose peoPI ~

th, photo

~

MSM-UMR CREDIT CARD
PROGRAM EXPANDS

LOOKING FOR A JOB?

This year, the MSM-UMR affinity credit ca rd program added a Platinum
Plus cred it card. The Gold Card and the Preferred Card are currently being
ca rried by more than 2,000 alumni, students and friends worldwide, showing
their Miner pride. With each purchase, a portion of the proceeds comes back
to you r alumni association . This money helps support scholarships and
programs for stu dents and alumni . Thank you to all those who are card
holdersI If you 're in terested in obtaining the official MSM-UMR credit card,
just call the alumni office at 1573)341 -4145, E-mail us at alumni@umr. edu, or
fax us at 1573)341-6091

The UMR Career Opportunities Center can help!
To find out how, please e-mail Marcia Ridley at
mridley@umr.edu,
or call her at (573) 341-4229
or write her at
1870 Miner Circle, Rolla, MO
65409-0240.
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Edwin R
March 16
birthday. (
children, a
enjoyable.

Spring 1998
deadline Dec 20, 1997

December
6

20
1

Admissions Reception, St. Charles, III.
-Bob Saxer '61, 630-584-0548 (H)
Chicago Section Chancellor Visit,
Elmhurst, III.
- Bob Saxer '61 , 630-584-0548 (H)
Admissions Reception, Joliet, III.
-Bob Saxer '61 , 630-584-0548 (H)
Alumni Alliance, Columbia, Mo.
-Alumni Office, 573-341-4145
Admissions Reception, Tulsa, Okla.
- Doug Cordier, '91 , 918-459-0924 (H)
Admissions Reception, Springfield, Mo.
-Earl Burk '70, 417-882-1424 (H)
Admissions Reception, Springfield, III.
- David Tepen '90, 217-753-0560 (H)
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1927
Edwin R. Sievers, MinE: "On
March 16, I celebrated my 96th
birthday. Guests included my three
children, and 30 others. It was very
enjoyable. "
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Thirties
1932
Andrew W. Kassay , ChE: "J ulia
Mae and I celebrated our 66th
wedding an niversary on March 12,
1997. " • Frank J . Zvanut, CerE,
Haymes
PhDChem '37:
"Kay
operated her Rolla School of
Dancing from 1934-1937. She
married Frank Zvanut in June
1937 . They will celebrate 720
months of married life June 8 ,
1997. They have five children and
10 grandchildren. Frank a nd
Katherine do aerobics at Apple
Fitness Center three days each
week and Frank still plays tennis
with Senior Citizens of Tyler
Texas. "
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Left: Hugh Allan Crumpler,
'37, and Joseph W "Joe "
Howerton , MetE '38, hold
the first issue of "Gamma
Xi Gab, " a newspaper they
co-edited and founded on
July
1,
1937.
The
newspaper is still published
at Sigma Nu fraternity .

1933
Ellen W. Doll, Phys: "When I
graduated 64 years ago in 1933,
there were only three women
graduates in the sen ior class.
However, by that year, there were
actually 25 women on campus.
Our 50th reunion in 1983 was an
outstanding one for me , as all three
of us were there: Mary Lee
Johnson Koewing (deceased) ,
Mabel Phillips (deacesed) , and
Ell en Woodman Doll. Both the
college and the newspaper rolled
out the red carpet for us. As I
remember this was the first time in
the history of the school to have so
many (three) women graduate in
the same class! " ·
Elmer W.
Gieseke, MetE: "I am working with
Kyanita Min. Corp. , in Dillwyn , Va.
Hopefully, we will have th is plant
straightened out in the next month
or so. After that I will retire again to
my home in Florida and enjoy life
without responsibility. See you in
October"

wo MSM boosters from the Golden
State-Hugh Allan Crumpler, '37,
and Joseph W. "Joe" Howerton ,
MetE '38-recently met in Rancho Bernardo,
Calif. , to observe the 60th anniversary of the
founding of "Gamma Xi Gab ," a newspaper they
founded and co-edited at MSM . The newspaper
is still published at Sigma Nu fraternity.
Its first front page, dated July 1937, boasts: "A
survey of the various extracurricular activities
shows that Gamma Xi occupies her usual
predominant position on the MSM campus,
holding influential posts in honorary and
professional groups , athletics , dramatics , political
bodies, and campus journalism. "
Crumpler, 79, and Howerton , 82 , were born
in Rolla, graduated from Rolla High School a nd
have rema in ed lifetime friends.
Howerton was vice commander of the MSM
Sigma Nu chapter and served as rush chair in his
senior year. He was general works manager of
Western Electric Co. in Montgomery , Ill. , when he
re tired in 1980. He and his wife , Clarellen,
move d to Ra ncho Bernardo in 1987.
Howerton has establis hed two e ndowments
a t MSM . The Howerto n Memorial Endowment,
in m e mory of his mother, provides scholarships
for students from Rolla and the immediate Rolla

T

1934

1939

Edwin A. Hein , ME: "Apartment
living is OK; no grass to mow or
snow to shovel. "

John D. Berwick Jr. , MetE: "Just
celebrated 80th birthda y in fin e
style. Continu ed good health ." •
Charles E. Boulson, EE: "I
recently became a charter member
of the greater Oza rks colony of the
Missouri SOCiety of Mayfl ower
Descendants in th e state of
Missouri. " • Walter Ga mmeter
Jr. , MinE: "We are doing fin e for

1938
J. Craig Ellis , ME: "All is well in
Sun City West. Enjoyin g 80-90
temperature and lots of sunshine."

Fnll1997

area. The Professor c.y "Boots " Clayton
Memorial Fund provides scholarships for students
in the field of metallurgy. Both endowments
received matching funds from AT&T, Howerton 's
11
long-tim e employer.
Crumpler graduated from the University of
Missouri-Columbia with a bachelor's degree in
journa lism in 1941 after attending MSM and the
University of Arkansas. He served as commander
of the Sigma Nu chapter at the University of
Arkansas, and in 1958 originated the Sadie
Hawkins Day dance, one of th e longest-running
social events in Sigma Nu history. H e also was
active in Rho Chapter, University of Missouri.
Crumpler was a journa list a nd war
correspondent. He was an instructor in English at
MSM fro m 1946 to 1949, and a lecturer in
journa lism at the University of Minnesota. H e was
a foreign service officer in Pakista n, Turkey,
Jordan and Washington , D.C. , and a corporation
executive.
Crumpler is an active book author. His books
include "On th e Trail of th e Desert Wildflower ,"
and "The Last Pa trol , a Correspondent 's J o urney
to War in Asia and the Pacific. " His newspaper
column, "Lost Trails," appears in the San Diego
Union Tribun e. H e a nd his wife, the la te Dorothy
Crumpler, moved to Rancho Bernardo in 1970.

old folk s, but Grace has slowed
down beca use of a n a rtificial hip
replacement. I a m in good health
a nd look forwa rd to th e 60th
reunion in 1999 for th e class of
1939. " • Mrs. William H. Webb:
"I have reached the age when I
shouldn 't even buy green ba nanas,
but l"m still enj oying my travels. In
1995
we
travelled
from
Amsterda m to Vienna by boat. The
39

~~~~~~te ~ u--------------------------------------------------------~new canal co nnecting the Rhine
and Danube river systems is great.
This year we plan to go from
Vienna to th e Black Sea
co mpleting th e tr ip from th e North
Sea to the B lack Sea by boat. " •
M ax L. Yea ter , EE : " I took my
profi le out of the AO L directory to
red uce th e junk mail, but I can still
be reached th rough e-mail. "
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1940
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Everett W. Sh arp , CerE: "Wore a
green wool sh irt and shamrock for
St. Pat' s today' Callie and I are sti ll
plu gging along, and do rem ember
the many St. Pat's celebration s we
attended! "
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1941
A ndr eas A. A ndr eae, ME '41:
55 th
wedding
" Celebrated
anniversary on March 21 , 1997.
Granddaugh ter also got married on
March 21 , 1997. Big family reunion
held in Arlington, Va ., to celebrate
the two ." • H erm ann F. B ottch er ,
ME: "Celebrated 55 years of
marriage with our three children,
their spouses and 15 grandch ildren,
includi ng th eir wives, and one
grea t-grand chi ld. Margaret and I
enjoyi ng good health, ignor ing
minor aches - still break 100 at least
o nce a season ." • J am es W.
Jensen, Ph ys: "With our son , Dr. J.
W. Jensen, w e are operating
Butterfield Gam e Ranch (e xotic
animals). H ad total hip replacem ent
in February - doing well. " • W illi am
I. M orr is , MinE. writes tha t his
address from May 1 to Nov. 1 is
2508 Paul St.. Eau Claire , W I
5470 1 and his pho ne number is
7 15 -839-7962.
M ar vin E .
Nevins, M etE: "Good hea lth ' Golf
3 -5 times a week; handicap is 16."
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1943
J ack E. Fl eisc h li , ME, presid ent
and founder of Capi tol O il &
Grease Co. Inc.: "Sa les continue in
Japan and now distr ibu tin g spec ial
lu brica nts to industry in South
I<orea ." • H . W. Floo d, ChE, a
chemical engin eering professor
emeritu s, was honored at th e
University of Massach use tts-L o w ell
on A pril 3 by engi neeri ng students
for his relentless pursuit o f th eir
develop ment as communicators.
H e set up an industr ial liaison
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Uniformly the same
54 years later
Vernon Schmidt, EE'51, showed fellow employees at ATCOM how he
is uniformly the same as he was 54 years ago by donning his original
"Marine" green uniform, complete with medals and ribbons, on Veterans
Day. Several people stopped by to see Schmidt. maintenance directorate,
and his display of personal memorabilia and to hear stories of his service
days. Schmidt began his military career by enlisting in the Marine Crops on
Dec. 4, 1942. He was assigned to work with a then-new technology, radar.
Schmidt said that at the time radar was so secretive that the servicemen
were forbidden to even say the word in public, according to story by Jack
Heenan and Mary Schlepp in a January article in "The Gateway Reporter."
After the war, Schmidt attended MSM on the GI Bill, graduating in 1951.
He earned a master of divinity in 1953 and spent the next seven years as a
Methodist minister.
Schmidt joined the Army Aviation team in 1962 as a supply cataloger.
After 35 years of federal service, Schmidt continues to excel. He was
recognized in 1995 as the Federal Technical Employee of the Year.

symposia and developed contacts
in industry for the engineering
doctoral
program.
He
has
maintained extensive ties to
business and industry and was
recently elected vice chair of an
occupational licensing board.
Willian G. Persons , MinE: "No
news is good news! "

1944
Ronald L. Carm ichael , MinE ,
MSMinE '47: "Moved to: 1305
Ravenwood Dr. , Eugene, OR
97401, (541) 349-0564. Am ta ki ng
a second retirement. Daughter,
son-in-law and three grandsons,
ages 2-11 , live here. " • Kenneth
W. Schoenberg , CE , MSCE '48:
"Margaret and I are still enjoying
our retirement years (over 12 now).
We travel quite a bit including car
trips to Rolla (at least one time a
year) and other places , such as
Florida and the Carolinas. We 've
taken bus tours - both short and
long - and seven cruises. I almost
love ships as much as I love
railroads. Yes, we 've toured lots of
the United States by Amtrak, also. "
• Robert S. Westwater, MetE:
"Sold my company after 46 years.
Staying on as adviser through
October 1997. Looking forward to
travelling, volunteer work and golf.
Not many alumni in the Northeast.
Would love to hear from any old
fr iends. My address is 6 Justin Rd.,
Natick, MA 01760. " • Richard D.

Fall 1997

Wheat, EE, MSEE '49: "Retirement
keeps me very busy - church
work, house and yard work, and
grandchildren. "

1947
Ke nn eth G. Adrian , MinE: "Going
to Europe with the 44th bomb
group about the time of your
reunion. We 'll be on the Normandy
Beaches on D-Day. We left 47 ,000

D. Robbins, CE: "Looking forward
to coming back to Rolla next year
for my 50th class reunion ."

1949
Joseph E. Greig , ME : "Enjoying
retirement in Southern California.
Hope to make Homecoming in
October 1997. " • Oliver W. J ones,
PetE: "Do you have your sen ior
trips to industry? I had to borrow
money back there in 1949 to go to
Houston for several days. Th e G I
Bill didn 't pay for this. This was my
first loan I had to repay when I
started working as a roustabout. " •
Leonard F. Kane, MetE: "Retired in
January 1994 after 40 years with
Northrup Corp. Enjoying traveling
in our RV and an occasional cruise.
Seven grandch ildren and one greatgrandson to love and enjoy. " •
John
J.
Mulliga n,
GGph:
"Survived the annual birthday party
the big eight-zero. Continue
daily work as usual, but not as fast.
Hope to make the 50th class
reunion in 1999" • Gordon E.
Raym er, CE: "Just enjoyed 48th
anniversary with my wife , an MSM
cheerleader of 1947-48. Dot
(Walrath) and her sister, Lil, led the
football game cheers then. Lil also
married a miner, Robert M.
Montgomery, EE '44-" . Harold M.
Telthorst, CE: "Virginia and I will
celebrate 50 years of marriage on
Jun e 18 ."

Bruce l. Bramfitt, MetE'60,
MSMetE '62,
PhDMetE'66,
selected Engineer of the Year
by the Pennsylvania Society of
Professional Engineers.

James E. Beavers, CE'66, has
formed James E. Beavers
eonsultants (JEBe).

over there. "

Fifties

1948
Bernard Cohen , CerE: "Retired in
1986 from GTE . Also worked for
Sylvania, Adm iral , Zenith , and
MBS. Made CRT's and flashbulbs
and continuous optical glass ,
melting in platinum -li ned furnaces.
I attended MSM from '41- '43 and
'46-' 48 with the intervening years
spent during World War II as a
carrier telephone repeaterman with
'Uncle Sam. ' Spent time in Fort
Belvoir, Camp Crowder, Hawaii ,
Saipan and Okinawa. I had
excellent preparation at MSM for
my ceramic activities in the
electronics industry. I can 't say the
same for managers who snuck into
jobs during WWII. As a result, see
the industries lost to Japan and
Korea . We used to think of
humanities as 'crap courses ,' but I
th ink MSM would be well advised
to enrich these courses in depth
and numbers in the future. " • Irvin

1950
Charles H. Church , Ph ys: "Retired
from U.S. Army Research Office on
March 30, 1997. Will move to
Savannah, Ga. , after we sell ou r
home in Chapel Hill. " • Max D.
Kim e, EE: "After spending the
winter in Arizona for several years,
we gave up on Indiana 's ice and
snow and have moved to Tucson.
Our new address is: 1220 N.
Camino de Juan , Tucson , AZ
85745 " • Robert E. Smith Sr. ,
CE: "Doing a little less work and a
little more leisure. We are looking
forward to the 50th class reunion in
2000." • Ha rold B. Theerman ,
CE: "Marie and I are both in
reasonably good health and doing
'grandparent ' things. We trave l,
volunteer occaSionally, and in
general enjoy life. "

Mary W. lane, MSTChem'66,
was among six Eastern Kentucky
University graduates to be
inducted into the University's
Hall of Distinguisned Alumni in
April.

Nicola A. (Utterback) Nelson,
EE'66, MSEE '71 , was promoted to principal director of
the systems and development
and operations subdivision in
the Systems Engineering
Division of The Aerospace Corp.

Alumnus testifies
during McVeigh trial
Paul H. Rydlund, MinE'63, MSMinE'65, testified as an expert an
ammanium nitrate during the federal trial against Timathy McVeigh in Denver.
McVeigh was canvicted and sentenced to. die fo.r the April 19, 1995,
Oklahama City bambing af the Federal Building that killed 168 men, wamen
and children.
During his 2.5-haur testimany an April 30, Rydlund tald af his 33 years af
experience with ammanium nitra te in cammercial explasives, including haw
he gat his start as a graduate student at UMR. While at UMR, Rydlund
war ked an a grant praject far Mansanta to. determine haw ammanium nitrate
cauld be used in cammercial explasives. After graduating, he cant inued to.
wark an the project at Mansanta Ca. in SI. Lauis. He cantinued to. wark for
Mansanta far 19 years, until 1983, when the EI Darada Chemical Ca. baught
the nitragen business fram Mansanta. Rydlund then went to. wark far EI
Darada as a directar af the industrial explasives graup. Taday he is vice
president af industrial praducts far the SI. Lauis-based firm.
EI Darada primarily manufactures and sells ammanium nitrate fuel ail
mixtures, also. knawn as ANFO. To. give the jury backgraund infarmatian an
ANFO, Rydlund testified abaut haw it is praduced and haw it warks. McVeigh
was accllsed af using ANFO in the Oklahama City bambing.

1951

1957

Harry F. Dreste , Phys: "Have
been enjoying re tire m ent for
several years. Keep b usy working
around home a nd with hobbies model
railroads
and
old
Studebaker cars. Also member of
two old car clubs. Volu nteer
worker a t ve tera ns hospital.
Cancer treatme nt past few years
going O K." ·
Will iam R .
CE:
"Enjoying
O ldha m ,
retireme nt and now can practice
(complimentary)
a lternative
medicine full- time."

Jam es G . Sm it h , EE, MS EE'59,
Ph DPhys '67: "I re tired from the
e lectrical engineering de partment
a t S IU in 1993. My wife, Barbara,
a nd I sp ent the first nine years of
our marriage at UM R. She died in
1995. "

1952
D on D. Ma ts on , GGph: "Still
actively workin g. Wife and I will
celebrate o ur 44th wedding
anniversary this year. "

1953
J o hn
H.
B e nde r,
CerE:
"Refractory Service Corp. has a
new MG O product called Easy
Pa tch used by U S. Steel 's
Bethlehem Gra nite Ci ty Steel for
repair to BOP vessels while hot. "

Dunning receives award
Thomas H. Dunning Jr. , Chem'65, was awarded a
Department af Energy 1996 E.O. Lawrence Award an April 18.
Dunning is a thearetical chemist and director af the William
R. Wiley Environmenta l Malecular Sciences Labaratary
(EMSL) at Pacific Narthwest Natianal Labaratary. Federica
Pena, secretary af energy, presented the award in chemistry
to. Dunning far his cantributians to. the develapment af
methads and techniques far electranic structure calculatians
an malecules. His wark in camputatianal chemistry has been
key to. abtaining accurate salutians af the Schrodinger
equatians, the mathematical equatian that describes the praperties af matter
in terms af the basic laws af physics. These advances have enabled
thearetical chemists to. predict the structure, binding energies and praperties
af malecules at a level af accuracy that atherwise is abtainable anly fram the
mast saphisticated experimental appraaches.
The award cansists af a gald medal, citatian and $15,000. There have
been 174 E.O. Lawrence Award recipients since the award was established
in 1960.
At Las Alamas Natianal Labaratary, Dunning and his calleagues provided
impartant insights into. the aptical praperties af the rare gas halides and
axides - exatic malecules that are the basis af a number af high-pawer gas
lasers naw cam manly used in chemical research. At Arganne Natianal
Labaratary, Dunning and his graup pianeered research that caupled electronic
structure theary with chemical kinetics and dynamics thearies to. abtain
reactian rate canstants that extended the understanding af chemical
reactians impartant in cambustian. Dunning has develaped a warld-class
center far made ling the malecular pracesses that accur in cantaminated
enviranments.
Dunnlllg also. is an affiliate professar in the chemistry department at the
University af Washingtan and an adjunct prafessar in the chemistry
department at Washingtan State University.
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1954
Wi ll ia m P. Dixo n. Phys: "Include
in your studies much math and
material science or e lectronics. Oh!
Students know that. '·

1958
Ro n a ld G. Albe rter, EE : "Retired
from Motorola - Semicond uctor
Products Sector, P hoenix, Ariz. , in
September 1996 after 32 years of
service." • Ea rl E. A nspach , EE:
"Enjoying retirement. Get in three
to fo ur days of golf a week. " • Paul
R . Mu nger, C E, MSC E'6 1, a
professor of civil e ngineerin g a t
UMR, has been awarded the Army
Corps of Engin eers ' de Fleury
bronze medal. T he award is named
after Francoise Lo uis Tesseidre de
Fleury, a French engineer who
volunteered to serve with the
American Army in its fight for
independence. T he medal is
presented to an individual who has
rendered significan t service or
support to an eleme nt of the
Engineer Regiment. • P h ill ip W.
Rope r, ME : "Retired from NAWC
(the US . Naval Weapons Center)
after 37 years. " • Humbe rt E.
" B o b" Sfre dd o , C E, is the new
assistant to the chief engineer of
the Missouri Departm ent o f
Transportation.

1955
David E. Nothstin e, ME: "Mae
and
I have
recently
J ean
established a winter home at 9329
Garden POinte , Fort Myers , FL
33908. We have been enjoying the
sun a nd warm weather since
January. " • J o hn W. Pa d a n,
GGph : "I retired November 1996
and plan to avoid all tho ught of
work for a t least one year.
Swimming, skiin g, and boating will
be high on my 'to do ' list! "

1956
C h a rl es
R. Alt h e id e, Ch E:
"Retired fro m Contin en ta l Ce me nt
at 5 p .m . Oct. 3 1 , 1996 , after 40
years and 5 mo nths of service .
Rehire d by Continental at 7 p.m.
o n O ct. 31 , 1996, for one year as
a consultant. " • We nde ll L.
Ha u be in , CerE: "After 23 years in
e ngineeri ng a nd 16 years in the
ministry. I re tired in O ctober 1996.
Enjoying retiremen t in Bolivar,
Mo."

proud g
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1997, it
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Kiser.
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Dr. Steph
year·old,
a grandpi

1959
Ro be rt
L.
Boxdo rfe r,
EE:
"Traveled approximately 100,000
m iles in past year with the
American Legion as aide to the
national
commander.
Visited
Thailand, Vietnam, Taiwan , Korea,
MeXiCO, Puerto Rico , and about 35
states. Will visit the rest between
now and September 1997. Rita is
doing some traveling wi th me.
Retire d for four years and sure
enjoy
it.
Still
have
e ight
grandch ildren , oldest in college
and youngest starting school. " •
Le la nd L. Lo ng , EE , MSEE '62 ,
PhDCSci'72: "I will offiCially retire
o n May 10 , 1997, after 26 years o f
teaching in the areas of EE , math
a n d computer science. T he EE
department at UMR will a lways
occupy a place in my heart. Best
wishes to all. " • J oel S . S c harf,
PetE: "Have retired from G e neral
Nitewear as a consultan t. Planni ng
to travel with my wife, Lin da , to
Rolla soon ." · Harry E. West,
PetE: "My wife, Mary, and I are the
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proud grandparents of a 7,5 pound baby born on Jan. 27,
1997, in Austin, Texas. The
parents are daughter, Stacy West
and
son-in -law,
Dr.
Kiser,
Raymond Kiser. Stacy 's twin sister,
Dr. Stephanie West Florio, has a 6year-old daughter. Life is great as
a grandparent!"
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Sixties
1960
Bru ce
L.
Bramfitt,
MetE,
MSMetE '62, PhDMetE'66, senior
research consultant at Bethlehem
Steel Corp. 's H om er Research
Labora tories, has been selected
Engineer of the Year by the
Society
of
Pennsylvania
Professional Engin eers, H e was
chosen from nominees from the
commonwealth 's 26 local chapters
of the society . • Gordon R. Hyatt,
CE: " I have retired from Kl epper
H ahn
&
Hyatt
Consulting
Engineers
an d
L andscape
Arch itects. Sti ll prov idin g some
co nsulting to th e firm. Spending
winters in Englewood, Fla, L ots of
time golfin g, fish ing and with
grandchildren." • Paul R. Jord an,
EE: " Enjoying reti rement at Lake
Sa n Marcos, Calif. My wife and I
are both busier than when we
worked doing volunteer work,
playi ng golf and enj oying other
social li fe. ,.
Kenn eth
I.
Pendlet on, MetE: "H aving sold
most of the assets o f Universa l
Sales in February of 1997, I now
join the ranks of th e se mi -retired,
Celebrati ng th e 30th anniversary
was a source of real satisfaction...

1961
Ri ch ard J. Barr. CE, was one of
three MSPE members who landed
positions on the Missouri Board for
Architects, Professional Engineers
and L and Surveyors, which
oversees
the licensing
and
regulation of the practice o f
architecture, engineering and land
surveyin g. He was appOinted to
serve a four-year term to Sept. 28,
2000, on the boa rd's surveying
division. He is the ch ief executive
officer of the Clayton En gin eering
Co. of St. L ouis, which he joined
in 1963, • Martha S, Fowler , EE:
" Will be traveli ng full-time for a
Mich ael C.
year or so."
Kearney, EE: "I continue to enjoy

Fnll 1997

Lloyd Reus s - - - - - - - - - - - -

After 'retirement,' he focuses
on sharing his business savvy
with students
The following article by Daniel Howes appeared in the May 11, 1997,
issue of The Detroit News. [t has been reprinted with permission
from The Detroit News, Mich,
N o o ne would have blam ed
Lloyd
Reuss
{ME '5 71
for
retreating to a Florida golf
co urse after his ouster from th e
presidency of G en era[ M otors
Corp. five years ago,
.,I ob viously didn 't like it, ,.
Reuss says now, talking openly
about the most prominen t GM
come uppance
since
the
dumping o f founder W illiam
Crap o Durant 75 years ago.
{Reuss ' exit was followed b y the
forced retirem ent o f Chairm an
Rob ert StempeL I
" It's a great company. But
there
is
life
after
the
corporation, and that life began
earlier than we thou ght. "
But it's not Reuss ' style to
run and hide.
" H e sustain ed some real
body blows, " says Father
W illiam
Cunningham , w ho
help w ith
enlisted Reu ss '
Foc us: HOPE, the D etroit civil
rights organizatio n and trainin g
group Fr. Cunningham founded
following th e 1967 riots,
" H e's
a
m an
of
extraordin ary values .. . and is as
dedicated to us as he was to
G M ,"
H is G M career over early,
Reuss determined to use his
decades at the co mpa ny, his
busin ess conn ection s an d his
ties to universiti es to help young
p eople learn. Educatio n, Reuss
insists, is the m other of success,
" For every hour I put in ,
what is th e impact on SOciety? "
Reuss , 60, says he asked
himself in a series of discussions

with w ife Maurcin e. " Education
has a much larger impact.
You 're helpin g p eople help
th emselves , "
T hat's w hat led Reuss
run
to
Fo cus: HOPE,
by
Cunningham
and
Eleanor
Josaitis. Reuss is executive dean
for Focus: HOPE 's Center for
A dvanced Technology,
"They n eeded som eone
w ho could bring industry in and
had established som e rapport
w ith
the
educati onal
institutio ns, " Reuss says. " The
p eople w e are gradu ating are
no t just en gin eers.
We 're
putti ng a lot o f emp hasis
people
on
entrepreneurs. "

becomi ng

People like Joe Carter, w ho
graduated
last M ay
from
Focus: HOPE's
Center
for
A d va nced Techn ology with
an
associate 's
degree
in
industrial-manufactu ring
engin eer ing technology fro m
Technological
L awrence
U niversity. Reuss " is a man of
m oral integrity," says Carter, a
com p uter-aided designer at
for
Advan ced
the Cen ter
Technology. "T his is a p erson
that's really comm itted to
{an dl moving th e
p eople
country ahead-and seeing that
it's happening in th e city. "
A native of B ellev ille, ilL ,
Reu ss is deeply com mitted to
his adopted Detroit, its sons and
daugh ters an d his fai th, It was
that
spir itu al
com mitm ent,
leavened by a still- ev ident iron
disciplin e, w hich guided him

th rough th e dark days o f
1992 and their aftermath,
" H e's one o f those rare
p eop le who lives his faith,"
Cunningham says, " H e's an
disciplinarian,
unalterable
W hen he says a m eeti ng is at
7 o 'clock, he 's th ere at 20 to
7 and he exp ects everyone to
be there, H e feels if yo u
m ake a commitmen t, that 's
som ethin g you 've got to
keep. "
And Reuss does, says
p eople w ho work closely with
him , giving both tim e and
m oney. T hree y ears ago ,
Reuss joined the ad v isory
board
for
Corn erstone
Schools,
C hrist-centered
ecum enical schools in D etroit.
As w ith Focu s: HOPE, Reuss
gives m ore than a check or
two,
H e and
M aurcin e
regularl y
" partner

attend so -called
m orn mgs
w ith

children, and Re uss has
advised the schools on fund raiSing.
" It is not so much his work
- w hich is very important b ut his attitu de of heart " that
him
ap art,
says
sets
W C lark D urant, Corn erston e
chairman and p ast presiden t
of the state B oard
of
Education, " W hat I love
abou t him is that he see ks not
fam e nor accolades, but
simply the next challenge,"
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G1 ('<'#<- 1-"-:..~te ~- O! - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - me at r
com merc
South ~
utility." •
ME, has
Inc., part
largest r

building our computer room
cleaning business . In early 1998,
my son Mike Jr. will operate our
Nashville office full -time. H e will
graduate this year with a bachelor's
degree in mecha nical engineering
from MTSU . We will be in Rolla for
the Sig Ep Founder's Day 50th year
May 9-11. " • Robert C. Pi ck ett,
Phys,
MSPhys'68,
was
on
sabba tical from Bemidji State
University during the 1996-1997
academ ic year. He worked on a
computer instrum entation project
during fall 1996 and served as a
visiting scholar for seven weeks
during winter 1997.
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1961

1962
Ch arl es W. Brauer Jr ., Chern,
Mi ch ael
retired in 1996.
M cRae, EE: " Daughter, Kathrine,
had first ch ild, Andrew Lattimer, in
November 1996." • D aniel N .
Payto n III, Phys., MSPhys. '64,
PhDPhys. '66: " After four years as
vice president for New Mexico
operatio ns of SAIC, I left to be an
independent technology management consultant. On April 1, 1997,
I took over as president and CEO
of New Mexico Tech net, a nonprofit Internet access provider and
backbone network and data
provid er for the state of New
Mexico ." • Wi llia m H . S locum,

A class act at the Academy
All from the class of CE'74 and seeing each other again at the 1997 meeting of the UMR Academy of
Civil Engineers were (left to right) Mike Hurst, president and CEO of McCarthy Building Cos. of S1. Louis;
Gary Hutchinson, vice president of Casler, Houser and Hutchinson of Jacksonville, III. ; John Critchfield,
senior construction manager for the Massachusetts Water Resource Authority; and Dick Elgin, president
of Elgin Surveying and Engineering Inc. of Rolla. Not present for the photo, but also a member of the
Academy from the class of CE'74, was Jim Foil, vice president of Burns and McDonnell of Kansas City.
Mo.

EE: " My wife, Norma, and I have
recently moved to 8902 Monticello
Dr. , Granbury, T X 76049 , a new
hom e in a country club-type
atmosphere (pecan plan tation)
near Granbury, Texas."

sa me address for more than four
years.

1965
David A. Miller, EE, reti red from
McDonn ell Douglas on Nov. 29,
1996.

1963
M ar vin K. Monday, EE: " I am now
team leader of the F/A- 18 electrical
systems and wiring staff at
McDo nn ell Douglas in St. Louis."

1964
David

G.

Beshore,

ChE'71,
MSChE'73. has been promoted to
process
manager.
systems
engineering, at the Rocketdyne
Division of Boeing Defense and Space
Group. He also earned a bachelor's
degree in computer science in 1993
and retired as a major in the U.S. Air
Force in 1994. He is also president of
Enerspace Technologies. a computer
software and Internet consulting
service in Calrrornia. He lives with his
wife and three children at 3050
Lodgewood St., Newbury Park. CA
91320:

A bram L. Cor te lyo u Jr. , CE:
" Retired from McDonnell Douglas
with 30 years service on Nov. 27 ,
1996. " • Robert E. Hufft Jr .. Phys.
has completed 21 years of private
practice in orthopedic surgery at
Springfield, Mo. H e practices
general orthopedics
wi th an
emphasis on joint replacement and
spinal surgery . • Do nald G. Peters,
CE, director o f public works/city
engineer for Coolidge, Ariz.: "As of
April 1. 1997 , I will be celebrating
my fifth ann iversary of retirement
from the U.S. Army. For the first
time in 30-plus years, I have held
the same job title and lived at the

1966
Jam es E. B eavers, CE , has formed
James E. Beavers Consultants
(JEBcl . Located in Oak Ridge,
Tenn ., JEBc is a small busin ess
specializi ng in structural engineering
services.· Robert L. John so n.
MetE: " I am now the business
manager for Boeing Commercial
Aircraft Service En gineering. We
provide technical support to .the
world 's airlin es, keeping the fleet
flying safe and profitable. We are
presently getting ready for th e
expected merger with McDonnell
Douglas later this summer." • Mary
W. Lan e. MSTChem , an awardwin ning chemistry and physics
teacher at Middlesboro High
School , is among six Eastern
Kentucky University graduates to
be inducted into the University's
H all of Distinguished Alumni on

April 26, 1996. • Rich ard A.
Molkenbur, CE, formed his own
consulting engin eering business,
Ramcon & Associates in San Diego,
Calif. , in January 1997. H e does
consulting,
engin eerin g
and
N ico la
A.
surveyll1g.
(Utterback ) N elso n, EE, MSEE '71 ,
has been promoted to principal
director of the systems and
developm en t
and
operations
subdivision
in
the
Systems
Engin eerin g Division
of T he
Aerospace Corp. Sh e oversees
three departments th at perform
space-system requirements analysis;
spacecraft and launch veh icle
conceptual design ; manufacturing
grou nd
systems
support;
development
and
operatio ns
support ; and cost and schedule
analysis. She join ed Aerospace in
1973. · A l drew L. Scott Jr. , EE:
"After 30 years of service I have left
Delco Electronics and moved to the
Lake of the Ozarks to work , fish and
go boating. ot necessarily in th at
order!" . B. Ruben Trujill o, EE: " I
wou ld like to receive letters from my
old friends that used to live at 1200
Pine St. in Mrs. H offman 's boarding
house from 1960-66. Please e-mail
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----- --------------------------me at rtb@rapinet.com. I am a
com mercial director in Venezuela at
South America 's biggest electric
utility. " · Ro na ld W. Umphrey ,
ME, has joi ned U.S.-based BS I
Inc. , part of the world 's oldest and
largest registrar service for ISO
9000 , ISA 14000 and QS-9000
standards. His office is at home
near Houston . He can be reached
at 281-362-8798.
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Ri c h a rd D. Tho rn , Phys, is
program executive for technology
at Hughes Santa Barbara Research
Center, where he is responsible for
the capture and management of
contracts to develop advanced
infrared systems components for
space, tactical and commercial
infrared sensors. He and his wife
li nda have lived in Santa Barbara
Calif. , since 1972. Their daughte;
graduated from U.c. Davis and
their son attends U. C. Santa
Barbara - "in fields far removed
from physics! " • Earl K Weber
MetE, has been named m~nager of
test engineering at American Steel
Foundries, a division of AMSTED
Industries.

1968
B obb y T. Cox, MetE: "My brother
Rick and I have purchased ACORN
Stamping in Rochester, Mich. , and
my wife and I resigned our jobs to
run the company. Rick is running
his other company, R&D
Enterprises, and Sandy and I run
ACORN. So far this ownership/
entrerenuer thing is fun . We plan to
relocate from Grand Rapids to
Rochester. " • Eri c H . Fra ntz ME:
"I purchased Smith Castings I~c. in
Kingsford , Mich. , in May 1996. We
are a short-run gray iron , ductile
iron , steel , alloy and stainless steel
foundry with annual sales of
approximately $4 million. "

1969
Do n M. Asco li , EE: "Fourth
grandchild arrived in January.
Anne and I celebrated our 30th
wedding anniversary on April 22 ,
1997. I am an enterp rise manager
at Motorola. We welcome friends to
give us a call when visiting
Phoenix. " • Gary K. Woodwa rd
Phys, MSP hys '73 , has been a~
advanced project engineer at
General Motors Corp. since 1993. "

Fafl1997

Seventies
1970
Larr y J . Dea n, EE , is a support
engineer at the FB I in Washington.
He is assisting the software
integration team on the new
automated fingerpr int identification
system - IAFIS. "My son Matt is in
his second year in college in
Florida, making excelle nt grades. "
C hr istoph er M. Killi a n Econ
joined the Phelps Count; Bank ' ~
financial planning staff on May 1.
He received his master's degree in
business
administration
from
Pepperdine University in 1974 . •
N ove mbre ,
Psyc.:
Anth o ny
"Received his doctorate from
Rutgers University and is now
working for the State Department of
Education as Somerset County
superintendent of schools. "
R.
Rod e bus h ,
ME:
J a m es
"Presently chief engineer of Tema
Systems in Cincinnati Oh io a
manufacturer of centrif~ges for 'the
chemical ,
mineral
and
food
industries. Barbara and
are
looking forward to o ur 25th
wedding anniversary this year. Our
three sons are all attending Ohio
University ."
Arthur
A.
Schwe izer, MetE, is a 1998-2001
candidate for vice preSident-finance
for the SME.
He is vice
manager
of
president/general
Glenbrook Nickel. · Ro bert J .
We bb, EE "My Wife , Susan , and I
are doing well. Have always valued
my education at UMR. "

1971
He nry B. Cook , EE, is the acting
deputy director of the U.S . Army
Command 's
Product
Missile
Assurance Directorate. " . Edward
C. McJi msey, EE, has been named
manager of engineering for the
Formulated Dairy Foods Group of
Mid-America
Dairymen. "
Mic h ael P. Mulva ne y, EMgt: 'Tm
an associate director for the Pringles
Global Expansion. Son , Be njamin,
runs cross country and track for
UMR , and was an All-American last
cross-country season. (Ben is
a
senior
in
engineer ing
management). Daughter, Bethany,
graduated from John Brown
University and is employed as
assistant administrator of store
planning at Wal -mart headquarters
in BentonVille, Ark. My wife Bekah
and I have been married 26 years! "
• Lind ell G. Rut h er ford , CerE:
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David J. Wisch receives
Texaco Fellow Award
David J. Wisch, CE'75, MSCE'77, senior specialist for Texaco's offshore
engineering department, was named a Texaco Fellow for his achievements in
offshore engineering technology.
The announcement was made in March by Texaco chai rman and chief
executive officer Peter I. Bijur.
The title Texaco Fellow is reserved for individuals who are recognized as
international experts in their fields. These innovators of technical solutions also
have applied their knowledge and expertise to increase the value of Texaco's
resources.
Wisch, who joined Texaco in 1977, was recognized for his offshore
engineering innovations and the successful application of cutting-edge offshore
technology throughout his Texaco career.
"His advancements in fields such
as trans-oceanic transportation of offshore platforms and international offshore
engineering standards have allowed Texaco and the industry to increase the
value of their assets," says J. Phil Wilbourn, general manager of Texaco's
offshore engineering department. "They have provided for improved safety and
reduced cycle time on a worldwide basis."
Wisch is an authority in a number of offshore engineering technology areas
encompassing structural engineering, application offshore structure and
assessment of existing facilities for fitness purposes. He has authored or coauthored more than a dozen technical papers. He has served as chair of the
American Petroleum Institute's committee on fixed offshore platforms and as
the U.S. representative to the International Standards Organization offshore
standards committee.

"Residing in Virginia Beac h, Va,
with wife Marsha and daughter
Sarah. I'm a captain in the U.S.
Navy. I assumed com mand of USS
George Washington on May 7,
1997. " · Herbert J . Schnyder, EE:
"My wife and I have returned to
Texas a fter spe nding nearly four
years in Sweden. We are looking
gettin g
forward
to
enjoyi ng
reacquainted with the home
country. I have taken a position
with Ericsson , a telecommu nication
equipme nt proVider, as a senior
program "manager. " • Lo ra Sm ith ,
Engl : "My fifth mystery, 'Murder
Crops Up ,' will be published by
Fawcett in 1998. 'Murder Bone by
Bon e' is currently selli ng well. " •
Gerri (Harlan) Tyl er, Phys , is now
a certifi ed mental health counselor
at Bellevue Center for Counseling in
Bell evue , Wash. She is also a
technical recruiter a t IT Services of
Bellevue .

1972
J ack R. Beebe, Psyc, has been
nam ed information manager for the
Illinois Commerce Commission in
Springfield, III.
William M.
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Black, Math: "1 completed a MS in
mathematical sciences specializing
in mathematics education in May
1996 and also completed an MS in
curricu lum
and
instruction
specializing in secondary education
in December 1996. Both degrees
were awarded by Northern Illin ois
University in DeKalb , III. My wife
Jane and I have been living in
Kewanee, III. , for four years now. I
teach algebra and chemistry at
Kewanee High School. My son is in
the second grade here at Irving
Elementary School. We are looking
forward to returning to Rolla this fall
for homecoming. " · J effr ey W.
Brummet,
NO ,
has
been
appointed first vice president of
Stifel, Nicolaus and Co. In c., and
has been named a member of th e
company 's Chairman 's CounCil, a
distinction which includes the firm 's
top 40 producing investme nt
executives. • Alan W. Carson ,
CE: "Rece ntly named special
projects coordina tor for Winchester,
operating contractor of La ke C ity
Army
Ammunition
Plant in
Independence, Mo. Still playing lots
of golf and keeping up with kids,
ReiSS, 17; Kevin, 14 ; and Laura ,

9 ." • Phil M. Neeter, EMgt: " I
joined Allied Signa l Aerospaceand
Federal
Manufacturing
Technologies in Kansas City, Mo.,
in June 1996 to lead the facility
management services division."

1973
Alan J. Callier, EMgt, MSCE '75 , is
manager of wastewater treatment
operations at Burn s & McDonnell
Engineering Co. in Kan sas City,
Mo.
He is responsible for
operations and consultation for
wastewater treatm ent facilities. •
John M. Keating, MetE: "I was
promoted to chief technology
development engineer for IMCAyrico. We are looking for any new
technologies that can be applied to
phosphate mining in Central
Florida. I recently saw snow for the
first time in 18 years. " • Victor W.
Lomax Jr. , His!.: "Teaching
accounting courses for Drury
College and graduate accounting
and fi nance courses for Webster
University's MBA program in
Rolla. " • William H. Mount, MinE,
was named general manager for the
Doe Run Co. at its southeast
Missouri Mining and Milling
Division in Viburnum , Mo. He is
responsibl e for th e operation of six
underground lead/zinc mines , four
milling facilities and associated
support fun ctions. · Wesley S.
Watkins, CE: "Rejoined Baker
Energy as vice president of
engineering.
Baker
Energy
provides EPC services to the oil ,
gas and power industri es. Baker
also proVides contract operating

services a nd is a subsidiary of the
Michael Baker Corp. " . Curt T.
Williams , CE, retired from the
Army and is a civilian after 26-plus
years. He lives in Norfolk, Va. , and
provides professional services to
the Norfolk District COE.

1974
William P. C larke, CE, MS CE '79 ,
has been nominated to serve as
president-elect of MSPE for 1997is
associate
vice
98.
He
president
and
manager
of
sanitary/environmental engineering
for Horner & Shifrin Inc. in St.
Louis. He is MSPE 's current vice
president, a past president of the
St. Louis Chapter, a member of the
Educational Foundation Fund
Investment AdviSOry Committee
and the Educational Foundation
Ph ase II Fund-Raising Committee.
• Francine S. Eppeisheimer: Hist.
"Selected
by
other
facu lty
members (at the University of
Milwaukee)
to
receive
the
UhrigNogel Award for excellence
in teaching! I am very proud of this
Philip W.
accomplishment. " ·
Inman, HiS!: "The Lord is teaching
me to cope with the absence of
Sue, my sweet wife of 43 years ,
who went home to heaven over 2
years ago. Gardening, occasional
preaching, wood working, and a
weekly Bible study class are fruitful
endeavors. " • Paul E. Miller.
MinE : "Still flying , fishing and
sailing and still active in various
Christian ministries. " • Steven C.
Peppers, Chem: "It's been my
pleasure to help teach an

Looking for a job?
The UMR Career Opportunities Center offers services for alumni who are
looking for a new job. These services include resume referral and the password
to JOBTRAK, a job listing service. For $30, alumni are provided with the
password to JOBTRAK and resume referral for one year. Discs are no longer
used to register one's resume in the databank. All resumes are now created
on the Internet from anywhere in the world and are submitted to the Career
Opportunities Center via the Internet. Companies requesting resumes are
provided with the resumes which meet their criteria. Company representatives
contact the alumni directly if they are interested in their qualifications.
JOBTRAK is a job listing service that receives job notices daily and posts
them on the Internet. Alumni send a cover letter and resume directly to the
company if they are interested in the vacancy. To learn more about JOBTRAK,
visit their home page at http://www.jobtrak.com.
If you have questions or wish to register with the Career Opportunities
Center, contact Marcia Ridley at 573-341-4229 or e-mail at mridley@umr.edu .
Credit cards and checks are accepted. To learn more about the Career
Opportunities Center, visit their home page at http://www.umr.edu/-career.
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By Laurie Wilman Alberswerth

£

or th e first three years of what the heck I' m doing " is a reasonably And, yes, maybe a lot of time is spe nt in
my
college
educatio n,
my popular answer among new graduates.
meetings, shuffling paperwork, or trying to
dad told anyone who would listen that Surprisingly, "Spending a lot of time trying fi gure out where on earth the new grad go t
I was going to be an engin eer and "drive to figure out what th e heck the new grad this or that a nswer. But, all in all , the work
the train back and forth between St. Louis did this time " was a pretty popular we do in this profeSSion is amazingly
and Kansas City." (He spent the last year response from th e older generation.
important to the world in which we live.
of my education asking anyone who would Unfortunately, neith er o f these two replies Without e ngin eers, there wo uld be no
listen if they 'd hire me , but that's another did much to answer the query.
airplanes, no fiber-optics , no St. Louis
story.)
So, again , what do we do? Well , it's Arch. Th ere would be water in everyone 's
Although my father was
really pretty simple:
basements, mail sorting would take weeks,
obviously joking abou t the
We save the world.
and the "Chunnel " between Engla nd a nd
train-engineer connection (I
Sure, perhaps our France would be a laughable fantasy. The
thin k), this brings up a very
moon would still be just a big rock
made out of green cheese and th ere
good point. What engineers
50 what do
actually do to earn a
would be no Tang.
paycheck seems to be one
Imagin e a life without televiSio ns,
engineers do?
of the great mysteries of life.
telephon es, and microwaves, let
Well, we spend
It 's actually kind of sad.
alone cellular phones, satellite TV and
time In meetings, th e Intern et. To people of today 's
Or perhaps
lon ely is
more accurate. Throughout
society, these are all necessiti es, and
we shuffle
school, well-meaning people
yet engi neers have played a part in
paperwork, we
would ask what classes I was
each. If they were not com in g up with
taking down at the good 01'
the ideas in the first ptace, they were
pray that the
UM of R I finally got smart
at least on the leading edge of their
relatively new
and quit telling the truth
all-important advances.
grads (myself
(Differential
Equations,
So what do e ngineers do? Well ,
Applied Thermodynamics,
we
spend time in meetings , we shuffle
Included , of
Fracture Mechan ics) and began, um ,
paperwork, we pray that the relatively
course) someday get a clue, and
fudging a little (Math and Science).
new grads (myself included, of
This, of course, is mostly because I
between all that, we dash Into the course) someday get a clue, and
never quite learned what to do when
between a ll that, we dash into the
occasional telephone booth and
the inquirer 's eyes glazed over and his
occasional telephone booth and slip
Slip on the old mechanical pencil, on the old mechanical pencil, HP
jaw dropped down to his sneakers.
Well , now that I'm out of sc hool, the
HP calculator, red tights and cape, calcula tor, red tights and cape , a nd
question has changed just slightly. Now
we go out to save the world. Now , is
and we go out to save the world.
it's, "So what do you do? " Just for your
that really so hard to explain to the
information, ''I'm an engin eer" is
general public which we serve?
apparently not the correct answer,
Okay, maybe I'd leave out the
part about the red tights.
because every time I try that one , the
question gets repeated , with a little
day-to-day tasks aren 't rea lly all that Laurie (Wilman) Alberswerth , ME'96, is a stress
more emphasis: "So what do you do?"
Okay, fellow tec hnical types, what exciting or grand iose , especially when engineer at Syste ms and Electron ics Inc. in
exactly do we do? After taking a very viewed by someone who either does n 't SI. Louis and a newlywed.
statistically incorrect poll , it seems that understand or doesn 't really care about
"Spending a lot of time tryin g to figure out how much shear load a rivet can take.
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e ngineering for Anheuser-Busch
Co. 's brewery in Wuhan , China.
Worked about two-thirds of the last
15 months in China."

immun ology la b course at UM -St.
Louis as an adjunct assistan t
professor. I'm also comple ting my
MBA this year from UM-St. Louis. I
still work at Sigma Chemical Co." •
Rand y E. Porter, EE: "I was
promoted to principal engineer at
Monsan to 's Muscatine , Iowa , pla nt.
My family and I a ll live at 6912
McI ntire, Muscatine, IA 5276l. " •
Joseph K. Russell , GeoE , was
nominated for vice preside nt by the
1997
nominating
MSPE 's
comm ittee for 1997-98. He is wi th
Shafer, Klin e & Warren , PA, of
Chillicothe , Mo.
Vincent J .
Saporita, EE: "To ny will be a
freshman a t Mizzou (biochemistry) ,
Anna will be a freshman at St.
Francis Borgia , and Angela will be
in 5th grade at St. J o hn ·s. Kathy is
substitute teac hing, and I am
working with training , NEC , NEMA ,
e tc. " • Joh n R . Weese , EMgt,
MSEnvE '75: "Promoted to divisio n
director of land development/land
pla nning for the consulting firm of
He rbert, Rowland a nd Grubie Inc .
Consu lting Engin eers in Lancaster,
PA. I am an avid a uto en thusiast
active in th e BMW Car Club o f
America .. .c urrently looking for a
2002 tiL All BMW enthusiast alumni
are invited to e- mail. " • Mart in E .
White, EE : "Performing electrica l

48

1975
Brian A. Millburn, Phys: "I retired
from 20 years service with the U.S.
Air Force and have moved back to
8129 Brigantine Dr ive, Colorado
Springs, CO 80920. My ho me
phone is 719- 593-1439. I am now
a senior systems analyst with
ANSER a nd still a single dad for my
three sons, ages 16, 14 , and 12. " •
Thoma s J . Mittle r, C E: "Daughter
Tammi married Ron Short on April
12. They live in Longview, Texas.
Daughter Debby graduated May 17
from University of Texas-Austin
with a degree in kinesiology and is
plann ing to be a coach. Daughter
Sandi is back in Longview working
as a ho me health nurse. "
Mitc h ell F. Pe terson, EE: "We are
in Korea fabricating two platforms
for Ch evron to be installed offshore
Angola in January 1998. I have
responsibility for the process a nd
safety systems ranging from
pneumatic controls to state-of-the art Scada system. My wife and I
really enjoy living overseas and
wish it wouldn 't end. " . David P.
Schule r, EE: "In November, I
accepted th e position of 300 mm
program
managercorporate
technology at MEMC Electronic
Materials Inc . T his is a rare
opportunity to be on the leading
edge of th e newest advanced
silicon wafe r product to serve the
semiconductor industry fo r the past
several years. T he 300 mm (12 inc h ) wafer has 109 square inches
of surface a rea. T hat's enough realestate to fabricate approximately
140 Pentium TM processors o n a
single wafer. T he 300 mm pilot line,
at
the
corporate
located
headquarters in St. Peters, Mo. ,
was officially dedicated in Ma rch
1997. MEMC is the second largest
producer of electronic grad e silicon
wa fe rs in the world. " • Kevin C.
S k ibis ki , CE , MSCE '76, was
no min a ted for secretary for MSPE
for 1997-98. He is d irector
of the engineering d epartment
head/project manager for Scott
Consulting Engi neers, PC , in
Spri ngfield , Mo. ·
Be rnard J.
Welch , EMgt'75: "Visit th e fiv e of
us o n 3-mile Po nd , S. China ,
Main e, 207-445- 2038 ,.

1976

1979

Mi c hael J. Agui lar, CSci, formed
a new business in 1996 called
Innocorp Ltd. They introduced
their first product, Fatal Vision TM , in
September 1996 . In no corp is
based in Verona , Wis. " . Leland S.
(Ste ve ) Bihr, EE : "I am now a
P E. " . Michael E. Price, ME, is a
senior project engineer in the air
pollution control practice area in
the St. Charles, Mo., office
of
Environmental
Resources
Managem ent. He is co-a uthor of
"Acciden tal Chemical Releases: An
Ounce of Prevention " in the May
1997
issue
of
"Chemical
Engineering. "
Mi c hael D.
S c hepflin, CSci: "I am a broker for
a dental/vision/prescription drug
program. I a m also a distributor for
satellite television and prepaid fuel
cards. " • Don G . Smith, EMgt: "In
February 1997, I was promoted to
engineering
and
ma inte nance
manager a t Tamko. Also honored
for 20 years service at annual
service awards banquet. "

Jennie Adkins -Bruba ker, PetE:
"We 've been living in England for
four years now. Jeff is finishin g up
a North Sea project with Texaco. I
am in semi-retirement since we left
the states, caring for our three
children , ho me , pets and numerous
activities. We love England b ut will
be moving on again by year-end ."
• J a m es L. Brink, PetE: "Still
working in Bake rsfield after six
years. Longest stint in one place in
m y 18 -year career with Chevron.
Looking forward to the new a nd
interesting opportunities that lie
ahead here in California ."
Lawrence " Larry " K. B ritt, GeoE ,
petroleum
is
currently
a
engineering associate for Amoco.
He joined the company in 1979
and
worked
in
numerous
engineering pOSitions prior to his
curre nt assignment as hydraulics
fracturing team leader at Amoco 's
Tech nology Center, Tulsa.
Jam es D . Humphrey, MinE:
"Recently transferred to ARCO
Coal's Curragh mine in Blackwater
Queensland , Australia , where I' m
working as manager-mining. As if
that wasn 't enough change, Judi
and I were married just before we
left. " • Vi c ki L. J oern, GeoE : "I
curre ntly work for Coral En ergy
Resources as an account manger
marketing natural gas in the
southeast region of the United
States. Ka rl and I have three
children , Emily, 9 ; Betha ny, 7; and
Elliott, 3 , who keeps us very busy. "
Ro bert L. S hirro n, EMgt:
"Heading to Ft. Bragg, N.C. , in
August. I was selected to be the
director of p ublic works th ere. " •
Ann E. Whitty, E.E.: "I am now
the e ngineeri ng manager at Alcoa
Dave nport Works. De nnis and
have two great boys, Mike, 11 , and
Paul, 7"

1977
Kevin P. Da rby, CSci: "2 112 yearold , Caitlin likes to lock herself in
every bathroom. Karen now
working
at
Voc-Re hab."
C hristopher M. J a rrett: "I joined
Mitsunaga and Associates Inc . on
May l. I am currently resident
engineer on the South Kihei Road
improvemen ts phase II proj ect in
Kihei , MauL" • J o hn ,/. La dage Jr. ,
Ch ern , was na med resea rch
specialist at Carboline Co. on
March 3l. • Mi c hael Norbe rg,
Ch ern: "I a m curre ntly involved in
pulmo nary research involving nitric
oxide therapy for newborns a t the
Children 's Mercy Hospital in
Kansas City, Mo . I also help coach
and swim with my two so ns, 13
and 15. A swimmer 's reunion
sounds like great fun. "

1980
1978
Do ugl as K.
Cothe rn , CSci:
"Diane, Jere my, Andrea , Bethany
a nd I are now city farm ers on 22
acres
at
2533
River
Rd .,
Murfreesbo ro , TN 37129. I'm still
in data processing with Ingra m
Book Co. " · Kev in M. La h ay,
GeoE: "Will move to Maracaibo ,
Venezuela , in August with wife
Linda a nd sons, Ben, 10; Dyla n, 7;
and Cameron , 2. Currently in
su n ny California , having moved
from the UK one year ago. "

Paul D . Booh er, CE , MSCE '8 1:
"Ka rrolyn and I just got back from
Russia, where we adopted a 3 112year-old little girl. So, we now have
two boys, Bryce and Bradley , and
now Kimberly. The trip was qu ite
an experience. We traveled to the
inte rior of Russia (Barnaul) ,
Kimberly 's hom etown. We ' re glad
to be back home in th e United
States." . Ma rk D. Carte r, NucE:
''Three kids now, Will, 5 ; Frances,
3; and Elizabeth, l. " • Darra ll R.
Hir tz, CE: "When 1 graduated , I
began work right away with
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Skelto n & Associates in Kennett,
Mo. , in charge of survey and field
work and became involved in
assessment mapping until 1984.
Fro m 1984-85 , I worked for
Hamilton
&
Associates
in
Kirksville , Mo. From there, I went
to Waters a nd Associates , where
I' m employed as a project engineer
and CAD/computer manager. Patty
and I will be married 16 years this
coming August and have two
children , Nathan , 14, and Casey,
9. We just built a new house in
1995 and o ur address is Rt. 1 Box
409A , Campbell , MO 63933. The
small rural town , though , is
Glennonville . • Charles R. " Bud "
Waters , CE'5 1: "my o riginal
employer, passed away a couple of
years ago. The company is now
owned by his son-in-law, J ohn D.
Chittenden,
MSCE '74,
BSCE'74." • Jane M. Kin g, CSci:
"I'd like to say, 'hi ,' to all my Zeta
sisters. I hope to see everyone at
Eta Theta 's 25th a nniversary in
1998." • Charl es B. McField Jr. ,
ChE, MSCh E'82 : "Resigned from
AlIied Signal Jan. 3 , 1997.
Attending
Hardi ng
Graduate
School of Religion to obtain master
of divinity degree. Relocated to
Memphis , Tenn ." • Michae l S.
S chmidt , ChE , MSCh E'85: "I've
changed jobs. I'm now the
principal process engineer for the
PC&E - a process , controls and
electrical engineeri ng company
that is just crawling with UMR
grads! "

1981
Mic helle C. Fleck, GGph , was
elected Teacher of the Year by
students at the College of Eastern
Utah in Price, Utah. She has been
an instructor of mathematics and
physical science at the college si nce
1985. · Eri c S . Goldsmith , EE:
''I've been at Motorola all 15 years
si nce graduation . I live in the
country on a small ranch with
a few cattle."
Gopa la n
Krishnamurthy, EE: "I work for
U.S . Robotics as senior staff
engineer. " • Mark J . Nea lon, E. E.:
"I'm currently living in Ballwin,
Mo. , with my wife Terri and two
children , Cassie , 9 , a nd Kyle , 6.
I've bee n promoted to supervising
engineer at Union Electric in its
heavy underground construction
district of Metro St. Louis."

away with
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1982
David J. Baginsk i, EE: "As a
senior staff consultant for Lockheed
Martin Information System &
Tech nologies, I am heavily involved
with the design and ana lysis of the
Sky tel Nationwide two- way paging
system. This is the first two-way
paging
system
based
on
Narrowband PCS! " ·
Pete F.
Berg la r, EE, finished medical
school in 1992, residency in 1995 ,
and is a pediatrician in the Air
Force. He and his wife Rhonda
have two children , Daniel and
Lydia , and are stationed at
Elmendorf AFB in Anchorage,
Alaska . • Kelly J . Busch , CerE:
"We have just relocated to New
Jersey from California. After 10
years in the desert we thought some
trees and grass would be nice.
We 're not sure about the snow yet. "
Da rrell R. Cas e, ME: "Case
Engineering is now in its second
year of business and going sh·ong. I
am very active in Cub and Boy
Scouts with my three sons. " •
Brenda L. Di az , PetE: "We're on
our way to Kuwait with Rene 's
assignment for Chevron Overseas!
Adrian , 9; Andrew, 6; and Alexia ,
3 , are looking forward to the
adventure. ,. • Pa ul O. Herrm a nn
IV, E.E.: "My work with developing
software and hardware for testing
avionics of the Boeing 777 is going
welL Cheryl is in 5th grade , Matt is
in 3rd grade, and Joel is in
kindergarten ." · Ern est J . Jo nes
Jr. , EMgt, MSEMgt'96: "After
receiving my BS in engineering
management in 1982, I fin ally got
my MS in engineering management
from UMR in December 1996! " •
Fra ncis X. McCorm ack, EE: "I
received notice that I passed the
P E. in control systems engineering
last fall ."

1983
Keith Eltin g, MetE: "I was
promoted to plant ma nager of
Olin 's Bryan Metals Operation in
Bryan, Ohio, at the end of
February. We are in the process of
relocating for the first time. Pam and
the four kids are doing welL " •
Ric hard C. Ka ufm a n, PetE: "Our
family moved to the Housto n area
last fall and like it here. I have been
worki ng with Nalco Chemical for
the past 13 yea rs and really enjoy
my job. Josh and Jonah are high
school age, which is amazing. To all
my long lost friends from Rolla ,
look us up in Pearland , Texas." •

Giving something back
to his community
T imothy E. N e wto n, GeoE '92 , of J oplin , Mo. , is living his
wish by making his ho m etown a better place.
Newton , a n e ngineer with th e Missou ri Department of
Transportatio n , has been assigned the task of surveying the land
suita bility w he re five m iles of the proposed U.S. 71 H ighway
Alte rn a te to route highway traffi c arou nd downtown J oplin. The
proposed ro utes a ll lie across the path of hundreds of
abando ned m in es of th e O ron ogo-Due nweg "trend " of historic
lead -zinc d ep osits in Missouri.
Newton 's job, whic h began in August 1996, will be to thread
th e roa dway safely thro ugh the a ba ndo ned mined ground. His
work involves th e develo pm e n t of the scientific means of
surveying the five miles of new road way to determine the b est
a nd safest locatio n , a nd to de fin e m ethods of further exploration
fo r w hich th e new highway could be designed to cross the
abando ne d mine d gro un d.
Mining cam e to J oplin a bo ut 1850, a nd during that time the
gro und was rippe d and torn fro m the surface to a dep th of
a bo u t 250 feet. Durin g the min ing years, about 11 ,000 acres of
ground in the J o plin a re a was covered with aba ndoned mines
and piles of m ine sp oil known as "chat. " T he m ining companies
le ft th e J o plin a rea in a b o u t 1920 , m ov ing to the richer ore
areas of Oklah o m a a nd Ka nsas. Th ey left b eh in d open mine
shafts a nd a moo nscape o f unreclaimed mine wastes.
A UMR jo int e ffo rt between the departments of geology and
ge ophysics a nd geological a nd p e tro leu m e ngineering has been
forme d to assist th e Missouri De partm e nt of Transportation with
th e effo rt.

For transcript copies, please see the Registrar's
Office link from the UMR web page,
e-mail registrar@umr.edu, or call
(5731341-4181.
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John E. Kurz, PetE: "1am working
on th e North Slope of Alaska for
Arco. a petroleum producing
company. We enjoy the Alaskan
lifestyle, especially th e fi shin g,
camping and hockey. T he skiing
isn't too bad either. ·' . D onal d F.
Schn eider . ChE. is a consu ltant
with Stratus Engin eering Inc. in
L eague City, Texas. H e previously
worked as a senior engineer for
Stone & Webster Engineeri ng, and
as an operating and proj ect
engineer for Shell Oil Co . • Willi am
C . Schulze, EE : '"I' m now
managing all sales and customer
support for H ewlett- Packard 's
Colorado Springs Division . Cathy
and I have three chi ldren, Christa.
8: Dave. 4 ; and Billy, 16 months.
Love living in Colorado!"

1984
Edward J. Brad l ey Jr. , EE: "1 was
transferred back to the Standards
Group on May 1. I am replacing the
underground staff engineer, who
retired earlier this year. I am looking
forward to specifying cable and
other underground equipment for
UE. I received the William H .
Spurgeon III Award for outstanding
contribution s by an adu lt leader to
the Exploring Program. Exploring is
the young adult division of the Boy
Scouts of America. I serve as
adviser to Explorer Post 2179 in SI.
Louis." . Patrick G. Lav in, M inE:
" I am the product manger for A RR MAZ Products, which is a chemical
company servicing the phosphate
and potash mining industry here in
central Florida ." • John W. Pull ey,
CSci, is a senior analyst at Impact
Technologies . • Eld on W. Scites,
EE: " I am in my 13th year at
Dynetics Inc. in Huntsville. Ala .,
doing the work I was born to do.
Still
married
to
Kimberly
Zimmerma n. Robert is 3: Victoria,
1. Would like to hear from you via

e- mail." • D oug las L. V ictor, PetE,
is a major in the U.S. Army Corps
of Engineers . • Joh n G . W ilm es
Jr.: " I am now area manager of
AB B Control Inc. in SI. Louis.
Barbara , GGph '85, MSEMgt'93,
and I have two children, Tim , S,
and Tom. 1. My work number is
3 14- 256-0222."

CORRECTION
There was a misprint in the Summer '97 issue of the Alumnus magazine:
From the Class of 1996 - Troy A. Peterson, ME '96, and Mindy M.
Richardson, EMgt '96, were married on March 15, 1997. Not March
15,1996.

1985
Ancell M. Atk i ns , PetE: "Still
worki ng at Lockheed Martin
Aeronautical Systems Co . in
Mari etta, G a. Currently assigned to
the Royal Australian Air Force C 130J Program as air veh icl e
engineering coordinator.·' · Joh n
M. Ay. Engl: " H arris Corp. sent me
traveling last year: four months in
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia, then
almost two months in Anchora ge,
Alaska. I got married March 8 .
1997, to Maribel. A couple of UMR
al ums made it for the wedding in
SI. Petersburg, Fla ." • Ve netta M.
Bridges. EMgt. is m anager of
process development and analysis
for MCI. " I married in 1993, and
have one daughter, 14 months
old." • Dan e L. Ca ntwell, PetE: " I
am working for Anadarko in
Houston, Texas. I<im and I just had
our second child. a girL" · K ath y
" Kad ie" Davis, EMch, " H ard to
believe I' ve been at GM for 12
years. i"ve been working at the GM
Lab for seven years doing various
crash testing. I am the sup ervisor
for the GM sled operations, which
includes a staff of 18. Life is good,
as they say, and I am well. ,. •
Walter P. G laeser. ME: "1 am now
performing software integration and
tests on the Iri diu m satellite
program. which wi ll provide 24hour worldwide personal voice.
data, FAX and paging services." •
William O. Gooch Jr.. CSci: " Life
is good. Hillary graduates from high
school
with
honors
la nd

12130 E.
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Help keep the tradition alive!
St. Pat's '98 sweatshirts will be available in October
Number ordered

Size

S
M
L
XL
XXL

Shirts sized S-XL are $20 each, and XXL shirts are $21 .
Please include $5 shipping and handling for each item
ordered.
Name ________________________________
Address _____________________________
City/State/ZIP _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Phone_______________________________

Look. and See Ae:Uvliy Book.
The "Look and See" Activity Book was created by
alumni, Bill ' 55 and Jan e Hallett and Jack Guth '50,
to introduce chil dre n to science, engin eer ing and
UMR.
These books are available from your local section or
from the Alumni Office for $3 .
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Patty's University Bookstore Inc.
1106 Pine Street
Rolla, MO 65401
To order by credit card. call Patty's UniverSity Books are at 1-800-667-8257. or
FAX thiS order form to the bookstore at 1-573-364-4742.
E-mail pattys@rolianet.org
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scholarships) this year. Mizzou next
year. Billy is a 4.0 Sth grader. Want
to say hello to Tom , George , Curtis,
Garnett, KeVin, Carol, Arlan ,
Sandor, J ohn , Steve and Grace ,
Ti m and Debbie , Dan , Dan , Marty
and Fiero man (Alzheimer). Still in
love with Valerie." • Kurt D.
Koehler, PetE, MSPetE 'S7: "Leslie
and I are sti ll in Bakersfield, Calif ,
with our 2-year- old daughter Erin.
June 1 will bring the merger of my
company with Mobil-California.
We'll see what shakes out.
Greetings, everyone." • Mark A.
Layne,
PetE,
MSPetE'S7,
PhDPetE'96
"What a year!
Finished my P hD, bought a house
(2130 E. 12th Place , Tulsa , O K
74104) and most important, got
married. Please call if you are
coming through T-town (9 1S) 7432957 and meet my lovely wife ,
Deanna. " • Sam C. Ma h a ney,
Hist: "I am in law school at St.
Louis University. I am still flying C9A 's at Scott Air Force Base, ilL" •
GeoE:
Di a n
J.
Novak,
"Reconnected
with
Allen
Hatheway (professor of geological
engineering
and
petroleum
engineering at UMR) and he asked
me to review his new gas plant
book. I' m honored! Will be giving a
talk to seniors soon , looking
forward to it! "

1986

$21.

em
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J a m es D. Arthur, PetE: "Still living
in Tulsa and enjoy the old oil town
atmosphere! I serve as the area
environmental
manager
and
regional client group leader for
CH2M Hill Petroleum Industry
Services. J oan and I have two
children , Daniel Jr. , 2, and Teresa ,
4." · Mi chael P. Ba ldwin , EE:
"Started new position in design
engineering in J une. Attem pting to
renovate an SO-year-old house
over the next few lifetimes. " • J eff
C. Edgar, EMgt, has been named
pla nt manager for the Emerson
Electric Kennett faCility . • J ohn E.
Hoe hn , EE , is chief engineer at
WETA, a public television and
radio station in Washi ngton , DC. •
Tom K Ja cobsmeyer, GeoE: "I
got married to Nedral Rodriquez
last Aug. 10. I am still working for
Rust Environment & Infrastrucure
in St. LouiS and a major client is
former
classmate,
Willi a m
Upm a n, GeoE'S5, MSGeoE 'S7."
Ro na ld W. J a gels , CE,
MSEMgt '91 , received the civil
engineering exemplary alumni
award
from
UMR 's
civil

Fnll1997

FUTURE MINERS
Christopher W. Bolick , EE'S6,
notified us that he has a new baby
girl.
Aaron L. Cook, CSci '77 , and
Brenda had a boy, Christopher, on
May 1, 1996. He joins Ben, 11 , and
Rebecca, 10.
Christine E. Darnell , CSci '9 1, and
Shawn had a girl , Emily, in
September 1996.
Mark W. DeYoung , EMgt '96, and
Marga ret had their second child , a
boy named Charles Fairfield , on
March 13, 1997.
Ro bert J . MetE'90, and Cynthia
L. , CE'90, Fisch er had a girl,
Audrey Marie, on Oct. 29, 1996.
Alissa M. Gallagh er, EMgt'S l ,
MS EMgt'S3, and Jam es
D.
Wh etsel , Ch E'S l , MSEMgt'S3,
had their th ird child , a boy named
Christopher, on Dec. 3 , 1996.
Walter P Glaeser, ME 'S5, and
Maureen had a girl, Megan
Elizabeth , on Nov. 19, 1996. She
joins sister, Colleen , 4.
Eri c A. , Hist. '91 , and Lynne P.
Haynes , ChE '90, had a boyan
March 12.
Gl en P., ChE '91 , and Krista L.
(Sheitick) Hoppe, CerE'92 , had a
girl , Katherine Ann , on Jan. 3 1,
1997.
Dennis
J.
Kinch en,
ME,
MSME'79, and J ohanna M.
Yuhas , EE '79 , had a boy , David
John Yuhas Kinchen. He joins
Caroline M. Kinchen Yuhas, 3, and
Kate J ulian ne Kinchen Yuhas, IS
months.
Elizabeth A. Kna ust, CSci '92 , and
Steven Paris had a boy, Andrew
Steven PariS, on Feb. 24, 1997. He
joins sisters , Ashley a nd Amber
Paris.
Julianne M. , EMgt'S9 , and Robert
J . Koch a nski , MetE 'S9, had a girl ,
Mary Elizabeth, on Dec. 26, 1997.
She joins her sister, Kelly, 2.
J ohn E. Kurz, PetE 'S3, and Cheryl
had twins, a boy and a gi rl named
Cameron and Caitlin, on Nov. 25 ,

1996. They
Madison.

join

their

sister,

Rona ld G. La Ma nque , GeoE'S5 ,
and Deb had a boy, Adam, on
Sept. 14, 1996.
Lisa A. (Walker) MacMilla n,
EMgt'S3, and Ian had a girl, Kerrie ,
in February 1997.
Kevin L. Marrs, EE'SS, and Vicki
had a boy, Natha niel, in 1996. He
joins two sisters, lisa and Erika.
Steven C. Meyer , AE 'S4, and Lora
had a girl , Allison Kay, on March
12, 1997.
J ohn D., EMgt'S9 , and Kristy
(We ber) Meyers , EMgt '91 , had
twins, Ethan and Olivia in 1996.
Rain er P., EE 'SS and J ean
Mueller, ChE 'S9, had a girl ,
Margaret Cari ne , on April 1, 1997.
Brian L. Neary, CSci '9 1, and
Janice had a boy, William LewiS ,
on Nov. 2S, 1996.
Rona ld T. Pacheco, CSci'91 , and
Ritina, had a boy, Taylor Edward ,
on Aug. 6, 1996. He joins his
brother, Thomas, 3.
Susan Ann Piburn , EMgt 'S5 , and
Brent had a girl , Sarah Marie, on
Jan. 14, 1997.
Tracy D. Rademan , EMgt'S9 , and
Kay had a boy, Kael Maurice, on
May 15, 1996.
Darren R. Ratliff, CE '92 , and
Ginger had a girl , Lauren Marie, on
April 11 , 1997.
Jam es G. , EE 'S6, and Ma ry J a ne
Reinhardt, CSci 'S6, had a boy,
Steven, on Feb. 27 , 1997. He joins
Kevin and Nicole.
Willia m D. Ri cha rd, EE 'S3,
MSEE'S5 , Ph DEE 'SS, and Laura
had a girl , Jacqueline Anne, on Oct.
21 , 1996.
Ronald A. Rosner , AE 'S9, and
Stacy had a boy, Brandon , on Oct.
IS, 1995.

J ames P. , ME 'S6, a"d Su e-Yin
Ryan , EE 'S9, had Q ooy, Mason ,
on Feb. 15, 1997.
S cott A. S a il bert, EE '90, and
Kristen , had a second child , a girl
named Melissa Rose, in January
1997.
Skoog ,
CerE ,
Andrew
J.
MSCerE'SS, and J ulie had a boy,
Robert Andrew, on Dec. 2S , 1996.
J ohn J. , Math 'S5, and Julie A.
Stansfield , LSci'S5, had a boy ,
Henry, in Octo ber 19S6. He joins
Adam , 3.
Tim othy A. , AE 'S7 , and Dan ae J .
(Duffin ) Stuertz, EngI'SS , had a
girl, Olivia Anne , on July 27 , 1996.
Mi ch ele R., CE'S7 and Bria n D.
Tate, EE 'SS, had a boyan Nov. 21.
1996.
J effrey S. Treshn ell , CSci 'S3 , and
Lea had a boy, Nicholas J ordan , on
J uly 16, 1996.
Do uglas L. Victor, PetE 'S4, and
Lori had a boy , Evan , on Aug. 12,
1996.
Berna rd J . Weich , EMgt '75 , and
Jody had a girl , Gillian Marie, on
Easter Sunday 1996.
David G. Winter, CE '7S. and
linda had a girl, Madeline
Elizabeth , on Dec. 12 , 1996. She
joins Lauren 7, and Emily, 3.
J oseph J . Wolf, EE 'S3, and Pat
had a boy, Rudolph Michael , on
April 27, 1996.
Kenna R. Yarbrough , GeoE 'S4 ,
and Stephen had a boy, Hayden
James, on July 20, 1996.
J oh a nna M. Yuhas , EE '79 , and
Dennis
J.
Kinch en,
ME ,
MSME '79 , had a boy, David John
Yuhas Kinchen. He joins Sisters,
Caroline M. Kinchen Yuhas, 3 , and
Kate J ulianne Kinchen Yuhas , IS
months.
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engineering department.
The
award recognizes young UMR
alumni who have contributed time
and effort to the objectives and
programs of the department or
have distinguished th emselves
through outstanding professional
activities . • Colby E. Kinser. CSci:
"In January, I suffered a grade IV
shoulder separation , requiring
reconstructive surgery. Lynne and
I were asked to accept a one-year
assignment with Wall Delta in
Dublin , Ireland , but decided to
continue in our commitments here
at work, at church and at home." •
Kevin J. Knocke , EE: "Julie and
the kids are really enjoying living in
the country . We are all looking
forward to coming to Rolla a nd
visiting the new EE bUilding. " •
Kim berly L. (Ba ltzer ) Me ister,
EMgt, MSEMgt '88 "Going on
seven years with the City of
Leavenworth- love it. I was
married last may to Robert Meister,
construction superintendent (so
that we enjoy each o ther's work,
too!) for Kaaz Construction. " •
Terrence T. Palisch , PetE: "We
fina lly made the big move out of
Alaska. After 10 years it was time
to get back closer to the
grandparents in Missouri. I am now
a staff engineer working on ARCO
Internationa l's Rhourde EI Baguel
project in Algeria. (I work in Plano,
Texas ). " · Jam es G , EE , and
Mary J. Reinha rdt, CSci , live in
Creve Coeur, Mo. "Check out o ur
web site at www.fr-electr ic.com .. .
J a m es P. Ryan, ME, and S ue-Yin
C h en, EE '89: "Jim completed his
Ph.D . in managem ent information
systems at the University of
Houston in December 1996. He
works for the PWS Group in
Houston , where he helps troubled
companies either turn aro und o r
find strategic purchasers. Sue is
staying at home ." • George N.
Szatkows ki , EE: "I have been
working for 1 0 years sin ce
graduating from UMR. Le ft my first
job as a NASA contractor last
summer and now employed by the
U.S. Army at the National
Grounds Intelligence Ce nter in
Charlottesville, Va."

1987
Gayle M. Behr, ChE: "Doug and
I both transferred to Kansas City,
he with PC&E and I with Dames &
Moore. We found 10 beautiful
acres and a lo vely home north of
the city a nd are trying to dig all o ur
'stuff' o ut o f the boxes a nd find a
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place to put it. We welcome
company, 81 10 Covered Bridge
Rd. , Platte City, MO 64079." •
Nat a lie A. Betz, LSci , is a
technical services scientist at
Prorrega. "I love the job. My
husband and I bought a house in
Madison , Wis., and a lways have
room for company! " • J o hn R.
Cole, EE: "Completing an MBA
from American University in
Washington , D.C. Will be moving
to Hampton , Va. , working for
Langley Air Force Base on an
information system develo pmen t
and integration project. " • Willia m
P Cune, EE: "I got married in April
1996 in Charlotte, N.C. , and am
loving life. Still working for Hughes
Electronics as a lobbyist but
looking to make a move. " •
J erom e A. Hinso n, Math , a
chaplain in the U.S. Navy:
"Currently assigned USS Lake Erie
(CG - 70) , which is homeported in
Pearl Ha rbor, Hawaii. Much of
1997 will be spent in the Western
Pacific, Indian Ocean and the Gulf.
Cards, letters and cookies can be
sent care of USS Lake Erie (CG70) FPO AP 9667 1-1190 " · J ohn
J. H oward , CerE: "In 1996, I
founded Howards L. L. c. , which
now makes and markets software
tools primarily for embedded
systems programmers. We oifer
software components necessary
for
bUilding
microcontroller
applications. " • Frederic k A.
Meyer, ChE "My family and I
moved to Sydney, Australia.
Working for Monsanto. My address
is 8 Howell PI., Lane Cove , 2066
Australia , phone 9428-1740'" •
David Mi nogue, CSci: "I develop
software
in
the
interactive
entertainm ent industry . Game
development
is
challenging,
requiring a mixture of d iscipli ne
and chaos. The industry is very
competitive, and contains more
than a few big egos. You have to
watch where you step. I' m
currently working for Acclaim
Entertainment Inc. in Glen Cove ,
N.Y. " · Michele R.Tate , CE: "I am
staying home to take care of our
son . I quit th e City of Dallas Public
and
Transportation
Works
Department. " · Lind a M. Tutko ,
MetE: "Rich , CSci '88, and I have
made our latest move , courtesy of
the U.S . Air Force . This time to
San Antonio , Texas . I'll be at
Rando lph AFB doing foreign
disclosure and Rich will be at
Broo ks AFB managing the LAN for
the systems acquisition school. In
the meantim e, we've been chaSing

Romance in Rolla
Most alumni probably don't remember Rolla as a hotbed for
romance. But that seems to be the case for the Phelps family.
"Perhaps it has som ething to do with Rolla being the seat of
Phelps County," muses Richard W. Phelps, MinE'58, th e managing
editor of Engineering and Mining Journal.
"I fully foun d out just how Rolla-connected my family is just
before making remarks at the wedding rehearsal dinner for Paul
(Phelps), who attended UM R recently," writes Richard Phelps, of
Northbrook, III. Paul Phelps met his wife, Colleen (Bonnot) Phelps,
while studying at UM R, and Colleen's father, Jerry Bonnot, attended
UMR in the 1950s. Meantime, Richard Phelps' son Keith Phelps,
MetE'95, met his wife, An ita (Keller) Phelps, Chem'94, while at./}
UM R.

'i

after our 3-year-old bundle of
Scott E.
energy, Megan. "
Um baugh, MSEE , Ph DEE '90:
"Authored book to be published by
Prentice Hall in 1997. It is
'Computer Vision and Image
Processing: A practical approach
using CVIP tools. ' It has 500 pages
with
CD -RO M. "
Din esh
Venkatach a la m , MSEE: "Worked
on some exciting ATM & Ethernet
switch ASIC's. Visited Rolla on a
weekend and found no major
changes in 10 years. My future
Miners, Sandeep, 5 , and Reena , 2,
keep me occupied during my spare
time." • J ennifer J . Weber , EE: "I
married Rich Fairchild on May 10,
1997 , and became an instan t
mother of an 18-year-old son. We
bought a house in QUincy, Ill. , and
both work at Glenayre Electronics.
In March I got promoted to
manager, quality engineering for
design "

1988
J ennifer A. Andrzejews ki , Math: "I
have 2 girls: Jordan , S, and Taylor,
3 ." • J ulie L. Board, CerE: "I
finished grad school and I'm
for
an
engineeri ng
working
consulting firm in LanSing, Mich. " •
Margaret E . Ko lodZiej, LSci: "I
have completed my MS in medical
genetics fro m the University of
Cincinnati. I began work as a
genetic counselor at the University
of Ne braska Medical Center in
June ." · Kev in L. Marrs , EE , is a
systems engineer on Odyssey, a
12-satellite system designed to
provide glo bal telecommunication
services. . Mi ch ael S. Merrell ,
CSci: "Working for NIMA as a
computer speCialist. Currently living
in Sterling Va. " • J a m es R.

S aavedra , EE: "Currently working
for Un ion Electr ic as a customer
service engineer. I obtained my
MBA and PE in the last couple of
years. I also married Kim Coleman
in 1995. " • Pa ul Scarpo ncini ,
MSCSci,
PhDCSci '92 ,
is
a
geoengineering
market
and
technology executive for Bentley
Systems Inc. in Exton , Pa. He will
gUide product development in
geoengineering with an emphasis
on the transportation marketplace.
• Richard L. Tutko, CSci, "linda ,
MetE '87, and I have made our
latest move courtesy of the U.S. Air
Force. This time to San Antonio,
Texas. I'll be at Randolph AFB
doing foreign disclosure and Rich
will be at Brooks AFB ma naging
th e LAN for the systems acquisition
school. In the meantime , we 've
been chaSing after our 3-year-old
bundle of energy, Megan "
Willi a m
E.
Veerka mp, EE,
MSEE '89: "Karen , ME '89, and I
are still in the Houston , Texas, area
with Jim , 6, and Emily, 4. Our big
news was moving into a new house
last fall - finally enough space!"
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1989
Ri ch ard A. Ho utz, EE: "Currently
living in S outh Carolina in our new
house. My wife Ma ry and I will
celebrate our anniversary with a
trip to Californ ia. Say 'hey ' to
everyone ."
Juli a nn e
M.
Koch a nski , EMgt: "Bob, MetE'89,
is an F-18 pilot for USMC. I am
currently a homemaker and mother
of two , Kelly , 2, and Mary
Elizabeth , 9 months." • Gregory A.
Mettlach , ME , MSME '9l: "1
graduated from Purdue University
with a PhD in mechanical
engineering in August 1996. I now
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work for Caterpilla r Inc. in Pe oria ,
III. " • Tracy D. Rademan , EMgt:
"I was marrie d in 1995 to Kay. We
live in Hannibal , Mo. , w here I
work for Watloc Industrie s as a
product spe cialist a nd I~ay is a
teacher. " • Ronald A . Rosner ,
AE: "I am still working as an
e nvironme ntal consultant in St.
Louis and recently received my
Missouri PE. license. " • Sue"Yin ,
EE '89 and James Ryan , ME '86:
"Jim completed his Ph .D. in
management information syste ms
at the University of Houston in
December 19 9 6 , and now works
for the PWS Group in Houston ,
where
he
helps
troubled
compan ies either turn around or
find strategic purchase rs . Sue is
staying at home . " • Stephen W.
Schreiber , EMgt : "I married
We ndy Quinley in March of 1996.
We are living in NashVille , Tenn. ,
where I am an industrial engineer
with Cara don BetterBiit and
Wendy
is
an
advertising
coordinator with C. B. Ragland . " •
Randall K. Stagner, Hist: "After
three years a t Ft. Bragg, N.C. , I am
being
transferred
to
the
Washington
D.C. , area
this
summer. Deb (who graduated
from UNC Law School in May)
and our sons will stay in North
Carolina for now." • Karen S .
Veerkamp , ME: "Bill, EE '88,
MSEE '8 9 , and I are still in the
Houslon , Texas , area with Jim , 6 ,
and Emily , 4. Our big news was
moving into a new house last fall finally enough space!" . David A .
Wyrick , PhDEMgt '8 9 : "I just
returned from a 6 -week exchange

Nineties
1990
Suzanna J. Edwards , Phys: 'Tm
no t un e mploye d-I'm a mom to
three wonderful daughte rs I Lara
and Ka therine are enjoying their
little sister, Victoria , 1, and Kevin
and I have adjusted to the baby 's
schedule. Life is great! " . Robert
J ., Me tE , a nd Cynt hia L. (Stover)
Fischer , CE '90 " Bob is th e melt
and pour supervisor at Carondelet
Corp . and Cyndy, a former
construction design engineer at
Laclede Gas Co., is a stay-at-home
m o m to Audre y Marie, 1. They live
in south St. Louis County.
Lynne P. , ChE , and Eric A.
Hayn es , Hist '91: "We are still
living in Lee 's Summit, Mo. ".
Matthew
J.
Hunn ,
EMgt:
" Recently received word that I
passed the PE exam. After
spending last summer at Virginia
Te ch, I hope to stay at home with
my fa mily this summer, providing
th e re is no flood I " . Scott A.
Sail berg, EE: "Since I last wrote, I
have graduated from the Air Force
Institute of Technology with an MS
in electrical engineering. I currently
work at Wrig ht Laboratory at
Wright-Patterso n Air Force Base ,
Ohio ."

Three generations
of metallurgists
Last May , Bill

Ruprecht, MetE ' 97 , became
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1991
Christine E. Darnell , CSci: "All is
we ll on the hom e front ! I am still
workin g at Olin C o rp., currently as
an M.I.S. project leader" • James
E. DeVaney Jr. ,AE : "I am having
fun touring Europe with NAT O
AWACS . I have seen Sicily,
Greece, and a few othe r parts . " •
Eric A. , Hist. , and Ly nne P.
Haynes , ChE '90 , "We are still in
Lee 's Summit , Mo . " • Darren R. ,
C S ci , a nd Sally A. Kammer,
C S ci '9 1: " Da rren and I built a
ho me this year in Dallas and are
slo wl y de corating. E-mai l for
fu rth er devel opments. " . Ronald T.
Pacheco , CSci , began a new job
with Bristol Technology on June
3 0 . · Jon L. Purgason , EMgt:
"S in ce graduating , my travels have
led m e to Te xas , Massachusetts ,
Califo rn ia , and back to Texas. I am

the third

generation of Ruprechts to earn a meta ll urgical engineering
degree from MSM-UMR. The first to earn that degree , his
grandfather William J. Ruprecht, MetE '50,' 5 1 , is n ow retired
from ACF Indus tries and livin g in SI. Charles. H e continues to do
consulting work for legal cases. The n ew grad ' s father , William

J . Ruprecht , M etE '68 , is a n engineer with General Electric
Transportation Systems in Erie , Pa.

currently wo rkin g fo r a small
company
an d
enjoy
the
experiences th at a sm a ll compa ny
can provide for m e. " • Sheela N.
Yadav"Olney. EMgt, MS EMgt'93 .
PhDEMgt'94: "I a m enjoyin g
m y work a s assista nt pro fessor
of industria l e ngin eerin g
at
University of Wisconsin -Pla ttev ille .
My
responsibilities
include
development o f o ur C IM la b a nd
teaching
co urses
related
to
manufacturing, production and
manageme nt. "

1992
Scott D. Jackson . E.E.. glo ba l
technical servic e supervisor at
Re liance Electric Co .: " Re li ance
Electric was bo ught by Rockwell
Automation. which also owns Allen
Bradley." • Kara J. Ko pplin .
Ce rE : "I ha ve wo rked a t Roesch
Inc., in Bell eville , III. , for 5 years.
first as a ceramic engin eer. now as

EE: "Currently

'ersary with a
Say 'hey' to
ulian ne M.
Bob. Metf89.
USMC I am
:er and mother
and Mary
: • Gregory A.
~SME'91 "I
Ju e UniverSity
mechamcal

to Lul ea Te kniska Unive rsity in
No rth e rn Swe den . I worked with
m a nufacturing
e ngineering
projects and visited Swedish
compa nies

quality a ssura nce m a nage r. "
Reet Singh Randhawa. EE: " 1got
my mas ter's in com pute r scie nce
from Te xas Tech Un ive rsity. I am
curre ntl y wo rking as a softw a re
e nginee r fo r TO PS En gineering in
Dallas , Texas." • Jose ph W.
Schumer , Nu cE : "I received m y
Ph .D in nu clea r engin eeri ng fr o m
th e Unive rsity o f Mi ch igan in
February 1997 . W hile the re . I
worke d in the de pa rtm e nt as an
adjunct lecture r a nd research
associate. I a m mo ving to th e D.C.
area for a post-doc tora l position a t
th e Naval Research La borato ry.
Pulse Powe r P hYSics Bran ch.

1993
William C. Bisso Jr .. His t: " 1 a m
teaching at Li nn High S chool a nd I
a m finis hin g m y mas te r's 01

education a t S o uthwest Ba ptis t
University in Bo li var . Mo '
Matth ew J . B o yce . C E. wa s
na med sen io r project en gmeer a t
Ta rlto n Co rp. in S t Lou is . • Garry
A . Haase . EE "I ju st fin ish ed m y
master's in EE a fter going part-time
to Wright State Unive rsity I a m still
in the Air Fo rce all d d o illg th rea t
m o deling a t th e Natio ll al Air
Ce nter.
Wr igh t..
Inte llige nce
Patterso n AF B. Ohio " • La ura A .
(Urabel)
Lo we .
Cer E
" In
S e pte m ber 1996. I ma rr ied Terry
Lo we o f C in cinn a ti. who works as
a syste ms e ngi neer for C usto m
Data S olu tio ns Inc. Las t J un e I was
prom o ted to se ni or appli ca tio n
engin ee r fo r the Glass G roup o f
No rth American Re fra ctories Co .
• Ada m C. Rider. C S ci "I
ch an ged jobs in Janua lY I now
wo rk fo r Bra dford and Ga lt
Consulting Servi ces in St Louis" ·
Andrew M. Speck . EMgt " Me li ssa
and I bo ug ht o ur first ho use a nd
mo ve d in la st No ve mber " • To rn
H . Sti e ge m e ier. Geo E: "Our
compa ny recen tl y me rge d wi th a
geo tec hnical wa te r reso ul ces fi nn.
G El Co nsul ta n ts. an d at the
m omen t

we

are

referring

to

o urse lves as G El/Atlan tic '

1994
Dani e l R. Buc hn er. EE I was
selected for S tra thm o re "s W ho 's
Who in Am er ica a nd W ho s W ho
in th e Midwest I plan to ll1 0ve to
H untsvill e. Ala . la te r th is year as
pa rt 01 th e Army AT CO M/P EO -AV
Brae '95 base closu re " · B r ian E.
H aggar d . NIJ ' "J ust fi nished my
MS in ag ronomy a t Univers ity o f
Arka nsas a nd have started wo rkin g
o n a Ph.D in biosystems and
agricultura l
engin ee ring
at
O kla ho ma S ta te University o n a

;t 1996. I nOW
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USDA national needs water
sciences fellowsh ip. " • Carla C.
Parodi-Hall , CSci: "J oey a nd I
have moved . Our new address is
9246 La nth orn Way, Estero, FL
33928." • Mark L. Rollins, EE:
"In January 1997, I became the
project engineer for Mid-America
Dairyman Inc. in Springfield , Mo.
We produce Slim fast , Boost,
Enfamil and a new cold coffe e
product, which is distributed by
Starbucks on both coasts. Soon
more major markets will open up."
• Elizabeth M. Broyles, MSEMgt,
and Aaron M. Rutledge, ME '95 ,
were married on Dec. 14, 1996, in
Tulsa , Okla. She is an engin eer
with World Com , and he is a
software engineer with Vartec.
After a honeymoon in Lake Tahoe,
they reside in Tulsa . • Timothy S .
Swartz, EMgt: "I started working
for Hershey Chocolate USA in May
1996 as a project engineer in the
packing
systems
engi neer ing
group. My wife lisa and I live in
Hershey, Pa."

1995
Faith D. Bass-G lenn, Phys: "I am
working on a master's degree in
history at Southwest Missouri State
University. I am a grad uate
assistant there now. This summer I
plan to take a job with the Missouri
Department of Transportation." •
Dean S. Ford, EE: "I would like to
say 'hello ' to all my EE pals. Drop
me a line via e-mail. I wonder how
you are and still have many fond
memories of o ur time together. As
for me , I was promoted to
senio r engineer for MAGNUM
Technologies Inc. I relocated to Los
Angeles, Calif. , in August 1996 and
have been up to my neck in work
and sunshine since. I love this job l
Yes , I am still automa ting fac to ries
and breweries. I have been able to
get into all phases of project
e ngineering and the sales a nd
marketing side of our business. It is
a very exciting time for me as our
LA Bra nch office is scheduled to
open o n J une 1. We have had
excellent reports on all o ur Rolla
grads and co-o ps we have hired.
We are always looki ng fo r more.
Interested in moving to LA?" •
Aaron
M.
Rutledge,
ME,
and Elizabeth
M.
Broyles ,
MSEMgt'94, were married on Dec.
14 , 1996 , in Tulsa , Okla. She is an
engineer with World Com , a nd he
is a software engin eer with Vartec.
After a honeymoon in Lake Tahoe ,
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they reside in Tulsa . • Christopher
M.,
MetE ,
a nd
Tamara
J. (Davenport) Scheiblhofer,
EMgt '95 , were married on Sept.
14, 1996. ChriS works for Scot
Forge in Spring Grove , III. , and
Ta mara (TJ .) is working for
Tuscarora Inc. in Burlington , Wis. ,
while wai ti ng to attend training for
the Missouri Air National Guard.
We live in Genoa City, Wis.

1996
Mich ael E. Baxter , CE, married
Amber L. Harris on March 15,
1997. He works for the Missouri
Department of Transportation
Fran kford Proj ect Office as a
construction inspector. She is th e
administrator at Westview Nursing
Ho me. They reside in Center, Mo. ·
David A. Comella, ME , recently
received his commission as a naval
officer after completing Officer
Candidate School in Pen sacola ,
Fla. • Petra DeWitt, Hist: "I
currently atte nd Truman State
University in Kirksville, Mo. , where
I am pursing my master's degree in
history, as a graduate teaching
assistant. Although it is much more
and harder work, I love every
minute of it. " • J oseph M.
Krewson, ME, is a project engineer
for Murph y Co. Mechanical
Contractors and Engineers, St.
Louis . • Shannon M. Lemm el,
GeoE , and Troy A. Pinkerton ,
CE'97 were married on Dec. 28 ,
1996. Sha nnon is an engineer for
the
Depa rtment
of
Natural
Resources in Jefferson City, Mo. ,
and Troy just received his degree in
May. After a honeymoon in
Montego Bay, Jamaica , they reside
in J efferson City, Mo.

1997
James T. Cochra n, ChE , is an
engineer
I with
MAGN UM
Technologies. • David L. Cortivo,
ChE, is an engineer I with
MAGNUM Technologies . • Troy A.
Pinkerton , CE, and Shannon M.
Lem m el, GeoE '96 were married
on Dec. 28 , 1996. S ha nno n is an
engi neer for the Depa rtment of
Natural Resources in J efferson
City, Mo. , a nd Troy just received
his degree in May. After a
honeymoon in Montego Bay,
J amaica , they reside in J efferson
City, Mo . • Trici a M. Rudluff, ME,
is a n engineer I with MAGNUM
Tech nologies.
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We are happy to announce wedding s, birth s and promotion s,
after they have oc curred .
We wi ll mention a spou se's name if it is s pecifically mentioned
in the info rmation provid ed by the alumnus.
Th e MSM-UMR Alumnus wi ll anno un ce deaths if information
is su bmitted by an immedi ate family member, or fro m a
newspaper obituary.
Obitu ary information on alumn i s pouses will be printed only if the
alumnu s/na specifically reque sts that we print it.
We will print address es if s pec ifica lly requested to do so by the
alumnu s submitting the note.
We rese rve the right to edit alu mni notes to meet space
requirements .
We will use submitted photos on ly as s pace perm its .

Men
1930

s. Allan l
Deister C

1933

Professor emeritus
Erkiletian passes away
Dickran H . Erkiletian, professor e meritus of mathem a tics
and statistics at UMR , died Wednesday , Jun e 24, in
Hopkinsville , Ky.
Mr. Erkile tian was born in Mayfield, Ky., in 1913 a nd grew
up in Hopkinsville. H e received his bachelor 's d egree from
Western Kentucky University in 1936 a nd his master's d egree
from the University of Illin ois in 1938. H e taught at Fenn Co llege
(now Cleveland State Unive rsity) before becoming an instructor
at UMR in 1942. H e was on the UMR campus from 1942 until
his retire m e nt, except fro m 1946-47 when he pursued
additional graduate work at the University of Kansas.
Mr. Erkile tian became a n assistant professor in 1947, an
associate professor in 1952 a nd was promoted to professor in
1959. He retired with the title of professor emeritus in 1978. He
also served as interim chair o f the d epartmen t of mathematics
from November 1962 until the fall of 1964.
Mr. Erkile tian was active in th e American Society o f
Enginee ring Education (ASEE), serving as vice c hair and chair
of its mathematics division. In 1993 , th e AS EE awarded him its
Outstanding Service Award.
In addition during his retirem ent, Mr. Erkiletian continued to
promote and judge th e annual science fair on campus. H e
tra veled throughout Missouri ta lking with high school students
abo ut the fa ir. He also edited the annual departmental
newsletter and compiled a history of the d e partment thro ugh
199 4 , wh ich he publish ed in four in stallm e nts in th e
departmenta l newsletter.
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Memorials
1930
S. Allan Stone, MinE, retired from
Deister Concentrator Co. as chief
executive officer and
chairman emeritus
in 1980 after 50
years. He lived in
Chillicothe, Mo. t
March 18, 1997.

by the

ce

1933

Arthur P. Towell's,
ChE, death was reported to UMR in
March 1997.

Ithematics
~ 24, in
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,I students
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It thrOUgh
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James

A.

Crookston , CerE ,
MSCerE '47 , was a
retired vice president-research at
InAP
Green
dustries. He led AP
Green Refractories
Co' s research and
development through an era of
significant
advances
in
the
company 's history. He worked for
the company for 29 years. He
received his PhD in ceramic
engineering from the University of
Illinois in 1949. While attending
MSM, James was a member of the
Engineers Club and Tau Beta Pi,
and was active in intramural sports.
t March 3, 1997.
Edward C. Myers, MinE , was a
petroleum engineer and taught
at Barton County
Community
College. He was a
resident of Great

1947
Henry W. Holliday ,
CE , retired from
the
Corps
of
Engineers
Alaska
District after 30
years of service.
While
attending
MSM, he was a
member of ASCE
and the honor list. He lived in
Galena, Mo , with his wife. t Dec.
19, 1996.
Robert
C.
Riedmeyer , ME ,
retired from McDonnell Douglas
Corp. as a senior
engineer designer.
While attending
MSM , he was a
member of Triangle Fraternity and
ASME , and was on the honors list.
t January 1995.

1948
Henry C. Brassfield's, CerE , death
was reported to UMR. t April 15,
1997.

1944
George G. Ambrose's , CE, death
was reported to UMR. t Jan. 9 ,
1997.

Jack M. Whillhite's ,
ME, death was reported to UMR in
March 1997.

Paul S . Elliott,
MetE, spent his
Mc-

Walter J. Dean, MinE, was retired
from AMAX with more than 20
years of service. While attending
MSM, he was a member of the
Miner Board and a student assistant
in the mining department. He had
lived in Salem, Mo. t April 14,
1997.

1949
Coy L. Breuer's,
CE , death was
reported to UMR.
t May I , 1997.

1945

1934
Walter H. Bruening,
ME,
joined
the
Cotton Belt Railroad
in Pine Bluff, Ark. ,
after graduation. In
1947, he was hired
by
Kansas
City
Southern Railway and retired as
chief mechanical officer in 1976.
While attending MSM , he was a
member of MSM Band, Glee Club ,
Tau Beta Pi and Phi Kappa Phi.
Walter and his wife Helen lived in
Shreveport, La. t April 27, 1997.
James E. O'Bryant's, EE, death
was reported to UMR. t Feb. 9,
1997.

1939
Harry A. Stella's, ND, death was
reported to UMR in March 1997.
Feb. 8, 1997

RALUMNU5

James F. Rushing ,
CE , retired from the
Association for Lu therans. While attending MSM, he
was
a
member
of ASCE, Miner
Board, SAME, Engineers Club, and Sigma Phi
Epsilon. James and his wife, Evelyn ,
lived in La Grange , Ill. t Feb. 18,
1997.
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and grew
JIee from
r's degree
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instructor
1942 until
pursued

,ociety of
and chair
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1940
William J. Morrow's , ND, death
was reported to UMR in March
1997. t Jan. 23, 1996.

Marcellus
G.
Handly's ,
ME,
death was reported
to UMR.
March
24, 1997.

1947, an
ofessor in
1978 He
thematics

Wade D. Waters,
MetE , was retired
from Bryan Metals
where he was
employed for more
than 25 years.
While
attending
_ _~I&';';;'J-"'; MSM , he was a
member of Glee Club, Student
Council, Theta Tau , Blue Key,
Engineers Club , and was class
president. t Feb. 19, 1997.

Fnll1997

Hackman C.S.
Vee , ME, was
a member of
Tau Beta Pi , Phi

Army during World War II in Europe
and the Pacific. While attending
MSM , he was an active member in
the photographic club , SAME,
AIME, American Society for Metals
and ROTC. He and his wife
Geraldean lived in St. LOUiS , Mo. t
March 31 , 1997.

gineers Club , the
photo club and
Student Council.
Hackman and his
wife Emma lived in Seal Beach,
Calif. t April 4, 1996.

1942

1946

Mark W. Beard,
CE, retired as
an engineer from
Fluor Corp. after
30
more than
years. While attending MSM he
was
an
active
member in Tau Beta Pi , Tech Club ,
ASCE and the varsity golf team, and
he worked in the civil department.
Mark and his wife Shirley lived in
Hacienda Heights, Calif. t April 16,
1997.

Norman H. Schmid's, ND, death
was reported to UMR. t Feb. 19,
1997

.:::: ~
~
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Kappa Phi , En-

1I

Curtis K. Hale's , EE , death was
reported to UMR. t Feb. 28 , 1996.
Stanley
R.
Hrach Sr. , ME ,
retired
from
William Hrach
& Sons Inc. in
SI. Louis. He
was a member
of Lambda Chi
fratern ity and
ROTC. He most recently lived in
Bonne Terre, Mo. , with his wife
Jane. t March 5, 1997.
George E. Vaughn Jr. , PetE , t
March 22 , 1997

t "date of death
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1950

1955

Kenneth W. Mey.
ChE, worked on
the Mercury and
Gemini
space
for
programs
McDonnell Douglas
in St. Louis. Whle
attending MSM , he was a member
of AIChE and Gamma Delta. t
March 17, 1997.

Richard
J.
Schlueter's,
PetE, death was
reported to UMR
in March 1997.

Anthony E. Wilson , ME , received
his master 's degree
from the U.S . Air
Force Institute of
He
Technology.
served for more
than 26 years in the
Air Force, including
combat service as a pilot in the
China-Burma-India theater. After he
retired from th e Air Force in 1969 as
a lieutenant colonel, he became an
instructor and head of the aviation
department
at '
Meramec
Community College for 14 years.
He retired from th ere in 1984 and
founded WIL-SEW, an upholstery
business, which he operated with his
daughter.
Anthony
lived
in
Florissant, Mo. , with his wife of 44
years, Lee. t March 10, 1997.

,.--=-,...,. Elva L.

Crandell 's,
EE, death was reported to UMR.
Feb. 27, 1997.

Leon N. DeLarm,
CE, worked with
a consulting and
engineering firm on
dam construction in
Colorado Springs,
Colo. , and on the
development of intercontinental
ballistic missile silos from 1955 to
1962. He earned a master's degree
in structural dynamics from the
University of Kansas and a
doctorate degree in discrete field
dynamics from the University of
Delaware, while teaching there. For
the next 10 years, he worked on
helicopter design and construction
for Boeing Inc. He then moved to
the Washington area in 1965, and
was an engineer with the
National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration for the last 22 years.
He and his wife Binnie lived in
McLean , Va. t May 5, 1997.
Donald Gessley's,
EE,
death
was
reported to UMR.
Feb. 13, 1997.

Joseph
Haynes,
ND, had a career
with
the
New
York City Transit
Authority,
supervising and inspecting
subway car prototypes for 20 years. After retiring
from there in the mid 1980s, he
worked in the regional office of the
National Transportation Safety
Board in Parsippany, N.J., until a
few years ago. He was a mechanical
engineer by trade and a licensed
pilot by passion. He helped discover
and restore four Weeksville houses
that are now on the National
Register of Historic Places. In the
1800s, Weeksville was one of the
largest and earliest settlements of
free African Americans in the North.
t March 2, 1997
Thaddeus
F.
Flood's, EE, death
was reported to
t Feb. 6,

Richard H. Dawson's, MinE, death
was reported to UMR in March
1997.

...=-..., Jack E. Englick's,
ME, death was
reported to UMR.
March 1, 1997.

William G. Green's,
EE,
death
was
reported to UMR in
May 1997.

James F. Felch's, CE, death was
reported to UMR in February 1997.

1971
Donald
L.
Kroeter's, Psyc,
death was reported to UMR in
March 1997.

1953
Bernard F. Howe,
GGph . t April 17,
1996

J. Dale Montgomery Jr.'s , EMgt,
death was reported to UMR in
March 1997.
wife Ann lived in Independence,
Mo. t Jan . 22, 1997.

1959
Carrell A. Clem's, CE, death was
reported to UMR. t March 23,
1997.
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1972
Freddie H. Lester, EMgt, was
employed with the U.S . Army Corps
of Engineers for more than 15 years.
He and his wife Lexie lived in
Daphne, Ala. t Aug. 25, 1996.

1977
Dennis G. "Denny" Gilliam, Hist. ,
was employed as superintendent of
the Alton Public School District. He
and his wife Karen were residents of
Alton , Mo. t May 29, 1997.

1985
Joe K. Chapman's, EE , death was
reported to UMR in March 1997.

David L. Pulse's, EE, death was
reported to UMR in May 1997. Jan.
27, 1996.

Friends:

1963

1964
-~

Barry K. Winscher,
ME, was employed
at Fleetwood Enterprises Inc. in Riverside, Calif., where he
was
a
manager
of engineering. He
lived in Riverside
with his wife Susan and three sons.
t April 17, 1997.

1986
1962

Maxwell L. Close's, EE, death was
reported to UMR. t April 24, 1997.

1957
1952

1961

Michael M. Morell's, ND, death
was reported to UMR in March
1997. t June 15, 1993.

Dr. Hamish D. Miller , a former
facu lty member at UMR. t April
1997. He left UMR in 1996 to move
to Canada with his family. He was a
professor of mining engineering and
director of the UMR Rock
Mechanics and Explosives Research
Center from 1992 to 1996. Hamish,
a permanent resident of Canada,
received a PhD in 1980 from the
University of Newcastle-UponTyne.
• Mary Asher, wife of
Vernon L. Asher, CE '33, t Dec. 31,
1996 . • Julie AuBuchon. wife of
Edward L. AuBuchon, MetE '49 . •
U.S . Rep . Bill Emerson of
Missouri 's
8th
Congressional
June 22, 1996.
District, t
Elizabeth Freidank, wife of Roland
D. Freidank, CE·38 . • Caroline I.
Gammeter,
wife
of
Elmer
Gammeter, MetE '26, t Sept. 23,
1996. • Phyllis Inman , wife of
Phillip W. Inman . • Kay Millard,
wife of Frank S. Millard , MinE '37, t
March 23, 1997 . • Edna Morris,
wife of William I. Morris, MinE '41.
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manufacturing, I want

to help strengthen
UMR's manufacturin

recognized leader and
expert in this field. "

-Keith Bailey
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a license Plate
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you can get up to six characters
on your UMR collegiate license plate!
With the advent of
the new plates, there's
room for six letters,
numbers or other
characters on the plate.
If you currently display
the UMR plate, you can
change your lettering
by visiting your local
license office and
picking up a new
request form. And if
you've been holding
off on getting a UMR
plate because you
couldn't express
your true self in
only five characters,
wait no longer!

N
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Make your gift of $25 or more to the
MSM-UMR Alumni Association's License
Plate Sctialarship Fund and we'll send you ·
the forms ~ to get started!
~

0f J

~
Plates are available only for

V"'-~~_l

